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Abstract
Powerful statistical models that can be learned efficiently from large
amounts of data are currently revolutionizing computer vision. These
models possess a rich internal structure reflecting task-specific relations
and constraints. This monograph introduces the reader to the most
popular classes of structured models in computer vision. Our focus is
discrete undirected graphical models which we cover in detail together
with a description of algorithms for both probabilistic inference and
maximum a posteriori inference. We discuss separately recently success-
ful techniques for prediction in general structured models. In the second
part of this monograph we describe methods for parameter learning
where we distinguish the classic maximum likelihood based methods
from the more recent prediction-based parameter learning methods.
We highlight developments to enhance current models and discuss ker-
nelized models and latent variable models. To make the monograph
more practical and to provide links to further study we provide exam-
ples of successful application of many methods in the computer vision
literature.
1
Introduction
In a very general sense computer vision is about automated systems
making sense of image data by extracting some high-level information
from it. The image data can come in a large variety of formats and
modalities. It can be a single natural image, or it can be a multi-spectral
satellite image series recorded over time. Likewise, the high-level infor-
mation to be recovered is diverse, ranging from physical properties such
as the surface normal at each image pixel to object-level attributes such
as its general object class (“car,” “pedestrian,” etc.).
The above task is achieved by building a model relating the image
data to the high-level information. The model is represented by a set of
variables that can be divided into the observation variables describing
the image data, the output variables defining the high-level informa-
tion, and optionally a set of additional auxiliary variables. Besides the
variables a model defines how the variables interact with each other.
Together the variables and interactions form the structure of the model.
Structured models allow a large number of variables and interac-
tions, leading to rich models that are able to represent the complex
relationships that exist between the image data and the quantities of
interest.
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Instead of specifying a single-fixed model we can also introduce
free parameters into the interactions. Given some annotated data with
known values for the output variables we can then adjust the param-
eters to effectively learn a good mapping between observation and
output variables. This is known as parameter learning and training
the model.
1.1 An Example: Image Segmentation
We will now use the task of foreground–background image segmentation
to make concrete the abstract concepts just discussed. In foreground–
background image segmentation we are given a natural image and need
to determine for each pixel whether it represents the foreground object
or the background. To this end we define one binary output variable
yi ∈ {0,1} for each pixel i, taking yi = 1 if i belongs to the foreground,
yi = 0 otherwise. A single observation variable x ∈ X will represent the
entire observed image.
To define the interactions between the variables we consider the fol-
lowing: if the image around a pixel i looks like a part of the foreground
object, then yi = 1 should be preferred over yi = 0. More generally we
may assume a local model gi(yi,x), where gi(1,x) takes a high value if
x looks like a foreground object around pixel i, and a low value other-
wise. If this were the only component of the model we would make
independent decisions for each pixel. But this is clearly insufficient. For
example the model gi might be inaccurate or the image locally really
does resemble the foreground object. Therefore we introduce an inter-
action aimed at making locally consistent decisions about the output
variables: for each pair (i, j) of pixels that are close to each other in
the image plane — say within the 4-neighborhood J — we introduce
a pairwise interaction term gi,j(yi,yj) that takes a large value if yi = yj
and a small value otherwise.
We can now pose segmentation as a maximization problem over all
possible segmentations on n pixels,
y∗ = argmax
y∈{0,1}n
 n∑
i=1
gi(yi,x) +
∑
(i,j)∈J
gi,j(yi,yj)
. (1.1)
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Fig. 1.1 Input image to be segmented into foreground and background. (Image source:
http://pdphoto.org).
Fig. 1.2 Pixelwise separate classification by gi only: noisy, locally inconsistent decisions.
Fig. 1.3 Joint optimum y∗ with spatially consistent decisions.
The optimal prediction y∗ will trade off the quality of the local model gi
with making decisions that are spatially consistent according to gi,j .
This is shown in Figures 1.1 to 1.3.
We did not say how the functions gi and gi,j can be defined. In the
above model we would use a simple binary classification model
gi(yi,x) = 〈wyi ,ϕi(x)〉, (1.2)
where ϕi:X → Rd extracts some image features from the image around
pixel i, for example color or gradient histograms in a fixed window
around i. The parameter vector wy ∈ Rd weights these features. This
allows the local model to represent interactions such as “if the picture
around i is green, then it is more likely to be a background pixel.” By
adjusting w = (w0,w1) suitably, a local score gi(yi,x) can be computed
for any given image. For the pairwise interaction gi,j(yi,yj) we ignore
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the image x and use a 2 × 2 table of values for gi,j(0,0), gi,j(0,1),
gi,j(1,0), and gi,j(1,1), for all adjacent pixels (i, j) ∈ J .
1.2 Outline
In Graphical Models we introduce an important class of discrete struc-
tured models that can be concisely represented in terms of a graph.
In this and later parts we will use factor graphs, a useful special class
of graphical models. We do not address in detail the important class of
directed graphical models and temporal models.
Computation in undirected discrete factor graphs in terms of proba-
bilities is described in Inference in Graphical Models. Because for most
models exact computations are intractable, we discuss a number of pop-
ular approximations such as belief propagation, mean field, and Monte
Carlo approaches.
In Structured Prediction we generalize prediction with graphical
models to the general case where a prediction is made by maximizing an
arbitrary evaluation function, i.e., y = f(x) = argmaxy g(x,y). Solving
this problem — that is, evaluating f(x) — is often intractable as well
and we discuss general methods to approximately make predictions.
After having addressed these basic inference problems we consider
learning of structured models. In Conditional Random Fields we intro-
duce popular learning methods for graphical models. In particular we
focus on recently proposed efficient methods able to scale to large
training sets.
In Structured Support Vector Machines we show that learning is
also possible in the general case where the model does not represent a
probability distribution. We describe the most popular techniques and
discuss in detail the structured support vector machine.
Throughout the monograph we interleave the main text with suc-
cessful computer vision applications of the explained techniques. For
convenience the reader can find a summary of the notation used at the
end of the monograph.
2
Graphical Models
In computer vision we often need to build a model of the real world that
relates observed measurements to quantities of interest. For example,
given an observed image we would like to know physical quantities
like the depth from the observer for each measured pixel in the image.
Alternatively we could be interested high-level questions such as know-
ing where all objects of a certain kind are visible in the image.
Graphical models allow us to encode relationships between multi-
ple variables using a concise, well-defined language. We can use this
language to relate observations and unknown variables to each other.
Naturally some of the problems we are interested in solving are not well-
posed in the sense that it is impossible to determine with certainty the
correct answer from the observation. Probabilistic graphical models help
in this setting. They encode a joint or conditional probability distribu-
tion such that given some observations we are provided not just with
a single estimate of the solution but with a full probability distribu-
tion over all feasible solutions. Moreover, we can incorporate additional
assumptions in the form of prior probability distributions.
There exist different types of graphical models, but they all have
in common that they specify a family of probability distributions
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by means of a graph. The various types differ by the allowed graph
structure and the conditional independence assumptions encoded in
the graph. Given a graphical model we can think of it as a filter for
probability distributions through which only distributions may pass that
satisfy all the conditional independences encoded in the graph. There-
fore a graphical model does not specify a single distribution but a family
of probability distributions.
In this monograph we will limit ourselves to graphical models for
discrete variables. One reason is that discrete models have been more
popular in computer vision. Another reason is that in many cases prior
assumptions and constraints on predictions are more easily enforced
on discrete variables than on continuous ones. That said, models for
continuous random variables are important because discretization of a
continuous variable can lead to inefficiencies both in the computational
and statistical sense. Computationally a fine discretization is needed
to achieve high accuracy leading to a large and inefficient state space
of the resulting model. Statistically, estimating many parameters for
distinct states discards the original continuous structure that produced
the discretization and leads to an increase in estimation error. Despite
these conceptual drawbacks we feel that many problems in computer
vision are best modeled using a discrete model.
We denote the set of output variables with V and the overall output
domain by Y. The output domain is the product of individual variable
domains Yi so that we have Y = ×
i∈V
Yi. In many practical models we
have Yi := L, a single set L of labels. The input domain X varies for
different tasks; typically X would be the set of images and a single
x ∈ X is one image. The random variables of the model are denoted
by Yi, and their realization is denoted by Yi = yi or just yi. Similarly,
Y = y or just y is the joint realization over all variables.
Two types of graphical models are popular. Directed graphical
models, also known as Bayesian networks, specify the family p(Y = y)
= p(y) by means of a directed acyclic graph G = (V,E) and the factor-
ization of p(y) as
p(y) =
∏
i∈V
p(yi|ypaG(i)), (2.1)
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Fig. 2.1 Illustration of a Bayesian network. The directed acyclic graph defines the factor-
ization as p(Y = y) = p(Yl = yl|Yk = yk)p(Yk = yk|Yi = yi,Yj = yj)p(Yi = yi)p(Yj = yj).
where each p(yi|ypaG(i)) is a conditional probability distribution, and
paG(i) denotes the set of parents of node i ∈ V . Figure 2.1 shows a
simple Bayesian network defining a family of distributions on four vari-
ables. The factorization (2.1) defines a family of distributions. By select-
ing suitable conditional probability distribution functions p(yi|ypaG(i))
and parameterizing them with a set of parameters w ∈ Rd to obtain
p(yi|ypaG(i);w) we can identify members of this family. In later sections
we will discuss parameterization and parameter learning in detail.
The most popular graphical models we will concentrate on in this
monograph are undirected graphical models, also known as Markov ran-
dom fields (MRF). More information about directed models can be
found in [9, 77].
A MRF defines a family of joint probability distributions by means
of an undirected graph G = (V,E) as factorization
p(y) =
1
Z
∏
C∈C(G)
ψC(yC), (2.2)
where C(G) denotes the set of all cliques1 of G. By YC we denote the
subset of variables that are indexed by C. The normalizing constant Z
is given by
Z =
∑
y∈Y
∏
C∈C(G)
ψC(yC) (2.3)
1Given G = (V,E), a subset W ⊆ V of the vertices is a clique if for any i, j ∈ W we have
{i, j} ⊆ E, that is there exist an edge for any pair of vertices in W .
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Fig. 2.2 A Markov random field defining the factorization p(y) = 1
Z
ψi(yi)ψj(yj)ψl(yl)
ψi,j(yi,yj)ψj,k(yj ,yk).
Fig. 2.3 A Markov random field with completely connected graph, defining the factorization
p(y) = 1
Z
∏
A∈2{i,j,k,l} ψA(yA).
and is known as partition function. The partition function com-
putes a sum over all configurations Y = Y1 × ·· · × Y|V |. The functions
ψC :YC → R+ are the so called potential functions or factors. Each fac-
tor ψC defines an interaction between one or more variables but in
contrast to Bayesian networks it is not a conditional probability but
an arbitrary non-negative function. Two examples of MRF and their
factorization are shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3.
The relation between the factorization (2.2) and G is well-defined
but cumbersome: imagine we would like to use only pairwise interactions
between all pairs of variables shown in the graph of Figure 2.3. To obtain
a form (2.2) that contains all pairwise potentials wewould need to specify
G as shown in Figure 2.3 but set most factors ψC(YC) = 1 for all |C| < 2
and |C| > 2. The reason for this inefficiency is that the graph that defines
theMarkov random field does not make explicit the factorization.
A more convenient graphical model to directly specify a factoriza-
tion is a factor graph as introduced in the following section.
2.1 Factor Graphs
Factor graphs are undirected graphical models that make explicit the
factorization of the probability function [85]. We define a factor graph
as follows.
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Definition 2.1 (Factor graph). A factor graph is a tuple (V,F ,E)
consisting of a set V of variable nodes, a set F of factor nodes, and a
set E ⊆ V × F of edges having one endpoint at a variable node and the
other at a factor node. Let N :F → 2V be the scope of a factor, defined
as the set of neighboring variables,
N(F ) = {i ∈ V : (i,F ) ∈ E}. (2.4)
Then the factor graph defines a family of distributions that factorize
according to
p(y) =
1
Z
∏
F∈F
ψF (yN(F )), (2.5)
with
Z =
∑
y∈Y
∏
F∈F
ψF (yN(F )). (2.6)
By convention, when drawing a factor graph, factor nodes are drawn
as “” and variable nodes are drawn as “©.” The edges are drawn as
undirected edges between variable and factor nodes. Let us write the
shorthand yF := yN(F ) from now on.
Two examples of factor graphs are shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5.
Fig. 2.4 A possible factorization represented by the Markov random field in Figure 2.3.
Here only pairwise interactions are used.
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Fig. 2.5 Another possible factorization represented by the Markov random field in Fig-
ure 2.3. The MRF specification of a family of distributions cannot distinguish between the
factorization in Figures 2.4 and 2.5.
Fig. 2.6 A factor graph specifying a conditional distribution p(Yi = yi,Yj = yj |Xi =
xi,Xj = xj) = 1Z(xi,xj)ψi(yi;xi)ψj(yj ;xj)ψi,j(yi,yj).
2.1.1 Conditional Distributions: Conditional
Random Fields
We often have access to measurements that correspond to variables that
are part of the model. In that case we can directly model the conditional
distribution p(Y = y|X = x), where X = x is the observation that is
always available.
This can be expressed compactly using conditional random fields
(CRF) with the factorization provided by a factor graphs as shown
in Figure 2.6. The observations X = x we condition on are drawn as
shaded variable nodes and the respective factors have access to the
values of the observation variables they are adjacent to. Then (2.5)
becomes
p(Y = y|X = x) = 1
Z(x)
∏
F∈F
ψF (yF ;xF ), (2.7)
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with
Z(x) =
∑
y∈Y
∏
F∈F
ψF (yF ;xF ). (2.8)
Note that the normalizing constant Z(x) in (2.7) now depends on the
observation. Given the distribution (2.7) we typically would like to
infer marginal probabilities p(YF = yF |x) for some factors F ∈ F . For
example, the marginal probability p(Yi = “foreground”|x) in an image
segmentation model could mean the marginal probability that a pixel i
is labeled foreground, given the observed image. In a later section we
discuss conditional random fields and inference problems in detail.
2.2 Energy Minimization and Factor Graphs
In computer vision the term energy minimization is popularly used to
describe approaches in which the solution to the problem is determined
by minimizing a function, the “energy.” The energy function is defined
for all feasible solutions and measures the quality of a solution.2
We now show how energy minimization is interpreted as solving for
the state of maximum probability in (2.5).
We define an energy function for each factor F ∈ F ,
EF :YN(F ) → R, (2.9)
where YF = ×
i∈N(F )
Yi is the product domain of the variables adjacent
to F . We define the factors ψF :YF → R+ and energy function as
ψF (yF ) = exp(−EF (yF )), and EF (yF ) = − log(ψF (yF )). (2.10)
We can now rewrite p(Y ) in (2.5) as follows.
p(Y = y) =
1
Z
∏
F∈F
ψF (yF ) (2.11)
=
1
Z
∏
F∈F
exp(−EF (yF )) (2.12)
2The term “energy” originates with statistical mechanics. For a fascinating account of the
connections between physics, computer science and information theory, see [104].
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=
1
Z
exp
(
−
∑
F∈F
EF (yF )
)
, (2.13)
with the normalizing constant taking the form:
Z =
∑
y∈Y
exp
(
−
∑
F∈F
EF (yF )
)
. (2.14)
Finding the state y ∈ Y with the highest probability can now be seen
as an energy minimization problem:
argmax
y∈Y
p(Y = y) = argmax
y∈Y
1
Z
exp
(
−
∑
F∈F
EF (yF )
)
(2.15)
= argmax
y∈Y
exp
(
−
∑
F∈F
EF (yF )
)
(2.16)
= argmax
y∈Y
−
∑
F∈F
EF (yF ) (2.17)
= argmin
y∈Y
∑
F∈F
EF (yF ). (2.18)
Energy minimization approaches are a success story in computer
vision and often the most efficient technique to solve a problem. The
probabilistic interpretation (2.13) differs in two ways,
(1) it provides a natural way to quantify prediction uncertainty
by means of marginal distributions p(YF ), and
(2) it enables parameter learning by the maximum likelihood
principle.
In the last decade breakthroughs have been made in enabling similar
advantages for models in which only energy minimization is tractable.
We will discuss these advances in detail in the later section Structured
Support Vector Machines.
Let us now introduce parameterization of factor graphs, followed by
a description of the key inference and learning tasks on factor graphs.
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2.3 Parameterization
Factor graphs define a family of distributions. By introducing param-
eters into the model we can identify members of this family with
parameter values. Parameterization is the process of deciding what
parameters should be used, how they are shared across different parts
of the model, and how they are used to produce the energies for each
factor. A high-level illustration of what is achieved by parameterizing
the model is shown in Figure 2.7.
Parameters are typically introduced into the energy function as fol-
lows. For a given factor F ∈ F and parameter vector w ∈ RD we define
EF :YN(F ) × RD → R, and write EF (yF ;w) to show the dependence
on w. As an example consider binary image segmentation with a pair-
wise energy function encouraging nearby pixels to take the same value,
taking the form:
EF :{0,1} × {0,1} × R2 → R, (2.19)
with
EF (0,0;w) = EF (1,1;w) = w1, (2.20)
EF (0,1,w) = EF (1,0,w) = w2, (2.21)
Fig. 2.7 Schematic relationship of the families of distributions: the full set of all distribu-
tions in the family defined by a factor graph (shown in white) is restricted to a subset
(shown in gray) by parameterization. This subset is indexed by w ∈ RD and any particular
choice of w1,w2 ∈ RD produces one probability distribution pw1 ,pw2 . Increasing the num-
ber of parameters and features enlarges the realizable subset of distributions; decreasing
the number of parameters by parameter sharing makes the set smaller.
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where w1 and w2 are parameters directly describing the energies for
the subsets {(0,0),(1,1)} and {(0,1),(1,0)} of states, respectively.
As discussed in Section 2.1.1 we may let EF depend on observa-
tions xF . Then, a popular form to parameterize EF is to use a linear
function
EF (yf ;xf ,w) = 〈w(yF ),ϕF (xF )〉, (2.22)
where ϕF :XF → RD is a feature function operating on the observations
and w:YF → RD is a concatenation of weight vectors w(yF ) ∈ RD, one
for each yF ∈ YF . In the above binary image segmentation task, we
might use a unary energy function for each pixel, where ϕF (xF ) extracts
D-dimensional image features of the image patch observation xF and
w(0),w(1) ∈ RD are learnable weight vectors.
2.4 Inference and Learning Tasks
Once a factor graph model has been fully specified and parameterized
there are two tasks left to do: to learn its parameters, for example from
training instances, and to use the model for solving inference tasks on
future data instances. We now define the different types of learning and
inference problems that we will discuss in this monograph, starting with
inference.
2.4.1 Inference Tasks
Ultimately, the goal of probabilistic modeling in computer vision is to
make predictions about unobserved properties for a given data instance.
Obviously, we would like these predictions to be as good as possible,
which shows the necessity for a measure of prediction quality.
We formalize this in the framework of statistical decision theory [19]:
let d(X,Y ) denote the probability distribution of the data for the prob-
lem we try to solve, which we factor into the conditional probability
distribution of the label d(y|x), and a data prior d(x). Furthermore, let
∆:Y × Y → R+ be a loss function where ∆(y,y′) specifies the cost of
predicting y′ for a sample when the correct label is y. For any sample
x ∈ X and prediction rule f : X → Y we can measure the quality of
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predicting the label f(x) by the expected loss of this decision
R∆f (x) = Ey∼d(y|x)∆(y,f(x)) (2.23)
=
∑
y∈Y
d(y|x)∆(y,f(x)). (2.24)
Assuming that the parameterized distribution p(y|x,w) reflects d(y|x)
well, we obtain the following approximation
R∆f (x) ≈ Ey∼p(y|x,w)∆(y,f(x)) (2.25)
=
∑
y∈Y
p(y|x,w)∆(y,f(x)). (2.26)
The two important inference problems frequently encountered in com-
puter vision applications, maximum aposteriori (MAP) inference and
probabilistic inference, can be interpreted as the optimal decision rules
for two specific loss functions.
Arguably the most common loss function for classification tasks
is the 0/1 loss, ∆0/1(y,y′) = [y = y′], i.e., ∆(y,y′) = 0 for y = y′, and
∆(y,y′) = 1 otherwise. Computing its expected loss we obtain
R0/1f (x) = 1 − p(Y = f(x)|x,w). (2.27)
This expression is minimized by choosing f(x) = argmaxy∈Y
p(y|x,w) for every x ∈ X , which shows that the optimal prediction rule
in this case is MAP inference.
Problem 2.1(Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) Inference). Given
a factor graph, parameterization, and weight vector w, and given the
observation x, find the state y∗ ∈ Y of maximum probability,
y∗ = argmax
y∈Y
p(Y = y|x,w) = argmax
y∈Y
E(y;x,w). (2.28)
Another popular choice of loss function for structured prediction
tasks is the Hamming loss: ∆(y,y′)H = 1|V |
∑
i∈V [yi = y′i]. It is some-
times more intuitive than the 0/1-loss. For example, in pixel-wise image
segmentation, the Hamming loss is proportional to the number of mis-
classified pixels, whereas the 0/1-loss assigns the same cost to every
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labeling that is not pixel-by-pixel identical to the intended one. For the
Hamming loss, the expected loss takes the form
RHf (x) = 1 −
1
|V |
∑
i∈V
p(Yi = f(x)i|x,w), (2.29)
which is minimized by predicting with f(x)i = argmaxyi∈Yi p(Yi =
yi|x,w), that is, by maximizing the marginal distribution of each node.
To evaluate this prediction rule, we rely on probabilistic inference.
Problem 2.2 (Probabilistic Inference). Given a factor graph,
parameterization, and weight vector w, and given the observation x,
find the value of the log partition function and the marginal distribu-
tions for each factor,
logZ(x,w) = log
∑
y∈Y
exp(−E(y;x,w)), (2.30)
µF (yF ) = p(YF = yF |x,w), ∀F ∈ F ,∀yF ∈ YF . (2.31)
When using the Hamming loss in conjunction with a distribution
p(y|x,w), we use the per-variable marginal distributions p(Yi = yi|x,w)
to make a single joint prediction y for all variables. This produces a small
loss in expectation, but might produce a labeling y that does not have
a low energy. Furthermore, if we allow infinite energy values in the fac-
tors — in effect making some configurations infeasible — then a labeling
produced from variable marginals can still have an infinite energy.
Comparing the two inference problems, the MAP inference provides
us with the mode of p(y|x,w), whereas the result µ of the probabilis-
tic inference describes the marginal distributions of p(y|x,w) for each
factor. Both inference problems are known to be NP-hard for general
graphs and factors [138] but can be tractable if suitably restricted.
We will discuss these issues and the use of both (2.28) and (2.31) in
computer vision in later parts.
Example 2.1 (Probabilistic inference and MAP). To illustrate
how the two inference methods differ qualitatively, in Figure 2.8 to 2.11
we visualize the results of probabilistic inference and MAP inference on
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Fig. 2.8 Test image x to be classified, 384 × 256 pixels. (Image source: Dave Conner, http:
//www.flickr.com/photos/conner395/2182057020/)
Fig. 2.9 Ground truth annotation (24 × 16 blocks of 16 × 16 pixels). The ground truth
annotation of 108 images is used to learn a 2400-dimensional parameter vector w.
the task of recognizing man-made objects in images, originally proposed
in [87].
We have one binary variable Yi per 16 × 16 block i of pixels.
The marginal distribution p(yi|x,w) of the block predicts the presence
of a man-made structure. This marginal distribution is visualized in
Figure 2.10. The most likely labeling — that is, the mode of the distri-
bution — is shown in Figure 2.11. The model is a factor graph consisting
of two different types of factors and has a total of 2,400 parameters that
are learned from 108 annotated training images.
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Fig. 2.10 Visualization of the marginal distribution p(Yi = 1|x,w), where Yi = 1 denotes
a man-made structure. Probabilities close to one are dark, probabilities close to zero are
white.
Fig. 2.11 Visualization of the MAP prediction y∗ = argmaxy∈Y p(Y = y|x,w).
We now define the learning problem but postpone a detailed descrip-
tion of how to train CRF and general factor graph models to a later
part of this monograph.
2.4.2 Learning Tasks
Learning graphical models from training data is a way to find among a
large class of possible models a single one that is best is some sense for
the task at hand. In general, the notion of learning in graphical models
is slightly ambiguous because each part of a graphical model — random
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variables, factors, and parameters — can in principle be learned from
data. In this monograph, as in most computer vision applications, we
assume that themodel structure and parameterization are specifiedman-
ually, and learning amounts to finding a vector of real-valued parame-
ters. We will also only consider supervised learning, that is we assume a
set {(xn,yn)}n=1,...,N of fully observed independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d .) instances from the true data distribution d(X,Y ) to be
given to us, which we will use to determinew∗.
Problem 2.3 (Probabilistic Parameter Learning). Let d(y|x) be
the (unknown) conditional distribution of labels for a problem to be
solved. For a parameterized conditional distribution p(y|x,w) with
parameters w ∈ RD, probabilistic parameter learning is the task of find-
ing a point estimate of the parameter w∗ that makes p(y|x,w∗) closest
to d(y|x) for every x ∈ X .
If for a specific prediction task we know which loss function ∆ to use
at prediction time, and if we decide on MAP-prediction as the decision
rule we will follow, we can alternatively aim at learning by expected loss
minimization.
Problem 2.4 (Loss-Minimizing Parameter Learning). Let
d(x,y) be the unknown distribution of data in labels, and let ∆:Y ×
Y → R be a loss function. Loss minimizing parameter learning is the
task of finding a parameter value w∗ such that the expected prediction
risk
E(x,y)∼d(x,y)[∆(y,fp(x))] (2.32)
is as small as possible, where fp(x) = argmaxy∈Y p(y|x,w∗).
We will describe approaches to solve both learning problems
in Probabilistic Parameter Learning and Prediction-based Parameter
Learning. The first is probabilistic parameter learning based on the
principle of maximum likelihood estimation. The second is prediction-
based parameter learning here only the MAP predictions of the model
are used to learn the parameters.
3
Inference in Graphical Models
We now discuss popular methods used to solve the probabilistic infer-
ence problem in discrete factor graph models. For general factor graphs
this problem is known to be NP-hard, but for graphs that do not con-
tain cycles the problem can be solved efficiently.
For graphs with cycles a number of approximate inference methods
have been proposed that provide approximate answers. These approx-
imate inference methods can be divided into two groups, determinis-
tic approximations which are solved exactly, and Monte Carlo based
approximations.
We start to explain the popular belief propagation method which is
exact for acyclic graphs and provides an approximation in the general
case.
3.1 Belief Propagation and the Sum-Product Algorithm
The sum–product algorithm [85, 98] is a dynamic programming algo-
rithm that given a discrete distribution in the form (2.5) computes the
normalizing constant Z and the marginal distributions p(yi) and p(yF )
for all variables i ∈ V and factors F ∈ F , respectively.
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The original algorithm is defined for tree-structured1 factor graphs
and provides the exact solution. When the algorithm is modified to
work with general factor graphs it is known as loopy belief propagation
and it provides only an approximation to Z and the marginals. We
first discuss the exact algorithm and then the extension to the general
case. For numerical reasons we describe the algorithm in terms of log-
factors, i.e., by using logψF = −EF . We will discuss implementation
caveats later.
The way the algorithm works is by computing vectors termed “mes-
sages” for each edge in the factor graph. In particular, each edge
(i,F ) ∈ E has two such vectors associated with it,
(1) qYi→F ∈ RYi , the variable-to-factor message, and
(2) rF→Yi ∈ RYi , the factor-to-variable message.
When the algorithm has finished computing all these messages, then
the quantities of interest — Z and the marginal distributions p(yi) and
p(yF ) — are simple to compute.
Let us first take a look how each individual message is computed,
then we will discuss the order of computing messages.
3.1.1 Computing the Messages
For computing the variable-to-factor message, we define the set M(i)
of factors adjacent to variable i as
M(i) = {F ∈ F : (i,F ) ∈ E}, (3.1)
similar to how N(F ) has been defined as set of variables adjacent to
F . Then, the variable-to-factor message is computed as
qYi→F (yi) =
∑
F ′∈M(i)\{F}
rF ′→Yi(yi). (3.2)
This computation is visualized in Figure 3.1: the incoming message
vectors rF ′→Yi , except the message rF→Yi coming from F , are added to
yield the outgoing message qYi→F . If there is no term in the summation
the message is simply the all-zero vector.
1A factor graph is tree-structured if it is connected and does not contain a cycle.
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Fig. 3.1 Visualization of the computation of the variable-to-factor message qYi→F by Equa-
tion (3.2).
Fig. 3.2 Visualization of the computation of the factor-to-variable message rF→Yi by Equa-
tion (3.3).
Likewise the factor-to-variable message is computed as follows.
rF→Yi(yi) = log
∑
y′F∈YF ,
y′i=yi
exp
−EF (y′F ) + ∑
j∈N(F )\{i}
qYj→F (y
′
j)
.
(3.3)
Figure 3.2 illustrates the computation: the incoming variable-to-factor
messages from every edge except the one we are computing the mes-
sage for are combined to yield the outgoing factor-to-variable message.
Here the computation (3.3) is more complex than (3.2) because we
additionally sum over the states of all adjacent variables.
3.1.2 Message Ordering
The Equations (3.2) and (3.3) for computing the messages depend on
previously computed messages. The only messages that do not depend
on previous computation are the following.
• The variable-to-factor messages in which no other factor is
adjacent to the variable; then the summation in (3.2) is
empty and the message will be zero.
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• The factor-to-variable messages in which no other variable
is adjacent to the factor; then the inner summation in (3.3)
will be empty.
For tree-structured factor graphs there always exist at least one such
message that can be computed initially. The computed message in turn
enables the computation of other messages. Moreover, we can order all
message computations in such a way that we resolve all dependencies
and eventually have computed all messages.
For tree-structured graphs this corresponds to the scheme shown in
Figures 3.3 and 3.4. We first designate an arbitrary variable node —
here we chose Ym — as the “tree root.” Then we compute all messages
directed toward the root, starting with the leaf nodes of the factor graph
because these are the only messages we can initially compute. We com-
pute the remaining messages in an order that follows the leaf-to-root
structure of the tree. Let us therefore call this step the “leaf-to-root”
phase. From Figure 3.3 it is clear that for each message computation we
will always have previously computed the information it depends upon.
Fig. 3.3 One possible leaf-to-root message schedule in the sum–product algorithm. Factor-
to-variable messages are drawn as arrows, variable-to-factor messages as dotted arrows. The
tree is rooted in Ym and the node is marked with a dashed circle.
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Fig. 3.4 The root-to-leaf message schedule, the reverse of the schedule shown in Figure 3.3.
Note that all edges now pass the message of type opposite of what they passed in the
leaf-to-root phase. Thus, for each edge both message types are available.
Once we have reached the root Ym we reverse the schedule as shown
in Figure 3.4 and again we are sure to previously have computed the
information the message depends on. When we terminate this “root-to-
leaf” phase we have finished computing all messages. Moreover we have
not performed any duplicate computation. Let us now discuss how to
compute the partition function and marginals from the messages.
3.1.3 Computation of the Partition Function and Marginals
The partition function Z can be computed as soon as the leaf-to-root
phase is finished. Because the value of Z can become very large we
usually work with the log-partition function logZ. We can compute it
by summing all factor-to-variable messages directed to the tree root Yr
as follows.
logZ = log
∑
yr∈Yr
exp
 ∑
F∈M(r)
rF→Yr(yr)
. (3.4)
Once we have completed the root-to-leaf phase we can use the mes-
sages and the computed value of logZ to compute marginals for factors
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and variables as follows. The factor marginals take the form:
µF (yF ) = p(YF = yF ) = exp
−EF (yF ) + ∑
i∈N(F )
qYi→F (yi) − logZ
,
(3.5)
for each factor F ∈ F and state yF ∈ YF . Equation (3.5) is visualized
in Figure 3.5. Likewise, the variable marginals are computed as
p(Yi = yi) = exp
 ∑
F∈M(i)
rF→Yi(yi) − logZ
, (3.6)
for each variable Yi and value yi ∈ Yi. The computation is visualized in
Figure 3.6.
Fig. 3.5 Visualization of the computation of the marginal distribution at factor node F ,
Equation (3.5).
Fig. 3.6 Visualization of the computation of the marginal distribution at variable Yi, Equa-
tion (3.6).
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3.1.4 Implementation Caveats
Having explained all the necessary ingredients, we are now able to give
the full belief propagation algorithm for tree-structured factor graphs,
shown in Algorithm 1 on page 212.
The algorithm is straight-forward to implement but requires some
care when computing (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6): the naive com-
putation of the log–sum–exp expression with large numbers leads to
numerical instabilities that quickly amplify across the recursive com-
putation. This problem is mitigated by using the identity
log
∑
i
exp(vi) = α + log
∑
i
exp(vi − α), (3.7)
for all α ∈ R. By setting α = maxi vi for each log–sum–exp expression
in (3.3)–(3.6) and using the right-hand side of the identity to evaluate
the left hand side expression we obtain a numerically stable method.
Example 3.1 (Pictorial Structures). The pictorial structures
model first proposed by Fischler and Elschlager [40] models objects as
individual parts with pairwise relations between parts. For each part an
appearance model is used to evaluate an energy for each possible posi-
tion that part can take. The pairwise relations between parts encourage
parts to take pairwise likely configurations.
The example in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show a pictorial structures model
for a person taken from [37]. It uses eleven different body parts and the
pairwise relations roughly follow the skeletal structure of the human
body: the left and right arm as well as the left and right leg are con-
nected to the torso.
In order to use the model, we need to provide an appearance model
in the form of an energy E
F
(1)
top
(ytop;x) for each body part (top, head,
torso, etc.), where x is the observed image and y takes labels from
a large discretized pose space. In [37] the pose space is a four tuple
(x,y,s,θ), where (x,y) are the absolute image coordinates, s is a scale,
and θ is the rotation of the part. Furthermore we need to provide pair-
wise energies E
F
(2)
top,head
(ytop,yhead) encoding which pairwise relations
between pairs of parts are preferred.
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Algorithm 1: Belief Propagation on Trees
1: (logZ,µ) = BeliefPropagation(V,F ,E ,E)
2: Input:
3: (V,F ,E), tree-structured factor graph,
4: E, energies EF for all F ∈ F .
5: Output:
6: logZ, log partition function of p(y),
7: µ, marginal distributions µF for all F ∈ F .
8: Algorithm:
9: Fix an element of V arbitrarily as tree root
10: Compute leaf-to-root order R as sequence of directed
11: edges of E
12: for i = 1, . . . , |R| do
13: if (v,F ) = R(i) is variable-to-factor edge then
14: Compute qYi→F using (3.2)
15: else
16: (F,v) = R(i) is factor-to-variable edge
17: Compute rF→Yi using (3.3)
18: end if
19: end for
20: Compute logZ by (3.4)
21: Compute root-to-leaf order R′ = reverse(R)
22: for i = 1, . . . , |R′| do
23: if (v,F ) = R′(i) is variable-to-factor edge then
24: Compute qYi→F using (3.2)
25: Compute µF using (3.5)
26: else
27: (F,v) = R′(i) is factor-to-variable edge
28: Compute rF→Yi using (3.3)
29: Compute p(yi) using (3.6)
30: end if
31: end for
Given a new test image, we can use the belief propagation algorithm
for tree-structured graphs to perform inference over the model in time
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Fig. 3.7 Visualization of a labeling as produced by pictorial structures (Image source: http:
//www.flickr.com/photos/lululemonathletica/3908348636/).
Fig. 3.8 Pictorial structure model of Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [37] for person recog-
nition. Each part-variable takes as label a discretized tuple (x,y,s,θ) of position, scale, and
rotation states.
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O(kL2), where k is the number of parts and L is the number of possible
labels for each part variable. Because the labels arise from discretizing a
continuous pose space, L is typically large (L = 500,000 in the original
model of Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher) and therefore computing (3.2)
or (3.19) is too expensive to be practical.
Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [37] make this computation
tractable by restricting the pairwise energy functions to be of the form:
E
F
(2)
a,b
(ya,yb) = ‖Uab(ya) − Uba(yb)‖, (3.8)
where ‖ · ‖ is a norm and Uij , Uji are arbitrary maps, mapping the
labels into a fixed Euclidean space Rn. With this choice, Felzenszwalb
and Huttenlocher show that it is possible to compute (3.2) and (3.19)
in O(L), yielding an overall inference complexity of O(kL). Different
choices of Uab and norms allow for flexible pose relations. Details can
be found in the original paper. Andriluka et al. [5] extend the original
model and discuss in detail the training of the model.
3.2 Loopy Belief Propagation
Belief propagation can be applied to tree-structured factor graphs and
provides an exact solution to the probabilistic inference problem. When
the factor graph is not tree-structured but contains one or more cycles,
the belief propagation algorithm is not applicable as no leaf-to-root
order can be defined. However, the message Equations (3.2) and (3.3)
remain well-defined. Therefore, we can initialize all messages to a fixed
value and perform the message updates iteratively in a fixed or random
order to perform computations “similar” to the original exact algorithm
on trees. The resulting algorithm is named loopy belief propagation.
The loopy belief propagation algorithm made approximate infer-
ence possible in previously intractable models [46]. The empirical per-
formance was consistently reported to be excellent across a wide range
of problems and the algorithm is perhaps the most popular approxi-
mate inference algorithm for discrete graphical models. In practise, the
algorithm does not always converge. If it fails to converge then the
beliefs are a poor approximations to the true marginals. The conver-
gence problem and the encouraging positive results remained poorly
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understood and the theoretical analysis of loopy belief propagation ini-
tially lagged behind until Yedidia et al. [171] showed a close connection
between the so called Bethe free energy approximation in physics and
the loopy belief propagation algorithm [104]. It is now known that if
the algorithm converges then it converged to a fix-point of the Bethe
free energy and this connection has been fruitfully used to derive a
family of similar algorithms [59, 160, 165], some of which can ensure
convergence to a fix point.
3.2.1 Computing the Messages and Marginals
Compared to belief propagation on trees the equations used to com-
pute messages in loopy belief propagation change slightly. Whereas
the factor-to-variable messages rF→Yi are computed as before, the
variable-to-factor messages are normalized in every iteration as follows.
q¯Yi→F (yi) =
∑
F ′∈M(i)\{F}
rF ′→Yi(yi), (3.9)
δ = log
∑
yi∈Yi
exp(q¯Yi→F (yi)), (3.10)
qYi→F (yi) = q¯Yi→F (yi) − δ. (3.11)
The approximate marginals — often named beliefs in the loopy
belief propagation literature — are computed as before but now a
factor-specific normalization constant zF is used. The factor marginals
can be computed at any point in time as follows.
µ¯F (yF ) = −EF (yF ) +
∑
j∈N(F )
qYj→F (yj), (3.12)
zF = log
∑
yF∈YF
exp(µ¯F (yF )), (3.13)
µF (yF ) = exp(µ¯F (yF ) − zF ). (3.14)
In addition to the factor marginals the algorithm also computes the
variable marginals in a similar fashion.
µ¯i(yi) =
∑
F ′∈M(i)
rF ′→Yi(yi), (3.15)
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zi = log
∑
yi∈Yi
exp(µ¯i(yi)), (3.16)
µi(yi) = exp(µ¯i(yi) − zi). (3.17)
In the original belief propagation algorithm the exact normalizing
constant Z is computed at the tree root and applied as normalization
constant throughout the tree. For loopy belief propagation this is not
possible because the local normalization constant zF differs at each
factor. Instead, an approximation to the log partition function logZ is
computed from the Bethe free energy interpretation as follows [171].
logZ =
∑
i∈V
(|M(i)| − 1)
∑
yi∈Yi
µi(yi) logµi(yi)

−
∑
F∈F
∑
yF∈YF
µF (yF )(EF (yF ) + logµF (yF )) . (3.18)
One possible implementation of loopy belief propagation is Algo-
rithm 2 on page 217. In each main iteration of the algorithm all factor-
to-variable messages and all variable-to-factor messages are computed
for all edges of the factor graph, as shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10.
3.2.2 Max-product/Max-sum Algorithm
The belief propagation algorithm can also be used to perform MAP
inference. As for probabilistic inference it is exact in case the factor
graph is a tree. For graphs with cycles it provides an approximation.
The MAP inference version of belief propagation is also known as max-
product algorithm; the version working directly on the energies as the
max-sum algorithm and min-sum algorithm. We will describe the max-
sum version of the algorithm.
The basic idea to derive the max-sum algorithm is to replace the
marginalization performed in (3.3) by a maximization. Additionally
the messages are shifted to prevent numerical problems due to large
numbers forming from accumulation of messages, although this is not
essential to the algorithm. Together this yields the following messages.
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Algorithm 2: Loopy Belief Propagation (sum–product)
1: (logZ,µ) = SumProductLoopyBP(V,F ,E ,E,ε,T )
2: Input:
3: (V,F ,E), factor graph,
4: E, energies EF for all F ∈ F ,
5: ε, convergence tolerance,
6: T , maximum number of iterations.
7: Output:
8: logZ, approximate log partition function of p(y),
9: µ, approximate marginal distributions µF for all F ∈ F .
10: Algorithm:
11: qYi→F (yi) ← 0, for all (i,F ) ∈ E ,yi ∈ Yi
12: µF (yF ) ← 0, for all F ∈ F ,yF ∈ YF
13: for t = 1, . . . ,T do
14: for (v,F ) ∈ F do
15: for yi ∈ Yi do
16: Compute rF→Yi(yi) using (3.3)
17: end for
18: end for
19: for (v,F ) ∈ F do
20: for yi ∈ Yi do
21: Compute qYi→F (yi) using (3.9) to (3.11)
22: end for
23: end for
24: Compute approximate marginals µ′ using (3.12) to (3.17)
25: u ← ‖µ′ − µ‖∞ {Measure change in beliefs}
26: µ ← µ′
27: if u ≤ ε then
28: break {Converged}
29: end if
30: end for
31: Compute logZ using (3.18)
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Fig. 3.9 Passing factor-to-variable messages rF→Yi by Equation (3.3).
Fig. 3.10 Passing variable-to-factor messages qYi→F by Equations (3.9)–(3.11).
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The factor-to-variable message perform maximization over the
states of the factor as
rF→Yi(yi) = max
y′F∈YF ,
y′i=yi
−EF (y′F ) + ∑
j∈N(F )\{i}
qYj→F (y
′
j)
. (3.19)
The variable-to-factor message are identical to the sum–product version
but the normalization moves the mean of the message to zero.
q¯Yi→F (yi) =
∑
F ′∈M(i)\{F}
rF ′→Yi(yi), (3.20)
δ =
1
|Yi|
∑
yi∈Yi
q¯Yi→F (yi), (3.21)
qYi→F (yi) = q¯Yi→F (yi) − δ. (3.22)
The variable max-beliefs are no longer interpretable as marginals but
instead µi(yi) describes the maximum negative energy achievable when
fixing the variable to Yi = yi.
µi(yi) =
∑
F ′∈M(i)
rF ′→Yi(yi), (3.23)
To recover a joint minimum energy labeling, we select for each vari-
able Yi the state yi ∈ Yi with the maximum max-belief,
y∗i = argmax
yi∈Yi
µi(yi), ∀ i ∈ V. (3.24)
The overall procedure is shown in Algorithm 3 on page 220. The
structure of the algorithm is the same as that of the sum–product ver-
sion and both the sum–product and max-sum algorithms are typically
implemented as one algorithm, differing only in the message updates.
3.2.3 Further Reading on Belief Propagation
For a more detailed review of the belief propagation algorithms
and proofs of its correctness for tree-structured factor graphs,
see [9, 85, 98, 171]. Alternative message schedules are discussed in [36].
Different message passing algorithms that are guaranteed to converge
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Algorithm 3: Loopy Belief Propagation (max-sum)
1: y∗ = MaxSumLoopyBP(V,F ,E ,E,ε,T )
2: Input:
3: (V,F ,E), factor graph,
4: E, energies EF for all F ∈ F ,
5: ε, convergence tolerance,
6: T , maximum number of iterations.
7: Output:
8: y∗, approximate MAP labeling y∗ ≈ argmaxy∈Y
9: p(Y = y|x,w)
10: Algorithm:
11: qYi→F (yi) ← 0, for all (i,F ) ∈ E ,yi ∈ Yi
12: µi(yi) ← ∞, for all i ∈ V,yi ∈ Yi
13: for t = 1, . . . ,T do
14: for (v,F ) ∈ F do
15: for yi ∈ Yi do
16: Compute rF→Yi(yi) using (3.19)
17: end for
18: end for
19: for (v,F ) ∈ F do
20: for yi ∈ Yi do
21: Compute qYi→F (yi) using (3.20) to (3.22)
22: end for
23: end for
24: Compute variable max-beliefs µ′i using (3.23)
25: u ← maxi∈V ‖µ′i − µi‖∞ {Measure change in max-beliefs}
26: µ ← µ′
27: if u ≤ ε then
28: break {Converged}
29: end if
30: end for
31: Compute y∗ from max-beliefs using (3.24)
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have been proposed [78, 174], an overview of different variants and
recent results is available in [102]. A number of generalizations, includ-
ing the expectation propagation algorithm have been proposed, for a
discussion, see [59, 105].
The max-sum version of loopy belief propagation performs well in
practice but its behavior remains poorly understood. For this reason
alternative algorithms such as tree-reweighted message passing [78],
generalized max-product [142], and max-sum diffusion [162] have been
proposed. They come with strong convergence guarantees and addition-
ally provide not only an approximate MAP labeling but also a lower
bound on the best achievable energy.
An early work using belief propagation in computer vision for super-
resolution is [45]. Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [38] showed that the
efficiency of belief propagation can be increased when using special
types of factors. Then the messages (3.3) and (3.19) can be computed
using the fast Fourier transform or a specialized maximization algo-
rithm, respectively. Similarly, Potetz [121] has shown how a flexible
class of higher-order factors useful for low-level vision — so called linear
constraint nodes — can be used efficiently within belief propagation.
3.3 Mean Field Methods
For general discrete factor graph models, performing probabilistic infer-
ence is hard. Mean field methods perform approximate probabilistic
inference by searching within a tractable subset of distributions for the
distribution which best approximates the original distribution [66, 160].
One way of finding the best approximating distribution is to pose
it as an optimization problem over probability distributions: given a
distribution p(y|x,w) and a family Q of tractable distributions q ∈ Q
on Y, we want to solve
q∗ = argmin
q∈Q
DKL(q(y)‖p(y|x,w)), (3.25)
where DKL is the Kullback–Leibler divergence between two probability
distributions.
If the set Q is rich enough to contain a close approximation to
p(y|x,w) and we succeed at finding it, then the marginals of q∗ will
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provide a good approximation to the true marginals of p(y|x,w) that
are intractable to compute.2
Assume that the set Q is given. Then the relative entropy
DKL(q(y)‖p(y|x,w)) can be rewritten as follows.
DKL(q(y)‖p(y|x,w)) (3.26)
=
∑
y∈Y
q(y) log
q(y)
p(y|x,w) (3.27)
=
∑
y∈Y
q(y) logq(y) −
∑
y∈Y
q(y) logp(y|x,w) (3.28)
= −H(q) +
∑
F∈F
∑
yF∈YF
µF,yF (q)EF (yF ;xF ,w)
+ logZ(x,w), (3.29)
where H(q) = −∑y∈Y q(y) logq(y) is the entropy of the distribution q
and µF,yF =
∑
y∈Y,[y]N(F )=yF q(y) is the marginal distribution of q on
the variables N(F ). The exact form of this expression depends on the
family Q and we will see an example below for the so called naive
mean field approximation. The term logZ(x,w) is the log partition
function of p. Note that this term does not depend on q and there-
fore it is not necessary to compute logZ(x,w) in order to minimize
DKL(q(y)‖p(y|x,w)).
Suppose we minimized the above expression. By the knowl-
edge that for any distribution q we are guaranteed to have
DKL(q(y)‖p(y|x,w)) ≥ 0, the so called Gibbs inequality, we obtain the
following mean field lower bound on the log partition function.
logZ(x,w) ≥ H(q) −
∑
F∈F
∑
yF∈YF
µF,yF (q)EF (yF ;xF ,w). (3.30)
Therefore, the mean field method provides as inference results not only
approximate marginals µ but also a lower bound on the true log par-
tition function. Typically, the larger the approximating family Q, the
2The minimization direction DKL(q‖p) — the so called information projection — of the
KL-divergence is important: minimizing DKL(p‖q) — the so called moment projection is
desirable but intractable. The difference is explained in [105].
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stronger this lower bound becomes. Let us take a look at the most
popular mean field method, the so called naive mean field method.
3.3.1 Naive Mean Field
In naive mean field, we take the set Q as the set of all factorial distri-
butions, in the form:
q(y) =
∏
i∈V
qi(yi). (3.31)
This approximating distribution is visualized in Figures 3.11 and 3.12.
For factorial distributions the entropy H(q) decomposes as a sum over
Fig. 3.11 Original intractable factor graph model p(y).
Fig. 3.12 Factorial naive mean field approximation q(y) =
∏
i∈V qi(yi).
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per-variable entropies, i.e.,
H(q) =
∑
i∈V
Hi(qi) = −
∑
i∈V
∑
yi∈Yi
qi(yi) logqi(yi). (3.32)
Likewise, the factor marginals µF,yF (q) decompose as the product of
the variable marginals with
µF,yF (q) =
∏
i∈N(F )
qi(yi). (3.33)
Plugging (3.32) and (3.33) into the divergence objective (3.29) yields
the following variational inference problem.
argminq∈QDKL(q(y)‖p(y|x,w)) (3.34)
= argmax
q∈Q
H(q) −
∑
F∈F
∑
yF∈YF
µF,yF (q)EF (yF ;xF ,w)
− logZ(x,w) (3.35)
= argmax
q∈Q
H(q) −
∑
F∈F
∑
yF∈YF
µF,yF (q)EF (yF ;xF ,w) (3.36)
= argmax
q∈Q
−∑
i∈V
∑
yi∈Yi
qi(yi) logqi(yi)
−
∑
F∈F
∑
yF∈YF
 ∏
i∈N(F )
qi(yi)
EF (yF ;xF ,w)
. (3.37)
Where we optimize over all qi ∈ ∆i, the probability simplex defined
for each i ∈ V as qi(yi) ≥ 0, and
∑
yi∈Yi qi(yi) = 1. This problem is a
maximization problem in which the entropy term is concave and the
second term is nonconcave due to products of variables occurring in the
expression. Therefore solving this nonconcave maximization problem
globally is in general hard. However, when we hold all variables fixed
except for a single block qi ∈ ∆i, then we obtain the following tractable
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concave maximization problem.
q∗i = argmax
qi∈∆i
− ∑
yi∈Yi
qi(yi) logqi(yi)
−
∑
F∈F ,
i∈N(F )
∑
yF∈YF
 ∏
j∈N(F )\{i}
qˆj(yj)
qi(yi)EF (yF ;xF ,w)
, (3.38)
where qˆj(yj) = qj(yj) is held fixed and all constant terms not affected
by qi have been dropped, so that we only need to consider the neigh-
bors of variable i within (3.38). This maximization problem can be
analytically solved to obtain the optimal solution q∗i as
q∗i (yi)
= exp
1 − ∑
F∈F ,
i∈N(F )
∑
yF∈YF ,
[yF ]i=yi
 ∏
j∈N(F )\{i}
qˆj(yj)
EF (yF ;xF ,w) + λ
,
(3.39)
with normalizing constant λ derived as Lagrange multiplier of the
constraint
∑
yi∈Yi q
∗
i (yi) = 1, chosen as the unique value guaranteeing
unity,
λ = − log
 ∑
yi∈Yi
× exp
1 − ∑
F∈F ,
i∈N(F )
∑
yF∈YF ,
[yF ]i=yi
 ∏
j∈N(F )\{i}
qˆj(yj)
EF (yF ;xF ,w)

,
(3.40)
where we define the empty product to be 1 in case we have N(F ) \
{i} = ∅. The quantities involved in updating a single variable distribu-
tion are visualized in Figure 3.13. For each i ∈ V the update of qi can be
carried out efficiently, effectively optimizing (3.37) by block coordinate
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Fig. 3.13 Updating a single variable distribution qi in naive mean field: the factor marginals
µF are taken as product of variable marginals qˆh and qi. By fixing qˆh and the other involved
variable distributions, the remaining distribution qi can be optimized over analytically.
Fig. 3.14 Structured mean field approximation by taking larger tractable subgraphs of the
factor graph. Here three chains are used and six factors are approximated using mean field.
For each component the mean field update can be performed efficiently if inference for the
component is tractable.
ascent. Because the objective (3.37) is differentiable the alternating
optimization is known to converge to a locally optimal solution.
The mean field approach has a long history for inference in statisti-
cal models in general and in computer vision in particular. It has been
used parameter estimation in MRF in the early 1990s, [48], and more
recently to learn the parameters of CRF in image segmentation, [159],
and stereo depth estimation, [161].
To improve the approximation of naive mean field we can take facto-
rial distributions where each component is a larger subgraph of the orig-
inal factor graph. This leads to the structured mean field approach [129].
An example is shown in Figure 3.14 where three chain-structured
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subgraphs are used and the shaded factors are removed from the
approximating distribution. The resulting family Q of distributions is
richer and therefore the approximation is improved. Optimizing (3.29)
is still efficient but compared to the naive mean field approximation the
entropies H(q) now decompose over the subgraphs instead of individ-
ual variables. Each subgraph distribution can be updated by means of
probabilistic inference on that subgraph. For details, see [160]. Fur-
ther generalizations of the mean field approach are made in [170]
and [167].
3.4 Sampling
Given a graphical model defining a probability distribution, we can
use sampling methods to approximate expectations of functions under
this distribution. That is, given p(y|x,w) and an arbitrary function
h:X × Y → R we can compute approximately the expected value of h,
Ey∼p(y|x,w)[h(x,y)]. (3.41)
The ability to approximate (3.41) is important both for inference and
parameter learning. For example, to perform probabilistic inference
we define hF,zF (x,y) = [[yF = zF ]] for all F and zF ∈ YF , obtaining
marginal probabilities over factor states as
Ey∼p(y|x,w)[hF,zF (x,y)] = p(yF = zF |x,w). (3.42)
For probabilistic parameter learning discussed in Conditional Random
Fields, h is a feature map ψ:X × Y → Rd and we evaluate the expecta-
tion of the feature map under the model distribution. While the com-
putation of (3.41) subsumes the computation of marginal distributions
and gradients of the log-partition function, it does not directly allow
the computation of logZ(x,w), the log partition function itself.
3.4.1 Monte Carlo
The idea of evaluating (3.41) by sampling is to approximate the full
expectation by means of a set of samples y(1), y(2), . . . , y(S) generated
from p(y|x,w). This is referred to as Monte Carlo approximation. We
have, for a sufficiently large number S of samples that the sample mean
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approximates the true expectation,
Ey∼p(y|x,w)[h(x,y)] ≈
1
S
S∑
s=1
h(x,y(s)). (3.43)
By the law of large numbers the approximation (3.43) converges
arbitrarily close to the exact expectation if we use sufficiently many
samples. For S independent samples the approximation error is then of
the order O(1/
√
S), independent of the dimensionality of the problem.
There are two problems, however. The first problem is that although
we know the error decreases with more samples, for a given required
approximation accuracy we do not know how many samples are suffi-
cient. The second problem is that for a general graphical model obtain-
ing exact samples y(s) ∼ p(y|x,w) is a difficult problem itself.
Both problems can be mitigated by the use of the Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) method that we discuss now.
3.4.2 Markov Chain Monte Carlo
The basic idea of MCMC is to further approximate the approxima-
tion (3.43) by taking as y(s) not independent and identically distributed
samples from p(y|x,w), but instead to use a sequence y(1),y(2), . . . of
dependent samples coming from a Markov chain. These samples can be
produced by evaluating the unnormalized value of p(y|x,w), i.e., we are
no longer required to compute the log partition function. We first dis-
cuss briefly what a Markov chain is and then give two popular Markov
chains for sampling from a graphical model.
Markov chains. Let us first briefly revisit the definition of a Markov
chain as a memoryless random process whose future states depend only
on the present state.
Definition 3.1 (Markov chain). Given a finite set Y and a matrix
P ∈ RY×Y , then a random process (Z1,Z2, . . .) with Zt taking values
from Y is a Markov chain with transition matrix P , if
p(Zt+1 = y(j)|Z1 = y(1),Z2 = y(2), . . . ,Zt = y(t)) (3.44)
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= p(Zt+1 = y(j)|Zt = y(t)) (3.45)
= Py(t),y(j) . (3.46)
Further details on Markov chains can be found in [55].
The above definition is for the case when Y is finite. An introduction
to general Markov chains and their application to statistical inference
is considered in [51, 126].
In the above definition the values of Py(t),y(j) are the transition prob-
abilities of moving from state y(t) to state y(j). We can imagine the
Markov chain as a walk on a directed graph that has as vertices all
states Y and a directed edge y(i) → y(j) whenever Py(i),y(j) > 0. When a
Markov chain defined by P has two additional properties, irreducibility
and aperiodicity, then it has a unique stationary distribution3 p(y) that
satisfies
∑
y(i)∈Y p(y
(i))Py(i),y(j) = p(y
(j)) for all y(j) ∈ Y. The stationary
distribution is the distribution we converge to when performing a ran-
dom walk according to P .
The key idea of Markov chain Monte Carlo is to construct a Markov
chain that has as its stationary distribution the true distribution of
interest. By simulating the Markov chain for a number of time steps
an approximate sample from the stationary distribution — the very
distribution we are interested in — can be obtained. The advantage of
doing so is that even in cases when it is hard to sample from the true
distribution we can still efficiently simulate a Markov chain having this
distribution as its stationary distribution.
By simulating the Markov chain long enough we obtain a single sam-
ple distributed approximately as p(y|x,w). By repeating the procedure
we could obtain an additional sample, but this would clearly be ineffi-
cient. Instead, in practise a single Markov chain is run for a large num-
ber of steps, taking a sequence of dependent samples y(1),y(2), . . . ,y(t)
after each step, or every k steps, where k is usually small, say k = 3
or k = 10. Taking dependent samples from a Markov chain to evalu-
ate (3.43) is still justified because of the ergodic theorem that guaran-
tees that the influence of the initial and earlier iterate vanishes as we
3Also called equilibrium distribution of the Markov chain.
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make keep making MCMC moves. A detailed discussion can be found
in [125, Section 6.3.1].
Let us now discuss how a suitable Markov chain can be constructed.
We discuss only the two most popular methods, the generally applicable
Metropolis-Hastings method, and the special case of the Gibbs sampler.
Metropolis–Hastings chains. Originally proposed by Metropolis
et al. [103] and extended by [57], the Metropolis–Hastings chain is
widely applicable. Given the target distribution p˜(y|x,w) ∝ p(y|x,w)
up to normalizing constants and given an additional proposal distribu-
tion q(y′|y) the Markov chain is defined as shown in Algorithm 4.
Given a sample y(t) the algorithm iteratively samples from the
proposal distribution q(y′|y(t)) and either accepts or rejects the
Algorithm 4: Metropolis–Hastings Chain
1: MetropolisHastingsChain(p˜, q)
2: Input:
3: p˜(y|x,w) ∝ p(y|x,w), unnormalized target distribution
4: q(y′|y), proposal distribution
5: Output:
6: y(t), sequence of samples with approximately y(t) ∼ p(y|x,w)
7: Algorithm:
8: y0 ← arbitrary in Y
9: for t = 1, . . . ,T do
10: y′ ∼ q(y′|y(t−1)) {Generate candidate}
11: Compute acceptance probability
σ ← min
{
1,
p˜(y′|x,w)q(y(t−1)|y′)
p˜(y(t−1)|x,w)q(y′|y(t−1))
}
(3.47)
12: Update
y(t) ←
{
y′ with probability σ (accept),
y(t−1) otherwise (reject).
(3.48)
13: output y(t)
14: end for
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candidate y′. In the computation only ratios of probabilities are used
and hence the log partition function in p(y|x,w) cancels out — equiv-
alently, the unnormalized distribution p˜(y|x,w) can be used.
The proposal distribution q(y′|y(t)) can be constructed in a number
of ways. A common method is to use a uniform distribution over a small
set of variations of the current sample y(t), for example by allowing a
single variable in y(t) to change its value. The Metropolis–Hastings
method is so general that many variations have been proposed; for an
in-depth review see [97].
Gibbs sampler. The Gibbs sampler, first proposed by Geman and
Geman [49] is a special case of the Metropolis–Hastings chain in which
each proposal is always accepted. The basic idea is that while sam-
pling from p(y|x,w) is hard, sampling from the conditional distribu-
tions p(yi|yV \{i},x,w) over small subsets of variables can be performed
efficiently. By iteratively sampling variables from these distributions,
conditioned on the state of the current sample, it is possible to show
that the process defines a Markov chain with p(y|x,w) as stationary
distribution.
Algorithm 5: Gibbs Sampler
1: GibbsSampler(p˜)
2: Input:
3: p˜(y|x,w) ∝ p(y|x,w), unnormalized target distribution
4: Output:
5: yt, sequence of samples with approximately y(t) ∼ p(y|x,w)
6: Algorithm:
7: y(0) ← arbitrary in Y
8: for t = 1, . . . ,T do
9: y(t) ← y(t−1)
10: for i ∈ V do
11: Sample y(t)i ∼ p(yi|y(t)V \{i},x,w) using (3.49)
12: end for
13: output y(t)
14: end for
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In the algorithm, sampling from the conditional distribution is fea-
sible because it only requires the unnormalized distribution p˜ and nor-
malization over the domain of a single variable,
p(yi|y(t)V \{i},x,w) =
p(yi,y
(t)
V \{i}|x,w)∑
yi∈Yi p(yi,y
(t)
V \{i}|x,w)
=
p˜(yi,y
(t)
V \{i}|x,w)∑
yi∈Yi p˜(yi,y
(t)
V \{i}|x,w)
. (3.49)
One possible Gibbs sampler using a fixed order on the variables is
shown in Algorithm 5. Performing the conditional sampling once on
each variable is called a sweep, and this sampler outputs a new sam-
ple y(t) after each sweep. An application of this simple implementation
is shown in Example 3.2. For discrete models the single site Gibbs
sampler can be improved by minor changes to become the metropolized
Gibbs sampler [97, Section 6.3.2], that is provably more efficient.
Example 3.2 (Gibbs sampling). We revisit the probabilistic infer-
ence problem of Example 2.1 where we visualized the posterior node
marginals as shown in Figure 3.16 for the input image shown in
Figure 3.15.
We run Algorithm 5 on the model distribution and visualize the
convergence of the marginal foreground probability of the marked pixel
in Figure 3.16. In particular, Figure 3.17 shows the cumulative mean
as more and more samples are collected from the Gibbs sampler. The
final probability is estimated to be 0.770. To get an idea of the behav-
ior of this estimate, we repeat this experiment 50 times and visualize
the different cumulative means in Figure 3.18. The estimated standard
deviation is shown in Figure 3.19.
Examples of Monte Carlo sampling in computer vision. The
Marr prize-winning work of Tu et al. [152] on hierarchical semantic
image parsing makes use of sophisticated Monte Carlo techniques to
jointly infer a hierarchical decomposition of a given image into com-
ponents such as text, faces, and textures. Sampling based inference is
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Fig. 3.15 Input image for man-made structure detection.
Fig. 3.16 Estimated posterior foreground marginals with marked pixel.
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Fig. 3.17 Running mean of the estimated foreground probability of the marked pixel, pro-
duced by a simple Gibbs sampler running for 3,000 Gibbs sweeps after a burn-in phase of
100 sweeps.
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Fig. 3.18 A collection of 50 sample traces. The mean of the traces is shown in red. Using
multiple sample traces allows an estimate of the sampler variance by the variance of the
sample traces. After 3,000 sweeps the probability is estimated to be 0.770 with one unit
standard deviation of 0.011.
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Fig. 3.19 Estimated standard deviation of the sampler result, in the order of O(1/
√
n) for n
samples.
also popular in continuous random field models where exact inference
is intractable. An example is the influential FRAME texture model of
Zhu et al. [177] and continuous MRF natural image models [134]. An
efficient sampler can also be used for approximate MAP inference by
means of simulated annealing, a point we elaborate on in the next part.
Further reading. An introduction into MCMC methods for the use
in machine learning is given in [108]. Markov chains and MCMC meth-
ods for discrete models such as the discrete factor graphs are discussed
in the monograph [55]. A broader view on MCMC methods for gen-
eral statistical models is provided in [126]. A general introduction into
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Monte Carlo techniques and their wide applicability in science as well
as guidelines on designing efficient samplers can be found in [97]. This
reference also discusses importance sampling and sequential importance
sampling, the other main branch of sampling methods that we have not
described. Liang et al. [95] summarizes more recent advances, including
adaptive MCMC algorithms.
4
Structured Prediction
4.1 Introduction
In the previous parts of this monograph we have discussed graphical
models and probabilistic inference. While graphical models are flexible,
we can generalize the way we make predictions using the setting of
structured prediction.
In structured prediction we have a prediction function f :X → Y from
an inputdomainX to a structured outputdomainY. Theprediction func-
tion is defined in such a way that the actual prediction f(x) for a given
instance x ∈ X is obtained by maximizing an auxiliary evaluation func-
tion g:X × Y → R over all possible elements in Y, such that
y∗ = f(x) := argmax
y∈Y
g(x,y). (4.1)
This is a generalization of the MAP inference task in graphical models.
For example, when the model of interest is the probabilistic model
p(y|x), we can view the problem of finding the element y∗ ∈ Y that
maximizes p(y|x) as an instance of (4.1) by defining g(x,y) = p(y|x).
Another example of (4.1) is the linear model g(x,y) = 〈w,ψ(x,y)〉
with parameter vector w and feature map ψ(x,y). Here, making a
prediction corresponds to maximizing 〈w,ψ(x,y)〉 over y.
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Solving the maximization problem (4.1) efficiently is the topic of
this section. Because the pair (g,Y) defines the problem completely,
it is clear that all dependencies, constraints and relations of interest
are encoded in g or Y. As we will see, solving for y∗ exactly often
yields a hard optimization problem. Therefore, we will discuss is a set
of general approaches to approximate y∗ efficiently. A property shared
by all these approaches is that they make explicit and exploit certain
structure present in Y and g.
Although we highlight the successes of structured prediction meth-
ods within computer vision, at its core (4.1) is an optimization problem.
As such, we will also make connections to the relevant literature from
the optimization community.
4.2 Prediction Problem
We now formalize the above optimization problem and fix the notation
used throughout this section.
Definition 4.1 (Optimization Problem). Given (g,Y,G,x), with
feasible set Y ⊆ G over decision domain G, and given an input instance
x ∈ X and an objective function g:X × G → R, find the optimal value
α = sup
y∈Y
g(x,y), (4.2)
and, if the supremum exists, find an optimal solution y∗ ∈ Y such that
g(x,y∗) = α.
We call G the decision domain and Y the feasible set. The reason
for separating the two sets is for convenience: we will usually have a
set G of simple structure — such as Rd — whereas Y will make explicit
the problem specific structure. We say that an optimization problem is
feasible if Y contains at least one element. In case we have Y = G, the
problem is said to be unconstrained.
If G is a finite set, then the optimization problem is said to be a
discrete optimization problem. Moreover, if G is the set of all subsets of
some finite ground set Σ, that is, we have G = 2Σ, then the optimization
problem is said to be a combinatorial optimization problem.
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Clearly, if we are able to solve (4.2) we can evaluate f(x), the pre-
diction function of the model.
4.2.1 Parameterization and Feasible Sets
For a given structured prediction model there might exist different ways
of how the evaluation function g and the decision domain G can be
defined. To illustrate this point, consider the following classical example
used in image denoising.
Example 4.1 (Ising Model and Markov Random Field). The
Ising model is a popular physical model in statistical mechanics for
modeling interactions between particles. It has been used to model
image denoising tasks [49] and is the simplest case of a Markov random
field. The basic model is as follows.
Given an undirected connected graph G = (V,E), an interaction
matrix J ∈ RV ×V with J = J, and a vector h ∈ RV , the task is to
recover for each i ∈ V a binary state agreeing with the sign of hi as
well as the pairwise interaction terms.
In the original Ising model there are no observations x ∈ X .1 Two
possible formulations as structured prediction problem are given with
the following choices for G, Y, and g.
(1) Ising model with external field [49].
Y = G = {−1,+1}V , (4.3)
g(y) =
1
2
∑
(i,j)∈E
Ji,jyiyj +
∑
i∈V
hiyi, (4.4)
(2) Markov random field parameterization [160].
G = {0,1}(V ×{−1,+1})∪(E×{−1,+1}×{−1,+1}), (4.5)
1We could introduce observational data into the model by making J and h functions of an
observation, i.e., J :X → RV ×V and h:X → RV , such that in (4.4) and (4.5) we replace J
and h with J(x) and h(x), respectively.
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Y = {y ∈ G: ∀ i ∈ V : yi,−1 + yi,+1 = 1,
∀(i, j) ∈ E: yi,j,+1,+1 + yi,j,+1,−1 = yi,+1,
∀(i, j) ∈ E: yi,j,−1,+1 + yi,j,−1,−1 = yi,−1}, (4.6)
g(y) =
1
2
∑
(i,j)∈E
Ji,j(yi,j,+1,+1 + yi,j,−1,−1)
− 1
2
∑
(i,j)∈E
Ji,j(yi,j,+1,−1 + yi,j,−1,+1)
+
∑
i∈V
hi(yi,+1 − yi,−1). (4.7)
Both formulations have the same optimal value and the same num-
ber of elements in their feasible sets. While (1) is an unconstrained
problem, its objective function is a quadratic function in the variables
y. In contrast, the parameterization chosen in (2) leads to an objective
function that is linear in y, at the cost of a more complicated feasible
set described by a collection of linear equality constraints.
The choice of parameterization is an important modeling decision
that affects the solution algorithm used to solve the prediction prob-
lem. As an example, in the above formulations, the prediction problem
resulting from the second formulation is an integer linear programming
problem that in turn lends itself to relaxation approaches. In contrast,
the first formulation could be used in a local search approach as it is
an unconstrained problem and its objective function can be evaluated
efficiently.
4.2.2 Objective Function
The objective function g(x,y) encodes everything relevant to judge the
quality of a solution y. In computer vision applications it is often the
case that a good prediction y shall satisfy multiple goals. For exam-
ple, if y corresponds to a segmentation of an image we would like y
to be aligned with image edges. But also we prefer solutions that are
smooth as measured for example by the mean curvature. Two or more
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objectives might be contradicting each other and in order to perform
optimization as discussed in this section we need to use a single objec-
tive function.2
In general we often face the situation that we have multiple
objective functions g1:X × Y → R, . . . ,gK :X × Y → R and we define
g:X × Y → R as a linear combination
g(x,y) =
K∑
k=1
λkgk(x,y), (4.8)
where λk ≥ 0 are weights that determine the relative importance of
g1, . . . ,gK . In practice the values of λ are often set manually. Another
popular method is to tune them on a hold-out set or by cross validation.
Another consideration when building an objective function is com-
putational complexity. During optimization the objective function is
evaluated repeatedly and therefore it should in general be efficient to
evaluate.
4.3 Solving the Prediction Problem
For many computer vision models, the prediction problem (4.1) is
hard to solve. Even conceptually simple models such as grid-structured
binary state random fields give rise to NP-hard prediction problems.
For models that have prediction problems that are solvable in poly-
nomial time a naive enumeration approach might be computationally
infeasible and more efficient alternatives need to be developed to solve
instances of practical relevance.
For many hard prediction problem arising in computer vision there
has been considerable research effort in devising efficient solution algo-
rithms to obtain approximately optimal solutions. In all cases, the hard-
ness of the original problem remains but by giving up other algorithmic
properties a practical algorithm can be obtained.
We divide the existing approaches to solve the prediction problem
by what is being given up: generality, optimality, worst-case complexity,
integrality and determinism. Guarantees on all these properties are
2The field of multi-objective optimization deals with finding solutions of multiple objective
functions. The produced solutions satisfy a generalized notion of optimality.
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desirable but for hard prediction problems cannot be achieved at the
same time.
Giving up generality refers to identifying from a given problem class
a subset of sufficiently rich problems that can be solved efficiently. The
hypothesis class is then restricted to only these prediction functions.
Giving up optimality means that the output of a solution algo-
rithm is no longer guaranteed to be optimal. Many iterative solution
approaches such as local search fall in this category.
Giving up worst-case complexity describes algorithms which might
be efficient and optimal for practical problem instances but lack a guar-
anteed worst-case complexity that is polynomial in the problem size.
Implicit enumeration methods such as branch-and-bound search belong
to this class of methods.
Giving up integrality subsumes all approaches in which the feasi-
ble set is enlarged in order to simplify the prediction problem, thereby
a relaxation to the original problem is obtained. We will discuss the
most common techniques to construct such relaxations, based on inte-
ger linear programming and mathematical programming decomposition
approaches.
By giving up determinism we mean algorithms that use random-
ness in order to obtain solutions that are optimal most of the times.
Classic techniques such as simulated annealing on distributions simu-
lated by Markov chains and recent randomized algorithms belong to
this category.
The above classification of algorithms is helpful in identifying
approaches for a novel prediction problem. However, it is not a strict
classification and many methods used in computer vision fall in two or
more categories. We now discuss the five categories in detail and give
successful examples from computer vision for each.
4.4 Giving up Generality
Prediction problems that are hard in the general case often have special
cases that are tractable. For example, while MAP inference in general
graphical models is hard, we already mentioned the special case of tree-
structured graphical models that are solvable exactly. In this case the
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special structural restriction makes the problem tractable. In contrast,
for some problems it is not the structure in the model but in the coef-
ficients that defines a tractable subclass.
One popular example in this category are binary random fields,
that are in general hard to optimize exactly. But for the special case in
which the pairwise interactions are restricted to be regular, the prob-
lem becomes efficiently solvable. The most efficient way to solve these
instances is by means of graph cuts, as we explain now.
4.4.1 Binary Graph Cuts
The binary graph cut method is able to globally minimize a restricted
class of energy functions on binary variables. To do this, an undirected
auxiliary graph is constructed from the energy function. This graph
contains two special nodes, the source s and the sink t, as well as a
non-negative weight for each edge. By solving for the minimum s–t cut
of the graph, that is, the cut separating the nodes s and t that has
the smallest overall weight, the optimal solution to the original energy
minimization problem can be obtained. Because the minimum s–t cut
problem can be solved very efficiently, the overall method scales to
millions of variables.
The class of binary energy functions amenable to graph cuts is of
the form
E(y;x,w) =
∑
F∈F1
EF (yF ;x,wtF ) +
∑
F∈F2
EF (yF ;x,wtF ), (4.9)
where F1 and F2 denote unary and pairwise factors, respectively. The
unary energies are restricted so as to satisfy
EF (yi;x,wtF ) ≥ 0, (4.10)
and likewise for the pairwise energies it must hold that
EF (yi,yj ;x,wtF ) = 0, if yi = yj , (4.11)
EF (yi,yj ;x,wtF ) = EF (yj ,yi;x,wtF ) ≥ 0, otherwise. (4.12)
Therefore, the pairwise factors encourage their adjacent variables to
take the same state.
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Given these assumptions, we construct the auxiliary graph as shown
in Figure 4.1. Each binary variable becomes one node in the graph, but
additionally we add a source node s and a sink node t. The variable
nodes are connected with pairwise undirected edges whenever there is
a pairwise factor in the factor graph. Additionally each variable node
is connected to both the source and sink nodes. To fully specify the
s–t min cut problem, we have to specify the edge weights for each edge
added. These are as shown in Table 4.1.
After solving the graph cut problem, we can reconstruct the mini-
mizing state of the energy (4.9) by determining which side of the cut
the variable lies on. Variable connected to the source s take the state 0,
Fig. 4.1 Undirected graph cut construction of [29]. A source node (s) and a sink node (t)
are connected to all variable nodes. The undirected s–t cut of minimum weight (shown in
red) minimizes the energy (4.9). The optimal solution yi = yj = yl = 0, yk = ym = yn = 1
is determined by the side of the cut each variable lies.
Table 4.1. Edge weights derived from the energy
function (4.9). The graph construction remains valid
if negative energies are used in pairwise or unary
factors, but in this case the minimum s–t cut
problem becomes NP-hard in general.
Edge Graph cut weight
{i, j} EF (yi = 0,yj = 1;x,wtF )
{i,s} EF (yi = 1;x,wtF )
{i, t} EF (yi = 0;x,wtF )
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and variables connected to the sink t have state 1. In case the solution
to (4.9) is not unique, we obtain only one of the minimizers.
The assumptions made on the energy function, (4.10) for the unary
energy terms, and (4.11)–(4.12) for the pairwise terms may appear
quite strict at first, but in fact a larger class of energy functions can
be equivalently transformed such as to satisfy them. For example, the
unary condition EF (yi;x,w) ≥ 0 can always be ensured by adding a
constant to both unary energies, that is, setting E′F (yi = 0;x,w) =
EF (yi = 0;x,w) + C and E′F (yi = 1;x,w) = EF (yi = 1;x,w) + C, with
a sufficiently large constant C ≥ 0. Because this addition is made to
both states, only the value of the energy (4.9) is changed, but not
the labeling minimizing it. Similar transformations can be made for
the pairwise energies, and a complete characterization of graph cut
solvable binary energy functions has been given by Kolmogorov and
Zabin [80] and Freedman and Drineas [44]. Their main results charac-
terize general energy functions involving interactions between two and
three variables with binary states by stating sufficient conditions such
that a graph cut problem can be constructed that has as minimizer the
minimizer of the energy function. In particular, for energy functions
with only unary and pairwise terms, Kolmogorov and Zabin [80] show
the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1 (Regular Binary Energies). Let
E(y;x,w) =
∑
F∈F1
EF (yF ;x,wtF ) +
∑
F∈F2
EF (yF ;x,wtF ), (4.13)
be a energy function of binary variables containing only unary
and pairwise factors. The discrete energy minimization problem
argminyE(y;x,w) is representable as a graph cut problem if and only
if all pairwise energy functions EF for F ∈ F2 with F = {i, j} satisfy
Ei,j(0,0) + Ei,j(1,1) ≤ Ei,j(0,1) + Ei,j(1,0). (4.14)
Such energies are called regular.
The conditions (4.14) can be understood as requiring that adjacent
nodes must have a lower energy if they are labeled with the same state
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than when they have different states, a property often referred to as
“associative” or “attractive” potential. For interactions involving three
nodes, this holds if each projection onto two variables satisfies the above
condition. Details are given by Kolmogorov and Zabin [80].
Once we have constructed the graph for an energy function, there
exist multiple algorithms to solve the corresponding min cut problem.
They have been reviewed in Boykov and Kolmogorov [26]. Most imple-
mentations rely on the fact that instead of the min cut one can solve an
equivalent max flow problem, which follows from linear programming
duality [116].
Example 4.2(Figure-ground image segmentation). Foreground–
background, or figure-ground, image segmentation can naturally be for-
mulated as MAP prediction of a binary energy function. We take X as
the set of natural images and Y as the set of all possible binary pixel
labelings for the image where a predicted value 1 for a pixel indicates
foreground and 0 indicates background. From a suitably parametrized
probability distribution p(y|x), we obtain a prediction function
g(x,y,w) =
∑
i∈V
logp(yi|xi) + w
∑
(i,j)∈E
C(xi,xj)[[yi = yj ]], (4.15)
where V is the set of pixels, E is the set of neighboring pixel pairs, w ≥ 0
is a scalar parameter, and p(yi|xi) is estimated using a color model of
the expected foreground class. The term C(xi,xj) ≥ 0 is a fixed penalty
function evaluating the intensity or color contrast between two adjacent
pixels i and j. A common choice is C(xi,xj) = exp(γ‖xi − xj‖2), where
γ is estimated from the mean edge strength in the image, as suggested
by Blake et al. [20].
With this choice, the function (4.15) has only unary and pairwise
interactions between binary variables and the pairwise terms fulfill the
regularity conditions of Theorem 4.1. Consequently, we can find the
global maximizer of (4.15) by the graph cuts method.
Maximizing (4.15) strives to label each pixel with the preference
of the color model but also to not change the label unless there is an
edge in the image. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show an example. By varying
the strength of the penalization one obtaines segmentations that are
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Fig. 4.2 A natural image to be segmented. (Image source: http://pdphoto.org)
Fig. 4.3 Resulting foreground region.
smoother, but less detailed (Figure 4.4), or more detailed, but noisier
(Figure 4.5).
The identification of a tractable subclass of instances can be hard
in general. If the problem has a natural interpretation in terms of a
graph then structural properties of the graph could lead to tractable
classes. One example is in the context of MAP inference in graphical
models, where it is known that the MAP inference problem can be
solved with a complexity that is exponential in the so called treewidth
of the graph. Because tree-structured models have a treewidth of 1
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Fig. 4.4 Left: heatmap of unary potential values. Right: segmentation masks for large w.
Fig. 4.5 Segmentation masks for medium and small w.
these can be solved efficiently, but low treewidth graphs also remain
tractable.
Another example is graph planarity.3 If a graph is planar many com-
binatorial optimization problems on the graph turn out to be tractable.
An efficient algorithm for a restricted class of binary planar MRFs
has been proposed by Schraudolph and Kamenetsky [136]. Outerplanar
MRFs have been used by Batra et al. [11] to approximately solve hard
random field instances. Even in the case of polynomial-time solvable
instances the computational complexity can be reduced by exploiting
planarity, as shown by Schmidt et al. [132, 133]. Note that planarity is
distinct from treewidth in that a planar graph may have high treewidth.
For instance, an n × n grid graph has treewidth n but is clearly planar.
Example 4.3 (Class-independent Object Hypotheses). The
computational complexity of object recognition in natural images can
often be reduced significantly, if one has a set of object hypothesis
regions available. Assuming that at least one of these will coincide
well with the object, learning and prediction need only consider a
3A graph is planar if it can be embedded in the plane without any crossing edges.
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relatively small number of reasonable candidate regions instead of hav-
ing to search the much larger set of all possible locations.
Carreira and Sminchisescu [30] recently proposed the constrained
parametric min cuts (CPMC) method for generating class-independent
object hypotheses based on a collection of figure-ground segmentation
tasks. They define an energy function with contrast dependent pair-
wise factors, Eij = wC(xi,xj)[[yi = yj ]], for neighboring pixels i and j,
thereby making use of the class-independent assumption that object
boundaries should coincide with image edges. It is less clear how one
can construct unary factors without making a priori assumptions about
object appearance. CPMC’s solution to this problem consists of trying
many different choices, each one giving rise to one object hypothesis.
It defines a set of seed points by laying a coarse grid over the image and
iteratively picking the center points of the grid cells. For each seed, it
defines a unary factor that is strong enough to force the corresponding
pixel to lie in the foreground. Unary factors of opposite sign are used
to force some or all image boundaries to be labeled as background. For
all remaining pixels the unary factors are set identically as a variable
value that encodes a bias in favor of more or fewer pixels to be labeled
as foreground. Each parameter choice results in a submodular energy
function that is minimized by the graph cuts algorithm.
Even though CPMC requires many segmentation to be computed it
remains computationally tractable, because one only has to loop over
the seeds, whereas all minimizing solution for different values of the
unary factors can be found by a single call to a parametric min cut
solver [117].
Figure 4.6 shows examples of the resulting object hypotheses for
the image in Figure 4.2. As one can see, several object hypothesis do
in fact overlap strongly with the correct object locations.
4.5 Giving up Optimality
Solving the prediction problem optimally is hard but in many applica-
tions it is not necessary to obtain the optimal solution and instead any
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Fig. 4.6 CPMC object proposals for the image in Figure 4.2. Despite the method not
knowing what kind of objects are visible in theimage, some of the segmentations coincide
well with how a human would partition the image into an object and a nonobject regions.
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close-to-optimal solution is sufficient. The set of good but suboptimal
solutions might be large and finding one element from it could be easy
compared to identifying the optimal solution.
Another reason why we might be satisfied with a good suboptimal
solution is model uncertainty resulting from both using a simplified or
wrong model and from the parameter estimation error [25]. Parameters
of the prediction function are estimated from a finite and usually small
set of training data, leading to an estimation error. If y∗ ∈ Y is the
optimal prediction for a learned prediction function, then the preference
for y∗ might largely be due to this estimation error. If we consider the
set of prediction functions “nearby” the learned predictor — that is,
within range of the estimation error — then all prediction functions
within this set are reasonable, yet they produce different predictions.
The set of optimal solutions from all these prediction functions contains
not only y∗ but many more solutions, all considered suboptimal by
the original prediction function but by themselves being reasonable
predictions. Typically the learned prediction function will assign these
solutions a value close to the optimal value.
Local search methods are a popular class of algorithms in which opti-
mality of the solution cannot be guaranteed. In a local search method
an initial feasible solution is improved iteratively by finding improved
solutions within a neighborhood of the current solution. The method
terminates when no further improvement can be made. For many struc-
tured prediction problems a simple and natural local search algorithm
can be formulated and we will discuss the general scheme in detail.
Giving up optimality does not imply that the methods used come
without theoretical guarantees. Approximation algorithms [155] offer
worst-case a priori guarantees on the value of the returned approxi-
mate solution with respect to the value of the true but unknown opti-
mal solution. For maximization problems such as (4.2) the guarantee
takes the form of a relative performance guarantee by means of a scalar
factor 0 < ρ < 1 such that when the approximation algorithm returns
a solution y, it holds that ρg(x,y∗) ≤ g(x,y) ≤ g(x,y∗).
In practice suboptimal prediction methods such as local search
are also used during training of a structured prediction system.
Although this often works well empirically, the interaction between
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the suboptimal solutions provided and the training method are not
well understood. In fact, recent results suggest that the use of subop-
timal predictions during training can lead to prediction functions with
bad performance [39, 86, 99], whereas alternative approaches based on
relaxing the prediction problem work well in training. Nevertheless,
approaches such as local search are among most popular approxima-
tions for test-time prediction.
4.5.1 Local Search
Local search is an umbrella term for optimization methods that itera-
tively improve a feasible solution by optimizing with respect to subsets
of the feasible set. Even in case optimization over the original feasible
set is hard, by restricting the optimization problem to a much smaller
set the resulting local optimization problem can be solved efficiently.
Typically these smaller subsets are neighborhoods around the currently
best known feasible solution. This idea is illustrated in Figure 4.7.
A generic local search algorithm is given in Algorithm 6. The algo-
rithm takes as input an initial feasible solution and a set of neighbor-
hood relations. In general, a neighborhood relation does not need to be
fixed but can vary over time. In Algorithm 6 the neighborhood is given
as Ns:Y → 2Y , where the index s = 1, . . . ,S indexes a set of relations.
In each iteration t, the algorithm attempts to improve the currently
best known solution yt by solving the restricted optimization problem
argmax
y∈Ns(yt+1)
g(x,y). (4.16)
Fig. 4.7 Illustration of local search: an initial solution y0 is improved by finding the best
solution within a neighborhood N (y0), obtaining a new solution y1 ∈ N (y0). The process
is continued until a solution y∗ is reached such that no further improvement within its
neighborhood can be made.
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Algorithm 6: Local Search
1: y∗ = LocalSearch(x,y0,Ns,S)
2: Input:
3: x ∈ X instance information
4: y0 ∈ Y initial solution
5: Ns: Y → 2Y neighborhood mapping at step s
6: S ∈ N, S ≥ 1 number of neighborhoods in each cycle
7: Output:
8: y∗ ∈ Y local optimal solution in Ns(y∗) for all s = 1, . . . ,S
9: Algorithm:
10: t ← 0
11: for t = 0,1, . . . do
12: yt+1 ← yt
13: for s = 1, . . . ,S do
14: yt+1 ← argmaxy∈Ns(yt+1) g(x,y) {Maximize within
neighborhood}
15: end for
16: if yt+1 = yt then
17: break {Local optima w.r.t. Ns(yt) for all s = 1, . . . ,S}
18: end if
19: end for
20: y∗ ← yt
Because each neighborhood is assumed to contain the current solu-
tion, i.e., yt ∈ Ns(yt), the algorithm will never decrease the objective
function, and therefore produces a sequence of monotonically improv-
ing solutions. A solution y∗ is locally optimal if it can no longer be
improved with respect to any neighborhoods Ns(y∗). The neighbor-
hoods are typically chosen such that the restricted problem becomes
tractable. Let us illustrate this point by a classic example, the iterated
conditional modes (ICM) algorithm.
Example 4.4 (Iterated Conditional Modes). The iterated condi-
tional modes (ICM) algorithm is a local search method that can be
applied to any given discrete factor graph but has been originally
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proposed for images by Besag [17]. For the task of image denoising,
the factor graph often has a structure as shown in Figure 4.8, where
the dependent variables are located on the 2D pixel grid lattice.
If all but one variable were observed, then solving for the MAP
state of the single dependent variable would be easy. Such situation is
shown in Figure 4.9. The iterated conditional modes (ICM) method uses
this property to iteratively update one variable at a time, keeping all
other variables fixed. This is a local search method with neighborhood
relation
Ns(y) = {(y1, . . . ,ys−1,zs,ys+1, . . . ,yS)|zs ∈ Ys}, (4.17)
Fig. 4.8 Factor graph for a simple random field model with observation variables (shaded
gray) and dependent variables (white) to be inferred.
Fig. 4.9 ICM update for one variable as local search: keeping all dependent variables but
the first fixed effectively treats them as observed. The single remaining variable can be
optimized efficiently. The figure on the right shows an ICM update at a different site.
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where s = 1, . . . ,S and S = |V | indexes the dependent variables of the
model. When we iterate over all the neighborhoods in Algorithm 6, we
effectively optimize the values of variables ys one-by-one, improving the
overall objective function.
The solution returned by the local search method guarantees local
optimality with respect to the neighborhoods. Clearly, the larger the
neighborhood, the stronger this local optimality guarantee becomes.
The largest possible neighborhood — the original set Y itself — recov-
ers the original problem. In general, we would like to select the largest
neighborhood relation that still allows for efficient optimization. Suc-
cessful local search approaches use neighborhoods that exploits problem
structure.
In the ICM example local search becomes a coordinate descent
method where in each iteration a subset of the optimization variables
are fixed and optimization is restricted to the remaining variables.
This is a common way to construct search neighborhoods and in this
sense local search generalizes coordinate descent methods. There are at
least two other common names for local search methods, move-making
methods [73], and very large-scale neighborhood search [2].
We first discuss a generalization of the ICM method, the block ICM
method, before we explain the most popular local search method in
computer vision, the class of multilabel graph cut methods.
Example 4.5(Block Iterated Conditional Modes). The previous
ICM method selects one variable at a time and optimizes within the
neighborhood by explicitly evaluating the energy for all values this
variables takes. In the block ICM method the neighborhood is enlarged
by allowing a larger subset of variables to change [68, 72].
Fixing a subset of variables to their current values corresponds
to conditioning the probability distribution. Optimization within
the neighborhood defined by the resulting conditioned distribution
remains efficiently solvable as long as the subset of variables form
a tree-structured subgraph in the original factor graph. Then, the
max-product belief propagation algorithm can be used to solve (4.16).
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Fig. 4.10 Tractable chain-structured subgraphs used in block ICM: optimization over tree-
structured subgraphs remains efficiently solvable. The figure on the right shows another
chain-structured subgraph inducing a neighborhood with size exponential in the number of
variables, i.e., |Yi × Yj × Yk|.
Whereas the original ICM method neighborhood is as large as the
number of labels the variable can take, the search space used by the
block ICM neighborhoods is exponential in the number of variables
optimized over. For grid-structured graphs a typical subset of variables
induced by chains is shown in Figure 4.10.
4.5.2 Graph Cuts
The most popular local search method in computer vision is the
α-expansion graphcut method for multi-label discrete MAP inference
problems [28]. A decade since their introduction they remain popular
because they are both efficient and provide high-quality solutions.
Boykov et al. [28] proposed two neighborhoods, the “α-expansion”
neighborhood Nα: Y × N → 2Y and the “α–β-swap” neighborhood
Nα,β : Y × N × N → 2Y . We will discuss both neighborhoods separately,
starting with the simpler α–β-swap. Let us first make some assump-
tions. We are interested in maximizing g(x,y) = −E(y;x), where the
energy function
E(y;x) =
∑
i∈V
Ei(yi;x) +
∑
(i,j)∈E
Ei,j(yi,yj ;x)
decomposes into unary and pairwise terms. We require for both the
α-expansion and the α–β-swap neighborhoods that the pairwise energy
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terms are a semi-metric, satisfying for all (i, j) ∈ E , (yi,yj) ∈ Yi × Yj
the conditions
Ei,j(yi,yj ;x) = 0 ⇔ yi = yj , (4.18)
Ei,j(yi,yj ;x) = Ei,j(yj ,yi;x) ≥ 0. (4.19)
The first condition (4.18) is the identity of indiscernibles, the second
condition (4.19) is symmetry. Moreover, the α-expansion additionally
requires the pairwise energies to be a true metric, i.e., to satisfy (4.18),
(4.19) and for all (i, j) ∈ E , for all (yi,yj) ∈ Yi × Yj , for all yk ∈ Yi ∩ Yj
that
Ei,j(yi,yj ;x) ≤ Ei,j(yi,yk;x) + Ei,j(yk,yj ;x), (4.20)
which is the well known triangle inequality. We are now ready to con-
sider the definition of the neighborhoods.
4.5.2.1 α–β-swap
The α–β-swap neighborhood is defined as follows.
Nα,β : Y × N × N → 2Y ,
Nα,β(y,α,β) := {z ∈ Y : zi = yi if yi /∈ {α,β},
otherwise zi ∈ {α,β}}.
(4.21)
Therefore the neighborhood Nα,β(y,α,β) contains the solution y itself
as well as all variants in which the nodes labeled α or β are free to
change their label to either β or α, respectively. Finding the mini-
mizer becomes a binary labeling problem because the only two states
of interest are α and β. We can decompose the following minimization
problem.
yt+1 = argmin
y∈Nα,β(yt,α,β)
E(y;x)
= argmin
y∈Nα,β(yt,α,β)
∑
i∈V
Ei(yi;x) +
∑
(i,j)∈E
Ei,j(yi,yj ;x)
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= argmin
y∈Nα,β(yt,α,β)

∑
i∈V,
yti /∈{α,β}
Ei(yti ;x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
constant
+
∑
i∈V,
yti∈{α,β}
Ei(yi;x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
unary
+
∑
(i,j)∈E,
yti /∈{α,β},ytj /∈{α,β}
Ei,j(yti ,y
t
j ;x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
constant
+
∑
(i,j)∈E,
yti∈{α,β},ytj /∈{α,β}
Ei,j(yi,ytj ;x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
unary
+
∑
(i,j)∈E,
yti /∈{α,β},ytj∈{α,β}
Ei,j(yti ,yj ;x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
unary
+
∑
(i,j)∈E,
yti∈{α,β},ytj∈{α,β}
Ei,j(yi,yj ;x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
pairwise
.
(4.22)
When dropping the constant terms and combining the unary terms,
problem (4.22) is simplified and can be solved as a network flow prob-
lem [14] on a specially constructed auxiliary graph, with structure as
shown in Figure 4.11.
The directed graph G′ = (V ′,E ′) with non-negative edge weights tαi ,
tβi , and ni,j is constructed as follows.
V ′ = {α,β} ∪ {i ∈ V : yi ∈ {α,β}},
E′ = {(α,i, tαi ) : ∀ i ∈ V : yi ∈ {α,β}}
∪{(i,β, tβi ) : ∀ i ∈ V : yi ∈ {α,β}}
∪{(i, j,ni,j) : ∀(i, j),(j, i) ∈ E : yi,yj ∈ {α,β}}.
Fig. 4.11 Directed edge-weighted auxiliary graph construction. The linear min-cut in this
graph corresponds to the optimal energy configuration in Nα,β(y,α,β).
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The edge weights are calculated as follows.
ni,j = Ei,j(α,β;x), (4.23)
tαi = Ei(α;x) +
∑
(i,j)∈E,
yj /∈{α,β}
Ei,j(α,yj ;x), (4.24)
tβi = Ei(β;x) +
∑
(i,j)∈E,
yj /∈{α,β}
Ei,j(β,yj ;x). (4.25)
Finding a directed minimum α–β-cut, that is, a cut which separates
α and β in the graph G′, solves (4.22). To see how this is possible,
consider the cut shown in Figure 4.12. The value f(C) of a cut C is the
sum of the directed edge weights it cuts. For the example graph this
would be
f(C) = tαi + ni,j + tβj + tβk
= Ei(α;x) +
∑
(i,s)∈E,
yts /∈{α,β}
Ei,s(α,yts;x) + Ei,j(α,β;x)
+Ej(β;x) +
∑
(i,s)∈E,
yts /∈{α,β}
Ei,s(β,yts;x)
+Ek(β;x) +
∑
(k,s)∈E,
yts /∈{α,β}
Ek,s(β,yts;x),
Fig. 4.12 A minimum α–β-cut C and its directed edge cutset (shown dotted, in red).
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which corresponds exactly to (4.22) for yi = α, yj = β, and yk = β.
This holds in general and [28] showed that the optimal labeling can be
constructed from the α–β-mincut C as
yi =
{
α if (α,i) ∈ C,
β if (i,β) ∈ C.
Because exactly one of the edges must be cut for C to be an α–β-cut,
the min-cut exactly minimizes (4.22).
Solving the min-cut problem on the auxiliary graph G′ can be done
efficiently by using linear max-flow algorithms. For graphs such as the
one shown in G′ where all nodes are connected to the source- and sink-
node, specialized max-flow algorithms with superior empirical perfor-
mance have been developed, see Boykov and Kolmogorov [26]. The best
known algorithms for linear max-flow problems have a computational
complexity of O(|V |3) and O(|V ||E| log(|V |)), see [14].
The α–β-swap neighborhood depends on two label parameters α
and β and each combination of α and β induces a different neighbor-
hood. Therefore, we typically cycle through all pairwise label combina-
tions until no further improvement can be made, that is, the solution
is optimal with respect to all α–β-swap neighborhoods.
Because the min-cut problem is solvable efficiently only if all edge
weights are non-negative, it is now clear why the pairwise energies have
to be semi-metric: this property guarantees non-negativity of all edge
weights in the auxiliary graph G′.
4.5.2.2 α-expansion
While the α–β-swap neighborhood was defined on label pairs, the
α-expansion neighborhood is defined on a single label. For a given label
α, the α-expansion neighborhood Nα(y,α) allows every node to either
remain in its current state or to change its state to α. Finding the opti-
mal solution within the neighborhood of the current solution is again a
binary labeling problem. However, in order to work it requires Ei,j to
satisfy the triangle inequality for all (i, j) ∈ E and is thus more limited,
compared to the α–β-swap.
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Formally, the α-expansion neighborhood is defined as follows.
Nα:Y × N → 2Y ,
Nα(y,α) := {z ∈ Y:∀ i ∈ V : zi ∈ {yi,α}}.
As for the α–β-swap neighborhood, Boykov et al. [28] showed that
the minimizer within Nα(y,α) can be found by solving a network flow
problem on a auxiliary graph whose edge weights can be derived by
decomposing the energy function within the neighborhood.
yt+1 = argmin
y∈Nα(yt,α)
E(y;x)
= argmin
y∈Nα(yt,α)
∑
i∈V
Ei(yi;x) +
∑
(i,j)∈E
Ei,j(yi,yj ;x)
= argmin
y∈Nα(yt,α)
∑
i∈V,
yi=α
Ei(α;x) +
∑
i∈V,
yi =α
Ei(yti ;x)
+
∑
(i,j)∈E,
yi=α,yj=α
Ei,j(α,α;x) +
∑
(i,j)∈E,
yi=α,yj =α
Ei,j(α,ytj ;x)
+
∑
(i,j)∈E,
yi =α,yj=α
Ei,j(yti ,α;x) +
∑
(i,j)∈ E ,
yi =α,yj =α
Ei,j(yti ,y
t
j ;x)
. (4.26)
The graph structure of the auxiliary graph depends on the current
solution yt and is illustrated in Figure 4.13.
Formally, given G = (V,E) and a current solution yt ∈ Y, the
auxiliary directed, edge-weighted graph G′ = (V ′,E ′) is constructed as
follows.
V ′ = {α,α¯} ∪ V ∪ {ij : ∀(i, j) ∈ E : yti = ytj},
E′ = {(α,i, tαi ) : ∀ i ∈ V } ∪ {(i, α¯, tα¯i ) : ∀ i ∈ V }
∪ {(i, j,ni,j),(j, i,ni,j) : ∀(i, j) ∈ E : yti = ytj}
∪ {(ij, α¯, tα¯
ij
) : ∀(i, j) ∈ E : yti = ytj}
∪ {(i, ij,ni,ij),(ij, i,ni,ij),(j, ij,nj,ij),(ij, j,nj,ij) : ∀(i, j) ∈ E :
yti = ytj},
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Fig. 4.13 Alpha expansion graph construction: all pixels i, j,k, and l are embedded into a
graph and connected to a source node “α” and a sink node “α¯” (drawn in gray). For pairs of
pixels (i, j) ∈ E which are currently labeled with different labels, yti = ytj a new node “ij” is
introduced (drawn squared). The minimum directed α–α¯ cut on this graph is the minimum
energy solution in Nα(yt,α).
with non-negative edge weights calculated from the current solution yt
as follows.
tαi = Ei(α;x),
tα¯i =
{
∞ if yti = α,
Ei(yti ;x) otherwise,
ni,j = Ei,j(yti ,α;x)
(
= Ei,j(α,ytj ;x)
)
,
tα¯
ij
= Ei,j(yti ,y
t
j ;x),
ni,ij = Ei,j(y
t
i ,α;x).
The min-cut on G′ corresponds to the minimum in (4.26) by con-
structing yt+1 from the minimum weight edge cutset C of G′ as
yt+1i =
{
α if (α,i) ∈ C
yti otherwise
,
for all i ∈ V . The analysis and proof can be found in [28]. The require-
ment that Ei,j must satisfy the triangle inequality is needed to show
that cuts like the one shown in Figure 4.14 cannot be minimal. If the
triangle inequality holds, then the cut cannot be minimal as cutting
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Fig. 4.14 A cut C of the shown type (drawn dashed, in red) can never be a minimal cut
in G′. The cut C′ (drawn dotted, in blue) always has an energy no greater than C, due to
the triangle inequality assumption on the pairwise energy terms Ei,j .
(jk, α¯) directly gives a lower energy:
E(C) = nj,jk + nk,jk + tα¯j + tα¯k
= Ej,k(ytj ,α;x) + Ej,k(y
t
k,α;x) + t
α¯
j + t
α¯
k
≥ Ej,k(ytj ,ytk;x) + tα¯j + tα¯k
= tα¯
jk
+ tα¯j + t
α¯
k
= E(C′;x).
As already done for the α–β-swap, the parameter α in the
α-expansion is iterated over to obtain a solution that is optimal with
respect to all α-expansion neighborhoods. In practice the α-expansion
is often preferred over the α–β-swap because it converges faster and
Boykov established a worst case bound on the energy with respect to
the true optimal energy.4
Example 4.6 (Stereo Disparity Estimation with Graph Cuts).
Given two color images that are taken from slightly shifted positions, it
is possible to estimate the left–right disparity for each pixel. Together
with a camera model this allows us to estimate for each pixel the
distance from the observer. Two example input images are shown in
4One advantage of the α–β-swap algorithm besides its generality is that it can be easily
parallelized by processing disjoint pairs (α1,β1), (α2,β2), α2,β2 /∈ {α1,β1} at the same
time.
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Fig. 4.15 Left input image.
Fig. 4.16 Right input image.
Figures 4.15 and 4.16, and the ground truth per-pixel disparities to be
predicted are shown in Figure 4.18.
Birchfield and Tomasi [18] proposed to perform a simple per-pixel
disparity estimation by locally matching a block of pixels between the
two images. Each variable yi takes values from a set of disparities,
typically chosen to be {0,1, . . . ,K − 1,K}. As this local estimate will
in general be very noisy, Boykov et al. [27] use an MRF to encourage
a piecewise smooth estimate of disparity values. The resulting energy
has unary energy terms from the local pixel cost, as well as pairwise
energies that encourage a smooth solution. The pairwise energies can
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be constructed as to fit the metric assumption made by graph cut
methods.
Two studies comparing graph cuts with other MAP inference meth-
ods, Tappen and Freeman [147] and Szeliski et al. [145], found that for
this problem and energies, the graph cut solutions are among the most
accurate, and moreover the graph cut method is computationally effi-
cient. An example of the output produced by α-expansion is shown in
Figures 4.17.
Fig. 4.17 Approximate MAP state from α-expansion.
Fig. 4.18 Ground truth disparity map.
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4.5.2.3 Limitations and extensions of graph cut inference
The efficiency of graph cut based energy minimization algorithms has
lead to a flurry of research into this direction. We give a brief overview
of the main results and research directions.
Ishikawa [62] gives a characterization of energies representable as
graph cut problems for the case of multilabel states, i.e., where |Yi| > 2
for some i ∈ V . In general, to characterize solvable energies with high-
order interactions is ongoing research. Kohli et al. [74, 75] gave an exam-
ple of an energy term with simple structure, called the Pn generalized
Potts potential which can be optimized using graph cuts. Ramalingam
et al. [122] applied these Pn interactions to improve image segmenta-
tion results.
For energies which do not satisfy regularity conditions, Kolmogorov
and Rother [79] give a graphcut-based iterative algorithm, QPBO, that
uses probing techniques from combinatorial optimization, producing an
approximate minimizer. In case the nodes have only binary states, the
algorithm enjoys a favorable partial optimality property: all node states
determined by the algorithm are either certain or uncertain with the
guarantee that there exists an optimal solution which, when considering
the certain nodes only, is identical to the solution provided by the
algorithm.
Another research direction has been to improve the efficiency of
graphcut based minimization algorithms. For planar graph structures
common in computer vision progress has been made by using efficient
network flow algorithms specific to planar graphs, see Schraudolph and
Kamenetsky [137] and Schmidt et al. [133]. For general graphs with
multilabel states, the most efficient current graph cut algorithms are
due to Alahari et al. [3] and Komodakis et al. [83]. Both algorithms
reuse computations from previous iterations.
4.5.3 Model Reduction
A natural and widely applicable technique to reduce the complexity of
the prediction problem is to view the optimization problem as making
many inter-dependent decisions. By fixing a subset of these decisions
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a priori the problem size is reduced and the remaining problem can be
solved exactly.
A simple method to reduce the model is to fix two or more decisions
to be equal, representing them by only a single variable. Superpixels
introduced in [124, 107] are a common example of this reduction for
image labeling tasks: by representing large sets of pixels as a single
superpixel, a set of decisions — assigning one label to each pixel — is
reduced to the single decision of assigning a label to the superpixel, as
shown in Figures 4.19 and 4.20.
Fig. 4.19 Input image: 500 × 375 pixels, for a total of 187,500 labeling decisions.
Fig. 4.20 The same image with 149 superpixels and hence 149 decisions.
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By grouping individual decisions into joint decisions we effectively
constrain the feasible set Y to a subset Y ′ ⊂ Y. Therefore the optimal
solution y∗ ∈ Y might no longer be identifiable and we have given up
optimality.
The idea of grouping variables to obtain a smaller inference problem
has been explored further by [70].
4.6 Giving up Worst-case Complexity
The worst-case complexity of solving a problem exactly is inherently
pessimistic: from the set of all possible problem instances only the
most difficult ones determine the worst-case complexity. Real problem
instances might not at all show the special properties that make the
problem difficult or at least show them only to a smaller extend. As an
example, although exact MAP inference in many image segmentation
models is NP-hard, most often the unary interactions are strong enough
to leave only very few local contradictions that have to be resolved.
Therefore an exact algorithm that is efficient on practical instances
and exhibits the worst-case complexity only on the truly difficult
instances can be acceptable. A possible disadvantage is that a priori
the runtime of such an algorithm is hard to predict.
4.6.1 Branch-and-Bound
Branch and bound is a general scheme for constructing algorithms to
solve exactly hard optimization problems in case Y is finite.5 A branch
and bound algorithm performs an implicit enumeration of Y and is
guaranteed to find the optimal solution y∗ ∈ Y. The worst case com-
plexity of a branch and bound algorithm is typically the same as an
exhaustive enumeration of Y and therefore usually exponential in the
problem size.
Despite having a bad worst case complexity, well designed branch
and bound algorithms can be very efficient on relevant problem
instances. Moreover, the general scheme makes few assumptions, such
5Branch and bound is a more general idea and is also applied for global optimization of
continuous functions. The case of finite Y simplifies the description of the algorithm.
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that considerable flexibility remains for incorporating problem-specific
knowledge into the algorithm.
Branch and bound is a divide and conquer algorithm and can be
described as follows [13, 32, 84]. At all times, the algorithm maintains a
partitioning of Y into active and closed nodes. The closed nodes cover
parts of Y that we have proven not to contain a solution better than the
currently best known solution. In contrast, for the parts of Y covered
by the active nodes we are not yet sure and infact they may contain the
optimal solution. The partitioning is of the form Y = (A1 ∪ ·· · ∪ Ak) ∪
(C1 ∪ ·· · ∪ Cl), as shown in Figure 4.21. Let A = {A1, . . . ,Ak} be the
set of active nodes, and C = {C1, . . . ,Cl} be the set of closed nodes,
such that A ∪ C partitions Y. Initially we have A = {Y} and C = ∅,
but during the course of the algorithm subsets of Y will be moved
from the set of active nodes to the set of closed nodes. Eventually all
elements have been moved and at the termination of the algorithm we
have A = ∅, C = {Y}, the reverse of the initial assignment. During the
course of the algorithm this is done in such a way that the optimal
solution y∗ is identified.
To achieve this, the algorithm applies as two operations a branching
and a bounding step. The bounding step maintains for each element
A ∈ A an upper and lower bound on the optimal solution restricted
to A, as
g(x,A) ≤ max
y∈A
g(x,y) ≤ g(x,A). (4.27)
Fig. 4.21 Partitioning maintained by branch-and-bound: the overall set Y is represented by
active subsets Ai (drawn in white) and closed subsets Ci (drawn shaded).
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The branching step takes an element A ∈ A and removes it from A. The
element A is partitioned into two or more nonempty subsets, which are
added to A, as shown in Figure 4.22. Additionally for each subset a
new lower and upper bound is computed. Typically, when evaluated
on smaller sets the bounds become stronger and eventually if A = {y}
the bounds becomes exact, i.e., we have g(x,{y}) = g(x,y) = g(x,{y}).
A strong enough bound for a subset A ⊆ Y allows pruning the entire set
A: in case g(A) is smaller than or equal to the value of a known solution,
then it can safely be moved from A to C as it cannot contain a better
solution than the one we already know. This is shown in Figure 4.23.
This above informal description is summarized in Algorithm 7 on
page 270.
The algorithm is an abstract scheme and requires the definition
of a problem-dependent selection, branching and bounding function.
Fig. 4.22 Branching step: partitioning an active subset A into two or more subsets. Here
the partitioning is into three subsets.
Fig. 4.23 Bounding step: some of the new subsets Ai can be closed by evaluating g(Ai).
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Algorithm 7: Branch and Bound
1: y∗ = BranchAndBound(Y,g,g,g)
2: Input:
3: x ∈ X input data (observation)
4: Y finite feasible set
5: g : X × Y → R objective function
6: g : X × B → R upper bound with g(x,B) ≥ max
y∈B
g(x,y)
7: g : X × B → R lower bound with g(x,B) ≤ max
y∈B
g(x,y)
8: Output:
9: y∗ ∈ Y global optimal solution with y∗ = argmaxy∈Y g(x,y)
10: Algorithm:
11: (L,U) ← (g(x,Y),g(x,Y)) {Initialize global bounds on g(x,y∗)}
12: (A,C) ← ({Y},∅)
13: while L < U do
14: Select an element A ∈ A
15: A ← A \ {A}
16: Branch: partition A into k ≥ 2 nonempty sets A1, . . . ,Ak
17: for i = 1, . . . ,k do
18: Bound : compute upper bound g(x,Ai)
19: Bound : compute lower bound g(x,Ai) and yi with
g(x,yi) = g(x,Ai)
20: if g(x,Ai) > L then
21: (y∗,L) ← (yi,g(x,Ai)) {Increase global lower bound}
22: end if
23: A ← A ∪ {Ai}
24: end for
25: U ← max
A∈A
g(x,A) {Update global upper bound}
26: E ← {A ∈ A : g(x,A) ≤ L or g(x,Ai) = g(x,Ai)} {Prune
nodes}
27: (A,C) ← (A \ E ,C ∪ E)
28: end while
In general, computing a bound efficiently might be feasible only for
certain kinds of partitionings of Y.
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The selection step of the algorithm picks an A ∈ A to be partitioned.
Ideally A is chosen such that it contains y∗ but generally this informa-
tion is not available and therefore the choice is based on available data
such as the lower bound g(x,A) or the upper bound g(x,A). A com-
mon practise is to choose A as the element from A with the highest
lower bound g(x,A) because an increase in L allows us to prune nodes
from A.
When designing the branching function it is important to partition
a given subset of Y in such a way that the lower and upper bounds can
be evaluated efficiently for the resulting disjoint subsets. Typically the
lower and upper bounds can be evaluated only for some subsets of Y
which we denote by B ⊆ 2Y . The branching function will therefore only
output sets A1, . . . ,Ak that are elements of B. In the examples below
we will illustrate this point.
The bounding functions provide upper and lower bounds on the
value of the optimal solution within a subset of Y. The lower
bound function g(x,A) additionally provides an element y ∈ A real-
izing g(x,A) = g(x,y). Because any element in A is a lower bound on
maxy∈A g(x,y), the construction of a trivial lower bounding function by
picking a random element from A is valid. A stronger lower bound over
A can be provided by choosing a better solution y according to g(x,y).
Therefore solution methods such as local search or other heuristics can
be used for constructing the lower bound.
In contrast, the construction of a valid upper bound that can be eval-
uated efficiently is more difficult. In case the problem maxy∈A g(x,y)
can be formulated as a mathematical programming problem, principled
relaxation and decomposition techniques can be applied to obtain an
upper bound, some of which we discuss in Section 4.7. An alternative
approach to produce an upper bound is to analyze g(x,y) over y ∈ A,
developing an upper bound that can be computed in closed form. Below
we will discuss one example for each approach.
Example 4.7(Efficient Subwindow Search). The efficient subwin-
dow search (ESS) procedure proposed by Lampert et al. [89, 90] is
a branch-and-bound method to locate within a given image x ∈ X a
rectangle y∗ that achieves a maximum classification score as measured
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Fig. 4.24 An ESS rectangle set specified by four intervals for the top, bottom, left, and
right coordinates of a rectangle.
by an arbitrary classification function g:X × Y → R. Therefore, the
set Y consists of all possible rectangles within the image. Lampert
and Blaschko use B ⊂ 2Y , that is, all sets of rectangles that can be
selected by specifying four min–max intervals for each respective four
coordinates: top, bottom, left, right. One element B ∈ B is visualized
in Figure 4.24. The set B includes as elements all individual rectangles,
i.e., {y} ∈ B for all y ∈ Y.
For any element in B the branching step is realized by selecting one
interval and splitting it into two halves.
Lampert et al. [89] show that for certain classification functions
g(x,y) an efficient upper bound g(x,y) can be constructed. One such
case is where the classification function is the sum of weighted scores
of the local image features falling into the rectangle, as is the case for
the popular bag-of-visual-words representation. For the binary case we
have
g(x,y) = β +
∑
xi within y
w(xi), (4.28)
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Fig. 4.25 Bounding boxes found using the efficient subwindow search branch-and-bound
procedure on the dog class of the PASCAL VOC 2007 benchmark data set.
where xi ∈ {1,2, . . . ,H} is a set of quantized local image features and
xi within y is true if xi falls into the image region specified by y. For
any B ∈ B an upper bound on this score can be constructed as
g(x,B) = β +
∑
xi
within
Bmax
max{w(xi),0} +
∑
xi
within
Bmin
min{0,w(xi)} (4.29)
≥ max
y∈B
g(x,y), (4.30)
where Bmax, Bmin is the largest and smallest possible rectangle in B,
respectively. The use of max{w(xi),0} and min{0,w(xi)} effectively
sums only over the positive and negative terms, respectively. If B = {y}
we have Bmax = Bmin = B and therefore the bound becomes exact:
g(x,B) = g(x,y).
Branch-and-bound with the above bound on a learned classifica-
tion function allows us to find the optimal rectangle y∗ ∈ Y efficiently,
despite having a worst case complexity of O(u4) where u is the num-
ber of possible coordinate values along one rectangle dimension. Some
example results are shown in Figure 4.25.
Example 4.8(Branch-and-mincut). Lempitsky et al. [93] consider
binary image segmentation tasks where an energy function depends on
the value of a nonlocal parameter y ∈ Y, where Y is a large finite set. For
any fixed y ∈ Y, an energy to be minimized over binary segmentation
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masks x ∈ {0,1}V is used, which has the following form:
E(x,y) = C(y) +
∑
p∈V
F p(y)xp +
∑
p∈V
Bp(y)(1 − xp)
+
∑
{i,j}∈E
P pq(y)|xp − xq|, (4.31)
where C(y) is a constant, F p and Bp are unary energies for labeling
pixel p as foreground (xp = 1) or background (xp = 0), respectively.
A pairwise energy P pq for pairs of pixels {p,q} ∈ E gives the cost
for assigning p and q to different classes (xp = xq). For a fixed y the
energy (4.31) is submodular in x and can be efficiently minimized.
All energy terms depend on y, allowing nonlocal interactions such
as shape priors. Lempitsky et al. demonstrate this by using Y = ∆ × Θ,
where ∆ is a small set of prototype shapes and Θ is a discretized set
of translation parameters. By defining
g(x,y) = max
x∈{0,1}V
−E(x,y), (4.32)
finding y∗ ∈ Y effectively identifies simultaneously the best matching
global shape and image segmentation mask, as shown in Figures 4.26
to 4.28.
For finding y∗ Lempitsky et al. use the branch-and-bound frame-
work, deriving an upper bound g(x,A) ≥ maxy∈A g(x,A) for any A by
showing that
max
y∈A
g(x,y) (4.33)
= max
y∈A
max
x∈2V
−E(x,y) (4.34)
Fig. 4.26 An input image with shape prior mask overlay.
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Fig. 4.27 Optimal element y∗ ∈ Y.
Fig. 4.28 Another element y ∈ Y.
= max
y∈A
max
x∈2V
−
[
C(y) +
∑
p∈V
F p(y)xp
+
∑
p∈V
Bp(y)(1 − xp) +
∑
{i,j}∈E
P pq(y)|xp − xq|
]
(4.35)
≤ max
x∈2V
[(
max
y∈A
−C(y)
)
+
∑
p∈V
(
max
y∈A
−F p(y)
)
xp
+
∑
p∈V
(
max
y∈A
−Bp(y)
)
(1 − xp) (4.36)
+
∑
{i,j}∈E
(
max
y∈A
−P pq(y)
)
|xp − xq|
]
=: g(x,A). (4.37)
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The active node is chosen to be the node with the largest upper bound
in each iteration. Branching is fixed by means of a pre-determined clus-
tering in the parameter space.
Due to its popularity and flexibility, many variations and improve-
ments to the branch-and-bound procedure exist. A popular modifica-
tion is to use a fast heuristics algorithm to obtain a feasible solution for
each node. Because any feasible solution bounds the objective of the
optimal solution this can lead to substantial pruning of the search tree.
If a suboptimal solution is sufficient, the branch-and-bound efficiency
can be further improved by replacing the pruning step with
E ← {A ∈ A : g(x,A) ≤ (L + δ) or g(x,Ai) = g(x,Ai)}, (4.38)
where δ ≥ 0 is the accepted loss in optimality, i.e., the optimal
solution y′ returned by the new algorithm may no longer be optimal
but is guaranteed to satisfy g(x,y′) ≥ g(x,y∗) − δ. A more extensive
discussion of branch-and-bound methods can be found in [32, 168].
The QPBO-P algorithm of Rother et al. [127] is similar in spirit
to giving up worst-case complexity: although its worst-case runtime is
still bounded by a polynomial, it depends on the problem instance.
The QPBO-P method is an iterative energy minimization algorithm
for binary pairwise random fields. For submodular pairwise energies
the method requires only a single iteration, whereas in the nonsub-
modular case only a partial solution is recovered. The labeled part of
this incomplete partial solution is known to be optimal and therefore
the problem is reduced to an optimization problem over the remaining
unlabeled variables. By fixing each of these variables individually and
observing the effect on the remaining unlabeled variables — a technique
called probing — the set of labeled variables is grown until no further
progress can be made and either the full optimal solution is recovered
or a partial optimal labeling is returned.
4.7 Giving Up Integrality: Relaxations and Decompositions
The techniques described in this section are based on the fact that some
hard optimization problems of the form (4.2) become easier when the
feasible set is enlarged or the objective function is replaced by a bound.
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The resulting modified problem is called relaxation because it is
guaranteed to have a solution of no lower objective value — as mea-
sured by the original objective function — than the original problem.
Formally, we define a relaxation as follows. The definition is due to
Geoffrion [50].
Definition 4.2 (Problem Relaxation). Given two optimization
problems (g,Y,G) and (h,Z,G) as by Definition 4.1, the problem
(h,Z,G) is said to be a relaxation of (g,Y,G) if,
(1) Z ⊇ Y, i.e., the feasible set of the relaxation contains the
feasible set of the original problem, and
(2) ∀y ∈ Y:h(x,y) ≥ g(x,y), i.e., over the original feasible set the
objective function h achieves no lower values than the objec-
tive function g.
An immediate consequence from the above definition is that
by solving the relaxed problem (h,Z,G), thus obtaining z∗ =
argmaxz∈Z h(x,z), we also obtain an upper bound h(x,z∗) on the objec-
tive g(x,y∗) of the true problem, that is we have h(x,z∗) ≥ g(x,y∗).
The construction and solution of a relaxation is in contrast to the
previous solution strategy in which we gave up optimality, leading us
to find a minimizer over a subset Y ′ ⊆ Y of the true feasible set Y. Now
we instead find the global maximizer over an enlarged set Z ⊇ Y.
The relaxation approach has some unique advantages and draw-
backs compared to other approaches. One advantage is that the relaxed
problem is usually in a problem class for which polynomial-time com-
plexity bounds can be given and hence the relaxed problem can be
solved optimally and efficiently. The latter property typically ensures
that the optimal solutions of the relaxation are stable with respect to
perturbations in learned model parameters [114]. This stability is par-
ticularly important when the relaxation is used for solving prediction
problems during parameter learning [39, 86, 99] and other approximate
solution approaches do not come with this guarantee.
One disadvantage of solving a relaxation instead of the original
problem is that the obtained solution z∗ might be outside the original
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feasible set, i.e., we have z∗ ∈ Z \ Y. Depending on the particular prob-
lem, the meaning of z∗ might then be unclear and heuristics have to be
used to obtain a solution y ∈ Y that is “similar” to z∗.
We now discuss three principled techniques how relaxations can
be constructed: integer programming, Lagrangian relaxation and
Lagrangian decomposition.
4.7.1 Linear Programming Relaxations
A general method for constructing a relaxation is to start from an exact
formulation to the problem in which the feasible set Y is specified by
a set of constraints. By removing one or more constraints which make
solving the problem difficult we can enlarge the feasible set and obtain
a simplified problem.
For the case of linear programming relaxations the problem is first
formulated as integer linear program (ILP) of the following form:
max
y
cy (4.39)
sb.t. Ay ≤ b, (4.40)
y is integer. (4.41)
In the above formulation we have a continuous decision domain G = Rd
and — if the polyhedron specified by Ay ≤ b is bounded — a finite
feasible set Y = {y ∈ G:Ay ≤ b,y is integer}.
Because integer linear programs [168] are a very general model class,
formulating a problem as integer program is often possible even for
nonlinear objective functions and complicated finite feasible sets by
introducing additional “auxiliary” variables [166].
By removing the integer constraint (4.41) from problem (4.39) we
obtain the following linear programming relaxation.
max
y
cy (4.42)
sb.t. Ay ≤ b. (4.43)
The effect of the relaxation is illustrated in Figures 4.29 and 4.30.
In general the feasible set of the relaxation is a polyhedron and
therefore a continuous set. When optimizing a linear function cy over
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Fig. 4.29 The integer program solution set is given as the intersection of a polyhedron
{y ∈ R2:Ay ≤ b} and the integer lattice, resulting in a finite feasible set {(1,0),(0,1),(1,1)}.
Fig. 4.30 The linear programming relaxation retains the polyhedral set {y ∈ R2 : Ay ≤ b}
but does not require the solutions to be integral. The vertices of the polyhedron are shown.
a bounded polyhedron, it is enough to consider the vertices because at
least one optimal solution to (4.42) is guaranteed to be a vertex. The
vertices of (4.43) are shown in Figure 4.30. Some or all of the solutions
of (4.39) might remain as vertices of the relaxed feasible set, some might
be lost and there might be new vertices that do not lie on the integer
lattice. These solutions are said to be fractional. The number of integral
solutions cannot increase when relaxing the problem.
Example 4.9 (MAP–MRF Linear Programming Relaxation).
In earlier sections discrete Markov random fields have been discussed
as popular model for interdependent variables. We now discuss a linear
programming relaxation for obtaining an approximate MAP configura-
tion of a given random field model. Linear programming problems can
be solved in polynomial time [15].
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The following linear programming relaxation has first been proposed
by Schlesinger in the 1970s [131] and has been extensively analyzed
by Wainwright and Jordan [160] and Werner [162]. In the example
below we only consider unary and pairwise factors, but there also exist
straightforward extensions of the linear program to higher order factors,
such as the one given in [163].
The Markov random field is defined by means of a factor graph
and we define for each factor node one vector of binary variables. In
Figure 4.31 we have µ1 ∈ {0,1}Y1 , µ2 ∈ {0,1}Y2 , and µ1,2 ∈ {0,1}Y1×Y2 .
For each labeling of the variables Y1 = y1 and Y2 = y2, we can set
µ1(y1) = 1, µ2(y2) = 1, and µ1,2(y1,y2) = 1, and all other variables to
zero. The energy values for each factor are given by means of tables
θ1 ∈ RY1 , θ2 ∈ RY2 , and θ1,2 ∈ RY1×Y2 . For any configuration y ∈ Y, the
energy E(y) can then be computed as
E(y) = 〈µ,θ〉 (4.44)
=
∑
y1∈Y1
θ1(y1)µ1(y1) +
∑
y2∈Y2
θ2(y2)µ2(y2)
+
∑
(y1,y2)∈Y1×Y2
θ1,2(y1,y2)µ1,2(y1,y2), (4.45)
Fig. 4.31 A discrete Markov random field defined through a factor graph. Each factor node
(drawn as ) is defined over the product set of its adjacent variables node (drawn as ©). In
the figure, |Y1| = 4 and |Y2| = 3, hence the pairwise factor connecting to both variables Y1
and Y2 is a table of energy values indexed by elements from Y1 × Y2. In the shown example,
the overall energy of a configuration (Y1 = 2,Y2 = 3) is the sum over three selected energy
values (gray-shaded cells), one from each factor: E(y1,y2) = θ1(y1) + θ1,2(y1,y2) + θ2(y2).
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where we denote by µ and θ the concatenation of all variables and
energy values, respectively. Not all possible assignments of µ1, µ2, and
µ1,2 are possible, in fact, µ1,2 is completely determined by the choice
of µ1 and µ2. Vice verse, given µ1,2, we can determine µ1 and µ2 as the
column- and row-sum, respectively. This yields the two conditions
µ1(y1) =
∑
y2∈Y2
µ1,2(y1,y2), ∀y1 ∈ Y1, (4.46)
µ2(y2) =
∑
y1∈Y1
µ1,2(y1,y2), ∀y2 ∈ Y2. (4.47)
By finding among all feasible configurations of variable settings the one
that minimizes the energy 〈µ,θ〉 we can solve the MAP–MRF problem.
This is exactly what the following integer linear programming problem
does for general factor graphs with unary and pairwise factors.
min
µ
∑
i∈V
∑
yi∈Yi
θi(yi)µi(yi) +
∑
{i,j}
∈E
∑
(yi,yj)∈
Yi×Yj
θi,j(yi,yj)µi,j(yi,yj) (4.48)
sb.t.
∑
yi∈Yi
µi(yi) = 1, ∀ i ∈ V, (4.49)
∑
yj∈Yj
µi,j(yi,yj) = µi(yi), ∀{i, j} ∈ E,∀yi ∈ Yi (4.50)
µi(yi) ∈ {0,1}, ∀ i ∈ V,∀yi ∈ Yi, (4.51)
µi,j(yi,yj) ∈ {0,1}, ∀{i, j} ∈ E,∀(yi,yj) ∈ Yi × Yj . (4.52)
It is known that if the factor graph is tree-structured or if all pair-
wise interactions are submodular, then the linear programming relax-
ation obtained by relaxing (4.51) and (4.52) is tight, that is, it has an
integral optimal solution as shown in [160]. One such case is given in
Example 4.2, where the pairwise terms are all submodular.
In some cases, multiple integer linear programming formulations can
be combined to obtain tractable relaxations, as the following example
shows.
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Example 4.10(Random Fields with Connectivity Constraint).
In [115] the problem of binary image segmentation with side constraints
is addressed. The constraint of interest is to ensure that the segmenta-
tion mask is topologically connected. This is a meaningful constraint if
a single unoccluded object is to be segmented. Unfortunately it is not
possible to decompose the constraint into low-order factors. Instead,
the authors propose an integer linear programming formulation with
exponentially many linear inequality constraints of the form:
µi(1) + µj(1) −
∑
k∈S
µk(1) ≤ 1, (4.53)
where i and j are two image locations and S is any set of vertices whose
removal disconnect i and j. Therefore, if i and j are labeled with the
foreground label, then at least one pixel k ∈ S must also be labeled
foreground. This is illustrated in Figure 4.32. Although the number of
constraints is exponential in the number of pixels, it is still possible to
optimize a relaxation.
By combining this tractable relaxation with the above MAP–MRF
LP relaxation the authors approximate the constrained image segmen-
tation problem.
Related approximations to the connectivity constrained segmenta-
tion problem have been proposed by Vicente et al. [157] and Chen
et al. [31] using graph cuts, and Lempitsky et al. [94] using linear
programming relaxations.
Fig. 4.32 Effect of the inequality (4.53): if pixel i is labeled foreground and pixel j is labeled
foreground, then at least one pixel in every separating set S must also be labeled foreground.
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4.7.2 Lagrangian Relaxation
Instead of dropping a constraint completely in order to construct a
relaxation — as done when relaxing an integer linear program to a lin-
ear program, an alternative method is Lagrangian relaxation [53, 92]. In
Lagrangian relaxation, one or more of the constraints are incorporated
into a new parameterized objective function. For each parameter set-
ting, solving for the maximum of the new objective function under the
remaining constraints provides an upper bound on the optimal solution
value of the original problem. By changing the parameter, another, pos-
sibly better bound can be obtained. Finding the smallest upper bound
finds the strongest possible relaxation.
Formally, Lagrangian relaxation is applicable in case the feasible set
is the intersection of two sets, i.e., Y = D ∩ C, resulting in the following
problem.
max
y
g(x,y) (4.54)
sb.t. y ∈ D, (4.55)
y ∈ C. (4.56)
The assumption made is that optimizing g(x,y) over D is “easy,” either
because the solution could be constructed trivially or because an effi-
cient method is available, but that optimizing over D ∩ C is difficult.
To apply Lagrangian relaxation to problem (4.54) the set C needs to
be expressed in terms of equality and inequality constraints as
C = {y ∈ G : ui(y) = 0,∀ i = 1, . . . , I, vj(y) ≤ 0,∀j = 1, . . . ,J},
(4.57)
where ui:G → R are the equality constraint functions and vj :G → R are
the inequality constraint functions. All functions ui, vj must be differ-
entiable. One typical additional assumption made is that each ui is an
affine function on G and each vj is a convex function on G. Together these
assumptions guarantee that C is a convex subset ofG.With the expression
of C, problem (4.54) can be equivalently reformulated as the problem
max
y
g(x,y) (4.58)
sb.t. y ∈ D, (4.59)
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ui(y) = 0, i = 1, . . . , I, (4.60)
vj(y) ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . ,J. (4.61)
We introduce Lagrange multipliers λi ∈ R, µj ∈ R+ associated to each
constraint (4.60) and (4.61), respectively. This allows us to form the
following partial Lagrangian problem in which the constraint y ∈ D is
retained, but the constraints associated to y ∈ C are dualized.
q(λ,µ) := max
y
g(x,y) + λu(y) + µv(y) (4.62)
sb.t. y ∈ D. (4.63)
The following theorem justifies the relaxation and the importance of
problem (4.62).
Theorem 4.2 (Weak Duality of Lagrangian Relaxation). For
differentiable functions ui:G → R and vj :G → R, and for any λ ∈ RI
and any non-negative µ ∈ RJ , µ ≥ 0, we have that the optimal value of
problem (4.62) is greater than or equal to the optimal value of (4.54).
For a proof, see [13, Section 5.5.3].
For each pair of Lagrangian multipliers (λ,µ), solving prob-
lem (4.62) gives a different bound. Finding the lowest possible bound is
itself an optimization problem, the so called dual problem. Let q(λ,µ)
denote the value of (4.62) for a given pair (λ,µ). Then, solving
min
λ,µ
q(λ,µ) (4.64)
sb.t. µ ≥ 0 (4.65)
yields the strongest upper bound. In case q(λ,µ) can be evaluated
efficiently, problem (4.64) can be solved optimally using the following
result.
Theorem 4.3(Lagrangian Dual Function). The function q is con-
vex in λ and µ, such that problem (4.64) is a convex, not necessarily
differentiable minimization problem. In case q is unbounded below, then
the original problem (4.54) is infeasible.
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For any given λ, µ ≥ 0, let y(λ,µ) = argmaxy∈D(g(x,y) + λu(y) +
µv(u)) denote the maximizer obtained when evaluating q(λ,µ). Then,
a subgradient of q can be constructed by evaluating the constraint func-
tions at y(λ,µ) as
u(y(λ,µ)) ∈ ∂
∂λ
q(λ,µ), and v(y(λ,µ)) ∈ ∂
∂µ
q(λ,µ), (4.66)
where ∂∂λq(λ,µ) and
∂
∂µq(λ,µ) denote the subdifferentials of q(λ,µ).
The subgradient result in Theorem 4.3 is a special case of Danskin’s
theorem [13, Proposition B.25].
Theorem 4.3 allows us to use standard optimization methods for
nondifferentiable convex minimization [23] to solve for an optimal
(λ∗,µ∗) that minimizes the upper bound. One simple and popular
method is a generalization of gradient descent known as subgradient
method, shown in Algorithm 8 and originally proposed by Shor [139].
The notation [·]+ projects a vector on the non-negative orthant by
setting all its negative elements to zero.
Algorithm 8: Subgradient Method
1: (λ∗,µ∗) = SubgradientMethod(λ0,µ0,T )
2: Input:
3: λ0 ∈ RI initial Lagrange multiplier related to u
4: µ0 ∈ RJ initial Lagrange multiplier related to v
5: T ∈ N number of iterations
6: Output:
7: (λ∗,µ∗) ∈ RI × RJ+ approximate solution to (4.64)
8: Algorithm:
9: for t = 0,1, . . . ,(T − 1) do
10: Obtain q(λt,µt) and y(λt,µt) by solving (4.62)
11: Choose step size αt > 0
12: λt+1 ← λt − αtu(y(λt,µt))
13: µt+1 ← [µt − αtv(y(λt,µt))]+
14: end for
15: (λ∗,µ∗) ← (λT ,µT )
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There are multiple options in how the step size αt can be chosen
in each iteration, and we only mention two popular choices. Further
discussion can be found in [13, Section 6.3.1]. For step sizes satisfying
the diminishing step size conditions, αt → 0 and ∑∞t=0αt → ∞, con-
vergence is guaranteed. The common step size choices are
(1) Simple diminishing step size,
αt =
1 + m
t + m
, (4.67)
where m > 0 is an arbitrary constant. This step size is simple
to implement and reasonably effective when m is tuned to the
problem.
(2) Polyak’s step size,
αt = βt
q(λt,µt) − qˆ
‖u(y(λt,µt))‖2 + ‖v(y(λt,µt))‖2 , (4.68)
where 0 < βt < 2 is a diminishing step size (such as the first
choice), and qˆ ≤ q(λ∗,µ∗) is a lower bound on the optimal
dual objective. Often a simple valid bound can be established
by constructing a suboptimal y ∈ Y and taking qˆ = g(x,y)
because by Theorem 4.2 we have g(x,y) ≤ q(λ∗,µ∗). In case
no bound is (yet) available, the numerator of (4.68) can be
set to a constant, as is done in the simple diminishing step
size.
Before we give a practical example how Lagrangian relaxation can
be fruitfully applied, let us discuss one more issue: primal solution
recovery. Solving for (λ∗,µ∗) of (4.64) provides us with an upper bound
q(λ∗,µ∗) ≥ g(x,y∗) on the value of the solution y∗ to (4.54), but unfor-
tunately does not provide us with y∗ itself. During the course of the
subgradient method many candidates y(λt,µt) are produced, but they
might violate the requirement y ∈ C or might be suboptimal. The fol-
lowing theorem provides a sufficient condition to identify whether a
candidate is indeed an optimal solution.
Theorem 4.4 (Sufficient Optimality Conditions). If for a given
λ, µ ≥ 0, we have u(y(λ,µ)) = 0 and v(y(λ,µ)) ≤ 0 (primal feasibility)
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and further we have
λu(y(λ,µ)) = 0, and µv(y(λ,µ)) = 0, (4.69)
(complementary slackness), then y(λ,µ) is an optimal solution to (4.54)
and (λ,µ) is an optimal solution to (4.64). See [23].
Theorem 4.4 is only a sufficient condition and does not guarantee
Algorithm 8 will produce an optimal solution. This is only guaranteed
in case there is no duality gap and we have q(λ∗,µ∗) = g(x,y∗).
For the special case of integer linear programs we have considered
earlier, the above result can be strengthened [43]. In particular, let
D = {y ∈ G:Ay ≤ b,y is integer} be a finite subset of the integer lattice.
Then, solving the Lagrangian dual problem (4.64) is identical to solving
the dual of the following modified primal problem.
max
y
g(x,y) (4.70)
sb.t. y ∈ conv(D), (4.71)
y ∈ C. (4.72)
Furthermore, in the special case when we have conv(D) = {y ∈ G:
Ay ≤ b} such that {y ∈ G:Ay ≤ b} is an integral polytope, there is no
duality gap and Lagrangian relaxation is exact. In all cases, we can
recover a primal solution y∗ to (4.70) from the iterates of the subgra-
dient method due to a result of Shor [6], that guarantees
lim
T→∞
1
T
T∑
t=1
y(λt,µt) → y∗. (4.73)
In practise another popular method originally proposed by Barahona
and Anbil [8] to obtain an approximate primal solution is to take the
average of all primal iterates as a geometric series and thus obtaining
a moving average y¯t as approximate primal solution,
y¯t = γy(λt,µt) + (1 − γ)y¯t−1, (4.74)
where 0 < γ < 1 is a small constant such as γ = 0.1, and y¯t might be
slightly primal infeasible.
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Example 4.11 (MAP–MRF Message Passing). In Example 4.9
we have formulated the MAP–MRF problem as an integer linear pro-
gramming problem. In this example we will apply Lagrangian relax-
ation to (4.48), obtaining as a byproduct a “message-passing” algorithm
to solve the linear programming relaxation of (4.48). This derivation is
similar to recently proposed efficient MAP inference algorithms, such
as in [64, 82, 160, 162].
To do this, we first augment the original formulation with the fol-
lowing implied constraint.
∑
(yi,yj)∈Yi×Yj
µi,j(yi,yj) = 1, ∀{i, j} ∈ E. (4.75)
The constraint is superfluous in the original formulation because sum-
ming over (4.50) and substituting by (4.49) implies (4.75). It is,
however, necessary to make it explicit. We now have the following for-
mulation of the MAP–MRF problem.
min
µ
∑
i∈V
∑
yi∈Yi
θi(yi)µi(yi) +
∑
{i,j}∈E
∑
(yi,yj)∈
Yi×Yj
θi,j(yi,yj)µi,j(yi,yj) (4.76)
sb.t.
∑
yj∈Yj
µi,j(yi,yj) = µi(yi), ∀{i, j} ∈ E,∀yi ∈ Yi (4.77)
(4.49),(4.51),(4.52),(4.75).
Note that if constraint (4.77) were absent, then the problem could
be solved trivially in linear time by setting µi(yi) = 1 for the yi ∈ Yi
that minimizes the energy among all θi, and likewise for µi,j . There-
fore (4.77) is a complicating constraint and this is the structure
Lagrangian relaxation can be beneficially applied to.
Therefore, we apply Lagrangian relaxation to the constraint (4.77)
by introducing Lagrange multipliers λi,j(yi) ∈ R, one for each
constraint (4.77). We obtain the dual function q(λ) as the following
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partially dualized problem.
q(λ) := min
µ
∑
i∈V
∑
yi∈Yi
θi(yi)µi(yi) +
∑
{i,j}
∈E
∑
(yi,yj)
∈Yi×Yj
θi,j(yi,yj)µi,j(yi,yj)
+
∑
{i,j}∈E
∑
yi∈Yi
λi,j(yi)
∑
yj∈Yj
µi,j(yi,yj) − µi(yi)
 (4.78)
sb.t. (4.49),(4.51),(4.52),(4.75).
If we group the terms in the objective according to the variables, we
see that for a given λ we can evaluate q(λ) by separately finding the
minimizing state for each variable and factor.
q(λ) := min
µ
∑
i∈V
∑
yi∈Yi
θi(yi) − ∑
j∈V :{i,j}∈E
λi,j(yi)
µi(yi) (4.79)
+
∑
{i,j}
∈E
∑
(yi,yj)
∈Yi×Yj
(θi,j(yi,yj) + λi,j(yi) + λj,i(yj))µi,j(yi,yj)
sb.t. (4.49),(4.51),(4.52),(4.75).
The optimal solution depending on λ is the following.
µ∗i (yi) =
1 if yi = argminyi∈Yi (θi(yi) −
∑
j∈V :{i,j}∈E
λi,j(yi)),
0 otherwise.
µ∗i,j(yi,yj) =

1 if (yi,yj) = argmin
(yi,yj)∈Yi×Yj
(θi,j(yi,yj) + λi,j(yi)
+λj,i(yj)),
0 otherwise.
The above decomposition makes it very efficient to evaluate q(λ). Dur-
ing the evaluation, a λ-subgradient of q can be obtained efficiently
using the result of Theorem 4.3. We can therefore apply the subgra-
dient method to maximize q(λ) iteratively. A typical behavior of the
objective is shown in Figure 4.33. The above simple method is similar
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Fig. 4.33 Subgradient iterations when maximizing q(λ) for a small submodular grid-
structured MRF problem. The primal objective evaluated on µ∗(λ) always upper bounds
the dual objective q(λ) and in every iteration but the last the solution µ∗(λ) violates the
dualized constraint (4.77). In this case there is no duality gap and eventually the primal
and dual objectives are equal, proving optimality of the achieved objective value. A few
more subgradient iterations are needed to prove solution optimality through Theorem 4.4.
in structure to the max-sum diffusion method reviewed in [162] and
to max-product belief propagation. By using a subgradient method the
above method always converges to an optimal dual solution λ∗ that pro-
vides the exact MAP–MRF linear programming solution value q(λ∗).
4.7.3 Lagrangian Decomposition, Dual Decomposition
Lagrangian relaxation is a versatile and powerful tool to derive
relaxations whenever the problem has a subset of constraints that pre-
vent applying an efficient solution method. With Lagrangian relaxation
these constraints can be treated implicitly.
If the problem does not contain such a complicating constraint set,
then it turns out Lagrangian relaxation may still be applied if there is
an additive structure as follows. Consider a special case of the prediction
problem where the objective is a sum of a set of functions,
max
y
K∑
k=1
gk(x,y)
sb.t. y ∈ Yk, ∀k = 1, . . . ,K, (4.80)
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where problem (4.80) is hard to solve, but in which the maximization
of a single function is feasible, i.e., we could solve or approximate for
any k = 1, . . . ,K the problem
max
y
gk(x,y) (4.81)
sb.t. y ∈ Yk. (4.82)
As an example, each (4.81) could be a specially structured problem for
which efficient algorithms exist. Then, we cannot directly apply these
algorithms to jointly maximize (4.80).
Lagrangian decomposition allows one to solve a relaxation of (4.80)
by means of iteratively solving problems of the form (4.81). The basic
idea is as follows. We introduce duplicate variables yk into the prob-
lem but add equality constraints y = yk, transforming (4.80) into the
following equivalent problem.
max
y,y1,...,yK
K∑
k=1
gk(x,yk) (4.83)
sb.t. yk = y, ∀k = 1, . . . ,K, (4.84)
yk ∈ Yk, ∀k = 1, . . . ,K, (4.85)
y ∈ Y ′. (4.86)
In (4.86) the set Y ′ can be any set containing all sets Yk, for example
the decision domain Y ′ = G. Clearly, the solution to problem (4.83) is
the same as to (4.80).
Problem (4.83) is amenable to Lagrangian relaxation of the com-
plicating constraints (4.84), for if these constraints would be absent
the problem would decouple into separate tractable problems of the
form (4.81). We therefore introduce Lagrange multiplier vectors λk, one
for each constraint, and dualize (4.84) to obtain the following partial
dual function.
q(λ) := max
y,y1,...,yK
K∑
k=1
gk(x,yk) +
K∑
k=1
λk (yk − y) (4.87)
sb.t. yk ∈ Yk, ∀k = 1, . . . ,K, (4.88)
y ∈ Y ′. (4.89)
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For a given λ, the Problem (4.87) is decomposed. The optimal solu-
tion can be obtained by separately solving for each k = 1, . . . ,K the
problem maxyk∈Yk gk(x,yk) + λ

k yk. For the maximization over y ∈ Y ′
we first see that (4.83) remains valid for unbounded Y ′. Then, when-
ever
∑K
k=1λk = 0, we have q(λ) = ∞ in (4.87). The set of λ on which
q(λ) remains finite defines the domain of q, see [13]. However, when∑K
k=1λk = 0, then y does not influence the value of (4.87) and we do
not have to optimize over y. The dual problem of minimizing q can
therefore be restricted to the domain of q and this yields the following
convex minimization problem.
min
λ
q(λ) (4.90)
sb.t.
K∑
k=1
λk = 0. (4.91)
This problem is a linearly constrained convex minimization problem
and can be solved by means of the projected subgradient method that
first projects the subgradient onto (4.91) and then takes a subgradient
step as usual. In our case we only have a single linear equality constraint
and can provide the projected subgradient directly as follows.
∂
∂λk
q(λ)  yk(λ) − 1
K
K∑
=1
y(λ). (4.92)
In case we initialize λ such that it satisfies (4.91) the subgradient
method will then continue to satisfy the constraint.
Because we first transformed the original problem into an equivalent
one and then applied Lagrangian relaxation, we retain the strong theo-
retical guarantees provided by the Lagrangian relaxation approach. In
particular, (4.90) yields an upper bound on (4.80) and we can recognize
optimality by means of the duality gap between any primal solution
value and the dual value.
For the special case where Yk are finite sets — as is the case for
discrete models — and we have a linear cost function g(x,y) = c(x)y,
the following theorem providing a simple interpretation of Lagrangian
decomposition was proven by [54].
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Theorem 4.5 (Lagrangian Decomposition Primal). Let a prob-
lem of the form (4.80) be given, where Yk are finite sets and g(x,y) =
c(x)y is a linear objective function. Then the optimal solution of the
Lagrangian dual (4.90) obtains the value of the following relaxed primal
optimization problem.
max
y
K∑
k=1
gk(x,y) (4.93)
sb.t. y ∈ conv(Yk), ∀k = 1, . . . ,K. (4.94)
Therefore, optimizing the Lagrangian decomposition dual is equivalent
to optimizing the primal objective on the intersection of the convex
hulls of the individual feasible sets.
Note that the Lagrangian decomposition method is still sound when
the assumptions of Theorem 4.5 do not hold, it is just the primal inter-
pretation of (4.90) that is less clear.
In the above discussion we have assumed that the subproblems
are tractable. Lagrangian decomposition can be applied without this
assumption if we are able to solve a relaxation of the subproblem. In that
case, we are still guaranteed to obtain a relaxation to the original prob-
lem, but the relaxation is weaker — its optimal value yields a weaker
upper bound — than if we could solve the subproblem exactly. The
geometric interpretation of what happens when such weaker relaxation
is used is depicted in Figure 4.34. Although the Lagrangian decompo-
sition method is often applicable, in some problems different choices of
subproblems are possible and each choice produces one decomposition.
Lagrangian decomposition is also called “dual decomposition” in
the computer vision community; another name is “variable splitting.”
For the original paper, see [54], for an up to date textbook covering
other problem decomposition techniques, see [34].
Lagrangian/Dual Decomposition in computer vision.
Lagrangian decomposition has been successfully applied to a
number of computer vision problems. The connectivity constrained
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Fig. 4.34 Schematic interpretation of the geometry of Lagrangian decomposition, follow-
ing [54]. Here we have two subproblems over finite sets Y1 and Y2, respectively. The cost
function g(x,y) = cy is linear and the optimal solution to maxy∈Y1∩Y2 c
y is y∗ (marked
with a square). In case each subproblem can be solved exactly, Lagrangian decomposition
produces the solution yD, that is, the maximizing solution within conv(Y1) ∩ conv(Y2). We
therefore obtain a relaxation, i.e., we always have cyD ≥ cy∗. In case exact optimiza-
tion over Y1 is intractable and we use a relaxation Y ′1 ⊇ conv(Y1), then this weakens the
relaxation and we obtain the solution yR which satisfies cyR ≥ cyD ≥ cy∗.
segmentation problem has been used by Vicente et al. [157] in a
dual decomposition approach to obtain strong lower bounds on an
objective; the decomposition approach turned out to be slow and
a fast primal heuristic is used instead. Feature matching between
images has been addressed using graph matching in [150], where dual
decomposition provided strong relaxations. The following example is a
typical situation in which the decomposition can be applied.
Example 4.11 (Segmentation with Global Appearance
Models). In [158] the authors derive an approach to binary
image segmentation incorporating a global appearance model of the
object to be segmented. The model is similar to the one in Example 4.2
but the function g(x,y) to be maximized incorporates a term hk(·)
that takes as argument the number of pixels labeled as foreground.
Because this function is nonlinear it does not decompose and finding
the maximizer of g(x,y) is NP-hard.
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For the simplest model in [158] with binary label set L = {0,1}, the
function g(x,y) is given as follows.
g(x,y) = −
∑
b∈B
hb
(∑
i∈V
[[i ∈ Vb]]
)
−
∑
(i,j)∈E
wi,j [[yi = yj ]]︸ ︷︷ ︸
g1(x,y)
−h
(∑
i∈V
[[yi = 1]]
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
g2(x,y)
,
(4.95)
where hb(·) is a concave function and h(·) is a convex function. These
functions are derived from a global histogram-based color model. In this
model, a set B of fixed histogram bins a priori partitions the pixel set V ,
i.e., we have
⋃
b∈B Vb = V . The set Vb ⊂ V contains the set of nodes that
have a pixel color mapped to the histogram bin b. The functions hb and
h make the model prefer labelings whose foreground and background
pixels are forming a consistent color model. For details on these models,
see [158]. Optimizing (4.95) is NP-hard but when suitably decomposed
a relaxation can be optimized efficiently.
In order to apply the Lagrangian decomposition scheme to the two
parts g1 and g2 we split the variable y into y1 and y2 and obtain the
two problems,
• maxy1∈Y [g1(x,y1) + λ1 (y1 − y)], and
• maxy2∈Y [g2(x,y2) + λ2 (y2 − y)].
Both subproblems can be solved in polynomial time: the first problem
is known to be solvable by reducing it to a linear s − t min-cut problem,
as shown by Kohli et al. [76], but Vicente et al. [158] propose a more
efficient procedure. The second subproblem has a simple structure and
can also be solved efficiently. Applying the subgradient method to mini-
mize the dual problem solves a relaxation and provides lower and upper
bounds on the optimal objective. The authors empirically observe that
in most cases the relaxation is in fact integral and provides the optimal
solution y∗. An example segmentation using a global color model is
shown in Figures 4.35 to 4.37.
The above ideas have been generalized to the so called marginal
probability field model in [169].
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Fig. 4.35 Input image to be segmented.
Fig. 4.36 User annotation of foreground and background.
Fig. 4.37 Final segmented image.
The Lagrangian decomposition method was applied to the MAP–
MRF problem by Johnson et al. [64] and Komodakis et al. [82] to
approximately solve the linear programming relaxation by iterating
MAP inference on tree-structured subgraphs. The family of possi-
ble decompositions for MAP inference in graphical models has been
further studied by Werner [164], Franc et al. [42] and efficiently solvable
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higher-order decompositions yielding stronger bounds are proposed
in [11]. Sontag et al. [141] provides a detailed introduction to dual
decomposition and dual ascent methods for inference.
Decomposing the original problem into smaller instances naturally
allows for parallel and distributed computation. This is used by Strand-
mark and Kahl [143] in a straightforward approach to decompose large
discrete MAP inference problems with more than 600 million voxels
onto multiple machines, each solving only a smaller subproblem.
A number of recent works have improved on the subgradient method
used to optimize the Lagrangian decomposition dual (4.90). Jojic
et al. [65] and also Savchynskyy et al. [130] applied Nesterov’s smooth-
ing technique [110] to (4.90). This improves the asymptotic convergence
rate at the cost of modifying the subproblem (4.87) by the addition of
a strictly concave proximal regularization term. For the case of discrete
graphical models the resulting subproblem can still be solved by replac-
ing the energy minimization step with probabilistic inference. In the
same spirit, but from the perspective of augmented Lagrangian opti-
mization, Martins et al. [100] augment the subproblems by a strictly
convex proximal term stabilizing the iterations. This complicates the
subproblems slightly but leads to a large decrease in the number of
outer iterations.
4.7.4 General MAP–MRF Linear Programming
Relaxations
The pairwise LP relaxation (4.48), also known as the LOCAL relax-
ation [160], was initially proposed in Schlesinger [131] but has since
been extended to models with factors of higher-order. In the following
we describe the most general known family of cluster-based relaxations,
as proposed by Werner [163] and described in detail in Franc et al. [42].
This family of relaxations is so large that it contains both the LOCAL
relaxation and the exact marginal polytope as special cases. As such,
not all relaxations in this family are tractable.
The construction of this family has close ties to region graphs and
free energy approximations used for probabilistic inference, see Yedidia
et al. [171] and Heskes [59]. The basic idea of enforcing marginalization
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consistency over larger groups of variables can be dated back to
Kikuchi [69].
For a given factor graph (V,F ,E), each relaxation instance is defined
by means of a set of triplets, J = {(A,B,yB)|A,B ⊆ V,∅ = B ⊂ A}, the
so called pencil set [163]. For each factor F ∈ F present in the model,
there must exist at least one pencil (A, ·, ·), where A = N(F ) is the set
of variables in the scope of the factor. The construction is visualized for
higher-order factors in Figure 4.38. For brevity, we write A ∈ J if there
exists one element (A,B,yB) ∈ J or one element (C,A,yA) ∈ J . For any
such set J we can now obtain a valid relaxation L(J) of the MAP–MRF
problem by formulating a linear program as shown in Figure 4.39. The
coefficients θA(yA) are defined as
θA(yA) =
∑
F∈F :N(F )=A
EF (yA), (4.96)
and we can have θA(yA) = 0 if the set A does not correspond to the
scope of any factor in the model.
For example, we can obtain the LOCAL relaxation for a factor graph
with pairwise factors by setting
JLOCAL = {(A,B,xB)|F ∈ F , |N(F )| = 2,A = N(F ),B ⊂ A,yB ∈ YB}.
Fig. 4.38 Constructing a linear programming relaxation for higher-order factors. The model
contains two factors, that is, F = {G,H}. We define two sets of pencils by (A,B,xB),
and (C,B,xB), where A = N(G) = {Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4}, B = N(G) ∩ N(H) = {Y3,Y4}, and C =
N(H) = {Y3,Y4,Y5,Y6}. This introduces the marginal vector µB that ensures the marginal
vectors µA and µC are consistent with each other when marginalized onto B, their common
set of variables.
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min
µ
〈θ,µ〉 (4.97)
sb.t.
∑
yA
µA(yA) = 1, ∀A ∈ J, (4.98)∑
yA\B
µA(yA) = µB(yB), ∀(A,B,yB) ∈ J, (4.99)
µA(yA) ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ J,yA. (4.100)
Fig. 4.39 Primal linear program of the cluster-based relaxation L(J).
In this case, (4.97–4.100) reduces to the earlier linear relaxation (4.48)
of Schlesinger [131]. If instead we take the largest possible set
JALL = {(A,B,yB)|A ∈ 2V ,B ⊂ A,yB ∈ YB},
then for each factor F ∈ F the corresponding marginals µN(F ) are glob-
ally consistent due to (4.99), and the solution of (4.97) is the exact
minimum energy solution. Unfortunately, JALL grows exponentially in
the model size and is therefore impractical.
Therefore, one typically starts with the LOCAL relaxation and iter-
atively enforces consistency over larger groups of variables. For any
given particular relaxation, most algorithms solve (4.97) by means of
the dual linear program (4.101). The reason is that ensuring dual
feasibility for (4.104) is straightforward. The algorithms of Sontag
et al. [140, 142], Werner [163], and Komodakis and Paragios [81] are
all based on the dual optimization problem (4.101).
The selection of groups of variables and pencils to use in a relaxation
remains an open issue. For a discussion of the problems involved, see
Franc et al. [42] and Bara et al. [12].
4.8 Giving up Determinism
Giving up the determinism in computation leads to algorithms whose
output are random variables. Alternatively, the algorithm might give a
deterministic result but its runtime is random.
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max
h,z
∑
A∈J
hA (4.101)
sb.t. hA ∈ R, ∀A ∈ J, (4.102)
zA→B(yB) ∈ R, ∀(A,B,yB) ∈ J, (4.103)
hA ≤ θA(yA) +
∑
Z|(Z,A,yA)∈J
zZ→A(yA)
−
∑
B|(A,B,yB)∈J
zA→B(yB), ∀A ∈ J,yA. (4.104)
Fig. 4.40 Dual linear program of the cluster-based relaxation L(J).
We have already seen the usefulness of sampling techniques in Monte
Carlo, now we consider solving optimization problems using random-
ized algorithms.
4.8.1 Simulated Annealing
Simulated annealing [1, 71] is a well-known method to approximately
solve problems of the form (4.2). It consists of two steps, (i) constructing
a family of probability distributions p(y;T ) on Y, and (ii) a method to
approximately generating samples from these distributions.
For the first step, the distributions p(y;T ) are constructed in such a
way that most of the probability mass is concentrated on states y ∈ Y
with high values g(x,y). The distribution p(y;T ) is constructed as a
Boltzmann distribution, defined as follows.
Definition 4.3 (Boltzmann Distribution). For a finite set Y, a
function g:Y → R and a temperature parameter τ > 0, let
p(y;τ) =
1
Z(τ)
exp
(
g(x,y)
τ
)
, (4.105)
with Z(τ) =
∑
y∈Y exp(
g(x,y)
τ ) be the Boltzmann distribution for g over
Y at temperature τ . The Boltzmann distribution is also known as the
Gibbs measure or Gibbs distribution.
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Figures 4.41 to 4.46 illustrate the behavior of the Boltzmann dis-
tribution with different values of τ for a simple case where Y =
{1,2, . . . ,40}. The smaller the temperature becomes, the more prob-
ability mass is put on the state y∗ that attains the maximum value
g(x,y∗), and we have limτ→0 p(y∗;τ) = 1.
For this example, finding the maximizer is of course trivial by enu-
merating all elements in Y. In general we are interested in problems
where Y is large and therefore such enumeration is intractable. Like-
wise, naively drawing samples from p(y;τ) by computing (4.105) for all
y ∈ Y is intractable. However, drawing approximate samples is possible
by constructingMarkov chain onY as discussed in Inference inGraphical
Models. Drawing a sample at a low temperature makes it more likely that
the obtained iterate is the maximizer of g. Simulated annealing achieves
this by starting with a high temperature and lowering it gradually.
Before we show how a Markov chain simulating p(y;τ) can be con-
structed, we first discuss the simulated annealing algorithm, as shown in
Algorithm 9. The algorithm takes a sequence τ (1), τ (2), . . . , τ (K) of mono-
tonically decreasing temperatures and a sequence η(1),η(2), . . . ,η(K) of
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Fig. 4.41 Function g to be maximized.
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Fig. 4.42 Distribution p(y;τ) for τ = 100.
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Fig. 4.43 Distribution p(y;τ) for τ = 10.
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Fig. 4.44 Distribution p(y;τ) for τ = 4.
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Fig. 4.45 Distribution p(y;τ) for τ = 1.
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Fig. 4.46 Distribution p(y;τ) for τ = 0.1.
steps to simulate at each temperature. For each temperature τ (k) a
Markov chain is simulated for the given number of steps η(k), hopefully
improving on the solution objective. Any Markov chain with p(y;τ (k))
as stationary distribution can be used, such as the Metropolis–Hastings
chain or the Gibbs sampler discussed before. Throughout the algorithm
the best solution observed so far is kept.
Finally, the choice of temperatures τ (k) and number of simulations
η(k) over time, the so called annealing schedule must be set. In case the
temperature decreases slowly enough, the following theoretical result
is known due to Geman and Geman [49].
Theorem 4.6(Guaranteed Optimality Annealing). If there exist
a k0 ≥ 2 such that for all k ≥ k0 the temperature τ (k) satisfies the lower
bound
τ (k) ≥ |Y| · (maxy∈Y g(x,y) − miny∈Y g(x,y))
logk
, (4.106)
then the probability of seeing the maximizer y∗ of g tends to one as
k → ∞. For the original proof, see [49].
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Algorithm 9: Simulated Annealing
1: y∗ = SimulatedAnnealing(Y,g,τ,N)
2: Input:
3: Y finite feasible set
4: g : Y → R objective function
5: τ ∈ RK sequence of K decreasing temperatures
6: η ∈ NK sequence of K step lengths
7: Output:
8: y∗ ∈ Y solution
9: Algorithm:
10: y ← y0
11: y∗ ← y0
12: for k = 1, . . . ,K do
13: for i = 1, . . . ,η(k) do
14: y ← run Markov chain simulating p(y;τ (k)) for one step
15: if g(x,y) > g(x,y∗) then
16: y∗ ← y {Improved solution}
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
The above bound (4.106) goes to zero too slowly to be useful in
practise. Instead, the so called exponential schedule
τ (k) = τ (0) · αk, (4.107)
is popular, where τ (0) > 0 is a fixed constant and α is set to a number
close to one, e.g., α = 0.999. The simulation intervals are often fixed
such as setting η(k) = 10 for all k.
Example 4.13 (Image Restoration). The influential paper of
Geman and Geman [49] proposed the Gibbs sampler for obtaining
approximate samples from otherwise intractable distributions. The
authors also used the newly proposed sampler to perform approximate
MAP inference by simulated annealing. The following experiment is an
exact replication of the first experiment in that paper.
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We assume a 128 × 128 pixel image with each pixel taking one out
of five possible intensity values. We define the Gibbs distribution
p(y) =
1
Z
exp(−E(y)), (4.108)
where the energy is a sum of pairwise terms, i.e., E(y) =∑
(i,j)∈E Vi,j(yi,yj), with Vi,j taking the Potts form:
6
Vi,j(yi,yj) =

−1
3
if yi = yj ,
1
3
otherwise.
There are no unary factors. We obtain an approximate sample y∗ from
the distribution by Gibbs sampling, the result of which is shown in
Figure 4.47. The task is to denoise a noisy version of this image.
To this end, we use independent additive Gaussian noise to obtain
the noisy image y′ shown in Figure 4.48. Geman and Geman show that
the posterior distribution p(y|ynoisy) is again of the form (4.108) with
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Fig. 4.47 Sample y∗ from prior distribution with five labels, obtained using 200 Gibbs
sampler sweeps.
6The original form given in [49, Page 12] contains a sign error.
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Fig. 4.48 Sample y′ with independent additive Gaussian noise, σ = 1.5.
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Fig. 4.49 Reconstruction with 25 simulated annealing sweeps.
the modified energy EP (y) as
EP (y) = E(y) +
1
2σ2
∑
i
(y′i − yi)2. (4.109)
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Fig. 4.50 Reconstruction with 300 simulated annealing sweeps.
This simply adds unary factors to the previous model and we can min-
imize EP (y) by simulated annealing, using a Gibbs sampler to sample
from the intermediate distributions. The results of two different runs
using 25 and 300 simulated annealing sweeps is shown in Figures 4.49
and 4.50, respectively.
Simulated annealing can be particularly effective if a problem-
specific sampler is used. For example, in [10] image segmentation is
performed by simulated annealing, but the simulation is carried out
using an efficient sampler for partitionings, giving rise to a hundred-
fold speedup over naive single-variable Gibbs sampling. A good general
reference on simulated annealing is [1].
5
Conditional Random Fields
We now turn to the problem of probabilistic parameter learning. For
this we assume a fixed underlying graphical model with parameterized
conditional probability distribution
p(y|x,w) = 1
Z(x,w)
exp(−E(x,y,w)), (5.1)
where Z(x,w) =
∑
y∈Y exp(−E(x,y,w)). The only unknown quantity
is the parameter or weight vector w, on which the energy E(x,y,w) =
〈w,ϕ(x,y)〉 depends linearly.
As introduced in Problem 2.3 of Graphical Models, probabilistic
learning aims at identifying a weight vector w∗ that makes p(y|x,w∗) as
close to the true conditional label distribution d(y|x) as possible. The
label distribution itself is unknown to us, but we have an i.i.d . sample
set D = {(xn,yn)}n=1,...,N from d(x,y) that we can use for learning.
5.1 Maximizing the Conditional Likelihood
The most common principle for probabilistic training is (regularized)
conditional likelihood maximization that we define and discuss in this
section. Training a graphical model in this way is generally called con-
ditional random field (CRF) training.
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Definition 5.1 (Regularized Maximum Conditional Likelihood
Training). Let p(y|x,w) = 1Z(x,w) exp(−〈w,ϕ(x,y)〉) be a probability
distribution parameterized by w ∈ RD, and let D = {(xn,yn)}n=1,...,N
be a set of training examples. For any λ > 0, regularized maximum
conditional likelihood (RMCL) training chooses the parameter as
w∗ = argminw∈RD λ‖w‖2 +
N∑
i=n
〈w,ϕ(xn,yn)〉 +
N∑
n=1
logZ(xn,w).
(5.2)
For λ = 0 the simplified rule
w∗ = argminw∈RD
N∑
n=1
〈w,ϕ(xn,yn)〉 +
N∑
n=1
logZ(xn,w) (5.3)
is called maximum conditional likelihood (MCL) training.
To understand the objective behind Equations (5.2) and (5.3) let
us try to solve Problem 2.3 in a straight-forward way, i.e., derive a
weight vector w∗ that makes p(y|x,w∗) closest to d(y|x). First we
define what we mean by “closeness” between conditional distribu-
tions: for any x ∈ X , we measure the dissimilarity between p(y|x,w)
and d(y|x) by their Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence: KL(p‖d) =∑
y∈Y d(y|x) log d(y|x)p(y|x,w) . From this we obtain a total measure of how
much q differs from d by their expected dissimilarity over all x ∈ X :
KLtot(p‖d) =
∑
x∈X
d(x)
∑
y∈Y
d(y|x) log d(y|x)
p(y|x,w) . (5.4)
We solve Problem 2.3 by choosing the parameter w∗ that minimizes
this measure, i.e.,
w∗ = argminw∈Rd KLtot(p‖d) (5.5)
= argmax
w∈Rd
∑
x∈X
d(x)
∑
y∈Y
d(y|x) logp(y|x,w) (5.6)
= argmax
w∈Rd
E(x,y)∼d(x,y)[logp(y|x,w)]. (5.7)
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Unfortunately, we cannot compute this expression directly, because
d(x,y) is unknown to us. However, we can approximate it using the
given sample set D.
≈ argmax
w∈Rd
∑
(xn,yn)∈D
logp(yn|xn,w). (5.8)
Inserting the parametric form of p, we see that Equation (5.8) is equiv-
alent to Equation (5.3). Making use of p(y1, . . . ,yN |x1, . . . ,xN ,w) =∏N
n=1 p(y
n|xn,w), because D is sampled i.i.d ., and the monotonicity
of the logarithm, we obtain
= argmax
w∈Rd
p(y1, . . . ,yN |x1, . . . ,xN ,w). (5.9)
from which the name MCL stems.
MCL training has been applied successfully to many learning tasks
where the dimensionality of the weight vector is small and the number
of training examples is large. However, when the number of training
instances is small compared to the number of degrees of freedom in w
then MCL training is prone to overfitting. An explanation is that the
approximation leading to Equation (5.8) becomes unreliable in this
situation, and w∗ will vary strongly with respect to the training set D.
It is possible to overcome this limitation by treating w not as a
deterministic parameter but as yet another random variable.1 For any
prior distribution p(w) over the space of weight vectors, one can derive
the posterior probability of w for given observations D:
p(w|D) = p(w)p(y
1, . . . ,yN |x1, . . . ,xN ,w)
p(y1, . . . ,yN |x1, . . . ,xN ) ,
= p(w)
N∏
n=1
p(yn|xn,w)
p(yn|xn) ,
(5.10)
where in the first step we have made use of Bayes’ rule, and in the
second step of the i.i.d . assumption on D. Having to choose a single
1This view makes a lot of sense, since our choice of w∗ depends on D, which itself is
randomly sampled.
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weight vector it makes sense to use the maximum a posteriori estimate,
w∗ = argmax
w∈Rd
p(w|D) (5.11)
= argmin
w
[
− logp(w) −
N∑
n=1
logp(yn|xn,w)
]
. (5.12)
The second term is the negative logarithm of the conditional likeli-
hood, which we have already encountered in MCL training. In the first
term, p(w) expressed our prior assumptions on w. We have to specify it
as a design choice, because as a prior it cannot be estimated from data.
Assuming a zero-mean Gaussian prior,2 p(w) ∝ exp(−‖w‖22σ2 ), the first
term in Equation (5.12) becomes 12σ2 ‖w‖2. In combination we recover
Equation (5.2) with λ = 12σ2 .
The name RMCL reflects that for λ > 0 very large positive and
very large negative values in the weight vector are penalized by the
prior term. Consequently, the parameter λ is generally considered as a
free hyper-parameter that determines the regularization strength.
In the remainder of the section, we will only study regularized con-
ditional likelihood maximization, as the unregularized situation can be
seen as the limit case for λ → 0.
5.2 Gradient Based Optimization
Writing the negative of the logarithm of the regularized conditional
likelihood (called negative log-likelihood) as a function of w,
L(w) = λ‖w‖2 +
N∑
n=1
〈w,ϕ(xn,yn)〉 +
N∑
n=1
logZ(xn,w), (5.13)
one sees that the first two terms are relatively simple, with only
a quadratic and linear dependence on w. The third term, however,
contains the partition function Z(x,w) which depends in a nonlin-
ear and nonobvious way on the typically high-dimensional vector of
unknowns w. Because of this term the optimization problem (5.2) does
2Other priors are possible but less common. See, e.g., [52] for an overview of exponential
family priors.
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not have a closed form solution, and we need to rely on numerical
optimization techniques to find its minimum. Figure 5.1 illustrates the
contour lines of L(w) for different values of λ.
High dimensional nonlinear optimization can be difficult, but L(w)
is a smooth convex function as we can see from the Jacobian vector
∇wL(w) and Hessian matrix ∆wL(w):
∇wL(w) = 2λw +
N∑
n=1
[ϕ(xn,yn) − Ey∼p(y|xn)[ϕ(xn,y)]] (5.14)
and
HwL(w) = 2λI +
N∑
n=1
Ey∼p(y|xn)Ey′∼p(y|xn)[ϕ(xn,y)ϕt(xn,y′)]. (5.15)
Because the last term is a covariance matrix it is positive semi-definite
and this proves the convexity of L. For nonzero λ, HwL is even strictly
positive definite, which ensures strong convexity of L. Because the con-
vexity of L guarantees that every local maximum will also be a global
maximum, we can use local optimization techniques to minimize L. In
particular, because L is differentiable, we can use gradient descent.
5.3 Numeric Optimization
Steepest Descent Optimization. The most straight-forward tech-
nique to numerically solve the optimization problem (5.3) is the steep-
est descent algorithm for which pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 10.
Starting with an arbitrary estimate of the weight vector, typically w = 0
(line 7), one iteratively approaches the minimum. In each step, one
computes a descent direction, which is the negative of the gradient
∇wL at the current estimate wcur (line 9). The next estimate for the
weight vector is obtained by adding a multiple of the negative gradi-
ent to wcur (line 11). Using a line search the step width that leads to
the strongest decrease of the objective function is determined (line 10).
These steps are repeated until a convergence criterion is met, e.g., the
magnitude of the gradient is below a given threshold (line 12), indi-
cating that we have reached, approximately, a local minimum. Because
the objective function is convex, we know that this local minimum is
automatically the global minimum.
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Algorithm 10: Steepest Descent Minimization
1: w∗ = SteepestDescentMinimization(ε)
2: Input:
3: ε > 0 tolerance
4: Output:
5: w∗ ∈ RD learned weight vector
6: Algorithm:
7: wcur ← 0
8: repeat
9: d ← −∇wL(wcur) {descent direction}
10: η ← argminη>0L(wcur + ηd) {univariate line search}
11: wcur ← wcur + ηd
12: until ‖p‖ < ε
13: w∗ ← wcur
First order steepest descent is very easy to implement, and it is
guaranteed to find the minimum of the objective function. However, for
functions with many parameters whose contours differ strongly from a
circular shape, oscillations can occur and the convergence rate is often
unsatisfactory. As a consequence, many iterations are required until
convergence, and overall runtime is high. Unfortunately, the situation
of conditional log-likelihood optimization with small λ value is exactly
the problematic case of nonquadratic objective, as can also be seen in
Figure 5.1.
Second-Order Gradient Descent. Second-order gradient descent
methods offer a powerful alternative to the steepest descent procedure,
as they have provably better convergence rates. The most straight-
forward second-order gradient descent method is Newton’s method [13].
Like the steepest descent method it performs an iterative descent,
computing in each step a descent direction by multiplying the gra-
dient vector with the inverse of the Hessian matrix. If the function to
be minimize is quadratic, then the resulting descent vector points to
the exact analytic minimizer. For nonquadratic functions the Newton’s
methods can be interpreted as forming a local quadratic approximation,
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Fig. 5.1 Objective function of simplest CRF (one output node, no pairwise terms) for
a training set {(−10,+1),(−4,+1),(6,−1),(5,−1)} with ϕ(x,+1) = (x,0) and ϕ(x,−1) =
(0,x). For large λ, contours are nearly circular and centered at the origin. With λ decreasing
the regularizer loses influence and the data dependent terms start to dominate the objective
function.
which is a better model that the linear approximation used in first order
methods.
Second-order algorithms typically requires fewer iterations to con-
verge compared the first order method, especially. However, this advan-
tage comes at the expense of increased computational cost for each
iteration: computing and inverting the Hessian matrix are expensive
operations, and the increase in runtime of each iteration often more
than outweighs the benefit one has from the reduction in the number
of iterations.
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To overcome the drawbacks of Newton’s method, hybrid techniques
have been developed that try to find similarly good descent direc-
tions without the need for storing and inverting the Hessian matrix.
The currently most successful second-order methods are of the quasi-
Newton type. Instead of computing and inverting the full Hessian in
every step, they estimate the inverse matrix H−1w itself, thereby saving
the expensive step of inverting a d × d matrix. This estimation is possi-
ble by iterative updates during the course of the optimization (line 15)
make use only of information available from the gradient vector, such
that the step of computing Hw is avoided as well. Algorithm 11 con-
tains pseudo-code for the frequently used Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–
Shanno (BFGS) [41] procedure.
BFGS shows the same super-linear convergence speed as the Newton
method does, but it requires much fewer operations in each itera-
tion. It does, however, not overcome the problem of having to store
a d × d matrix. More advanced algorithms have been developed for
Algorithm 11: Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno Procedure
1: w∗ = BFGS(ε)
2: Input:
3: ε > 0 tolerance
4: Output:
5: w∗ ∈ RD learned weight vector
6: Algorithm:
7: wnew ← 0
8: Bnew ← IKd
9: repeat
10: (wold,Bold) ← (wnew,Bnew)
11: d ← B−1old∇wL(wold)
12: η ← argminη∈RL(wold + ηd)
13: wnew ← wold + ηd
14: y ← ∇wL(wnew) − ∇wL(wold)
15: Bnew ←
(
I − dytyt d
)
Bold
(
I − dytyt d
)
+ η dd
t
yt d
16: until ‖d‖ < ε
17: w∗ ← wnew
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this purpose, e.g., the L-BFGS method (limited memory BFGS) [96]
that stores a sequence of vector operations instead of the matrix Bk.
Conjugate gradient [60] optimization has also successfully been applied
to conditional log-likelihood minimization. A detailed discussion of
these general purpose optimization techniques is beyond the scope of
this monograph. Instead we refer the interested reader to the many
textbooks on nonlinear optimization, e.g., [112].
5.4 Faster Training by Use of the Output Structure
Conditional random fields can be seen as a form a logistic regression
classifiers (see [111]), as both share the objective of maximizing the con-
ditional log-likelihood of the observed training pairs. However, a funda-
mental difference between CRFs and the ordinary multi-class logistic
regression is the large size of the output space Y. For CRFs it is typi-
cally exponentially sized in the number of output nodes of the graphical
model, and it does not allow explicit enumeration. Because the closed
form expression (5.14) includes a summation over all y ∈ Y, a straight-
forward computation of the conditional log-likelihood or its gradient
is typically computationally infeasible. In order to train a CRF using
gradient descent techniques, we need to overcome this problem, typi-
cally by making use of structure in the output space, as it given, e.g.,
through the graphical model framework.
For tree-structured models, the sum–product algorithm
(Algorithm 2) provides can be used to efficiently compute the
expected value of a function over all output labels, including vector-
valued functions such as ϕ(x,y). Computing the gradient ∇wL
is therefore computationally as costly as performing probabilistic
inference. For graphical model that are not tree structured, we
can run loopy belief propagation to approximate the expectation
in Equation (5.14) and thereby obtain an approximation to the
gradient. Using this approximation in a gradient descent algorithm
does not guarantee convergence to the global minimum of the negative
conditional log-likelihood. Nevertheless, it is a commonly used training
technique for CRFs, and often yields good practical results.
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5.5 Faster Training by Stochastic Example Selection
Stochastic Gradient Descent. Computing the gradient of L by
means of Equation (5.14) require summation over all training instances,
and each instance we have to perform a costly inference step. When
a lot of training data is available this dependence on the number of
training instances has a significant impact on the overall training time.
A naive solution would be to subsample the training set before starting
the optimization, but this would ignore the information contained in
the discarded sample, likely reducing the prediction accuracy. Instead,
one can introduce the idea of subsampling the data only into the step of
computing the gradient ∇wL, and compute a descent directions using
formula (5.14) with only a small batch of samples, typically not more
than 10. In the extremal case one can also estimate the gradient from
just a single, randomly selected, training example (xn,yn) which yield
the stochastic gradient approximation
∇˜(xn,yn)w L(w) = 2λw + ϕ(xn,yn) − Ey∼p(y|xn)
[
ϕ(xn,y)
]
. (5.16)
Because we want to avoid summing over all training examples, we also
cannot evaluate L(w) and thus we cannot do a line search to determine
the optimal gradient step length. Also, second-order methods like BFGS
do not work well when the gradient direction is only approximate, such
that we have to rely on simple first-order descent, typically with a
fixed sequence of learning rates, η1, . . . ,ηT that decays over time, for
example ηt = ηt with constant η > 0. Algorithm 12 gives pseudo-code
for this Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm.
SGD typically require many more iteration to converge than opti-
mization techniques that make use of the exact gradient. However,
because each iteration is several orders of magnitudes faster, stochastic
training is often able to solve the training problem faster in terms of
absolute runtime. The success of SGD has let to the development of
many extended and improved algorithms, e.g., to avoid the need for an
a priori choice of the parameters η by automatic gain adaption [159],
and the integration of second-order information [24].
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Algorithm 12: Stochastic Gradient Descent
1: w∗ = StochasticGradientDescent(T,η)
2: Input:
3: T number of iterations
4: η1, . . . ,ηT sequence of learning rates
5: Output:
6: w∗ ∈ RD learned weight vector
7: Algorithm:
8: wcur ← 0
9: for t=1,. . . ,T do
10: (xn,yn) ← randomly chosen training pair
11: d ← −∇˜(xn,yn)w L(wcur)
12: wcur ← wcur + ηtd
13: end for
14: w∗ ← wcur
5.6 Faster Training by Stochastic Gradient Approximation
When other approaches fail, sampling methods often still offer a viable
alternative, as they provide a universal tool for evaluating expectations
over random variables. From Equation (5.14) we know that the com-
putationally hard part in computing the gradient ∇wL has the form of
the expectation of ϕ(x,y) with respect to the distribution p(y|x,w). If
we have a method to obtain i.i.d . samples S = {y(1), . . . ,y(S)} from this
distribution, we can form an unbiased estimator of Ey∼p(y|xn)[ϕ(xn,y)]
by 1S
∑S
i=1ϕ(x,y
(i)). Inserting this into Equation (5.16) we obtain an
unbiased estimator of ∇wL(x,w), where the law of large numbers guar-
antees convergence of the approximation to the exact gradient with a
rate of 1√
S
. Consequently, any procedure to sample from p(y|xn) for
n = 1, . . . ,N provides us with a tool for estimating ∇wL(x,w). In par-
ticular, we can use Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling that
we had introduced in Section 3.4.1. However, the computational cost
of this setup is still very high, since we need a full MCMC run for
each training example for each gradient computation. One also has
to consider that even after the MCMC sampler has converged to its
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equilibrium distribution, we obtain only approximations of the gradient
∇wL. This is an inherent limitation of all sampling-based approaches,
not a problem of a specific MCMC sampler.
As we had seen before, inexact gradient directions pose problems for
most second-order gradient descent methods, such that one has to rely
on first-order gradient descent to optimize the conditional log-likelihood
with sampling based methods. Consequently, one will likely need many
iterations, which justified additional effort to accelerate each iteration
as much as possible. This is possible because of a crucial insight by Hin-
ton [61]: instead of waiting for the Markov chain to converge against
its equilibrium distribution before computing a gradient approxima-
tion, we can use samples from the very beginning of the Markov chain.
This will result in a worse approximate gradient, but strongly reduced
runtime to compute it.
An algorithm that takes this observation to the extreme is con-
trastive divergence training as stated in Algorithm 13. It performs
Gibbs sampling without burn-in, estimating the gradient from only
a single sample. This provides a very noise estimate of the best descent
direction, and consequently very many iterations might be required
until convergence. However, this drawback is more than compensated
by the fact that the computation time of each iteration is reduced. Con-
trastive divergence training has proved a competitive training technique
for large scale CRFs [58]. Despite the many simplifications compared to
a complete sampling approach, there are theoretic results that guaran-
tee convergence to the global minimum under certain conditions [173],
and that characterize the role of the sampling scheme used in the con-
trastive divergence procedure [7].
5.7 Faster Training by Two-Stage Training
The feature maps ϕf (yf ,x) used in CRFs for computer vision tasks
play different role depending on whether the factors are unary, pairwise
or of higher order. Unary factors have typically high-dimensional fea-
tures maps. In combination with their weight vectors, they give strong
cues about what labels are likely for each individual node. Pairwise
and higher order factors have typically low-dimensional or even scalar
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Algorithm 13: Contrastive Divergence (CD) Training
1: w∗ = ContrastiveDivergence(T,η1, . . . ,ηT )
2: Input:
3: T number of iterations
4: η1, . . . ,ηT sequence of learning rates
5: Output:
6: w∗ ∈ RD learned weight vector
7: Algorithm:
8: wcur ← 0
9: for t=1,. . . ,T do
10: (xn,yn) ← randomly chosen training pair
11: yˆ ← Gibbs sample from p(y|xn,wcur) initialized at yn
12: d ← λwcur + ϕ(xn,yn) − ϕ(xn, yˆ).
13: wcur ← wcur + ηtd
14: end for
15: w∗ ← wcur
feature maps, such as the Potts feature ϕ(yi,yj) = [yi = yj ] that is com-
monly used to encode label smoothness for image segmentation. In com-
bination, CRF training is a high-dimensional optimization problem, but
most of the free parameters encode only per-node information, which
might as well be learned by a simpler per-node training technique.
We can utilize the above observation by training CRFs in computer
vision in a two-stage procedure: first, we train independent per-node
classifiers fyi , e.g., by logistic regression or a support vector machine.
The output of these classifiers we use as one-dimensional feature map
for unary factors, ϕi(yi,x) = f
yi
i (x). Pairwise and higher order feature
maps are chosen as for conventional CRF training, and a standard
CRF training technique is applied. The main advantage of such two-
stage training is a significant reduction in training time, because the
number of free parameters in the structured training step is reduced.
A further advantage is a gain in flexibility in the first stage: we can
use arbitrary classifiers to learn the per-node features fyi , whereas a
probabilistically trained CRF selects the weights of the unary features
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always as the result of probabilistically training a log-linear model,
which resembles a logistic regression classifier.
The disadvantage of pretraining is a loss of expressive power for
the second stage: only the magnitude of importance of the unary fea-
tures can be adjusted, while the high-dimensional weight vector remains
fixed.
Example 5.1 (Figure-Ground Image Segmentation). Fulkerson
et al. [47] introduce a conditional random field on the superpixels level
for the classical problem of figure-ground segmentation, i.e., distin-
guishing which pixels in an image belong to an object and which belong
to the background. To reduce the number of model parameter they set
up the model for two-stage learning: for the unary potentials, they
first train a support vector machine with χ2-RBF kernel using a bag
of visual word representation of the superpixels and their neighbors
as inputs. The SVM outputs are normalized into the range [0,1] by
Platt-scaling [119] and become one-dimensional features. The pairwise
terms are Potts potentials weighted by the image gradient and there-
fore also one-dimensional. By giving all nodes a constant weight and
letting all edges of the graphical model share weights, the CRF can
be written with only a single free parameter: a tradeoff between unary
and pairwise terms. This value is learned by cross-validation on the
training set.
5.8 Latent Variables
Some prediction tasks are easier to model by introducing latent vari-
ables, i.e., quantities that are observed neither at training nor at test
time. For example, part-based object detection makes us of the fact
that the decision where an object, such as a car, is located is much
easier once we know the location of its characteristic parts, e.g., its
wheels. Part locations are typically not specified in the training data
and therefore is therefore modeled most adequately by latent variables.
In a probabilistic model, latent variables do not pose a principled
problem, one simply treats them as additional output variables z ∈ Z
which are not specified in the training set. The CRF models the joint
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conditional probability distribution of observable and unobserved out-
puts p(y,z|x,w). Regularized conditional likelihood maximization for a
training set, D = {(xn,yn)}n=1,...,N still consists of minimizing
L(w) = λ‖w‖2 −
N∑
n=1
logp(yn|xn,w). (5.17)
Using the marginalization rule p(y|x,w) =∑z p(y,z|x,w) we can
express this in terms of the CRF distribution
= λ‖w‖2 −
N∑
n=1
log
∑
z∈Z
exp(−〈w,ϕ(xn,yn,z)〉)
+
N∑
n=1
log
∑
z∈Z
y∈Y
exp(−〈w,ϕ(xn,y,z)〉), (5.18)
and we can compute the gradient
∇wL(w) = 2λw +
N∑
n=1
Ez∼p(z|x,y,w)[ϕ(xn,yn,z)]
−
N∑
n=1
E(y,z)∼p(y,z|x,w)[ϕ(xn,y,z)]. (5.19)
In contrast to the fully observed situation, p(y|x,w) is not log-linear,
but a mixture of many log-linear models. This has the effect that solving
Equation (5.17) is not convex, and it is no longer guaranteed that
gradient-descent optimization will find the global optimum.
Expectation maximization. In searching alternative optimization
strategies it has been observed that the classical expectation maximiza-
tion (EM) algorithm can be applied to latent variable CRFs if cer-
tain independence conditions between observed and latent variables
hold (see [77, Section 19] for details). EM-based training iterates two
steps: for a current parameter wˆ it forms expressions qn(z) that is the
distribution p(z|xn,yn, wˆ) seen as only a function of z (E-step). Subse-
quently, it computes a new estimate wˆ by solving the auxiliary problem
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wˆ = argminw∈RD LEM(w) with
LEM(w) = λ‖w‖2 −
N∑
n=1
∑
z∈Z
qn(z) logp(yn,z|xn,w). (5.20)
(M-step). Although formulated in a different way, direct gradient
descent on Equation (5.17) and EM-based training are very related,
as can be seen by computing the gradient of Equation (5.20)
∇wLEM (w) = 2λw +
N∑
n=1
Ez∼p(z|x,y,wˆ)[ϕ(xn,yn,z)]
−
N∑
n=1
Ez∼p(z|x,y,wˆ)Ey∼p(y|z,x,w)[ϕ(xn,y,z)]. (5.21)
It differs from the log-likelihood gradient (5.19) only in the fact that
the expectations of the latent variables z are taken with respect to
a distribution parameterized by the weight vector wˆ of the previous
iteration.
An interesting aspect of both, gradient-based and EM-based train-
ing, is that they can be expressed using only expectation operations
over the feature functions. This allows easy integration of sampling
based approximations, such as contrastive divergence. Nevertheless,
latent variable CRFs have found relatively little application in com-
puter vision tasks so far, possibly because of the increased computa-
tional cost of marginalizing out potentially many latent variables, and
because the nonconvexity of the problem requires a good initialization
to avoid convergence to a suboptimal local minimum.
Example 5.2(Gesture Recognition). Morency et al. [106] perform
gesture recognition using a conditional random with chain-structured
latent variables, see Figure 5.2. The inputs consist of a sequence of
images, and each of these also has an output variable that indicates
the presence of a certain gesture, e.g., nod or smile. Input and output
nodes are connected through a layer of latent nodes. Because these have
a larger state-space than the output nodes, they can reflect sub-stages
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Fig. 5.2 Gesture recognition with a chain-structured latent variable conditional random
field [106].(Image Source: Stanford University).
of a gesture, e.g., the down and up part of a nod. The model is trained
using gradient based BFGS optimization, which is possible efficiently
because the model is loop-free.
5.9 Other Training Objectives
As we have seen in the previous sections, maximizing the conditional
likelihood for loopy graphical models is a computationally expensive
task. In particular, computing the exact gradient of the conditional
log-likelihood is often infeasible, and even finding good approximations
can be computationally expensive, even when making use of all avail-
able acceleration possibilities. Since the time available for training is
limited, it is common stop gradient based conditional likelihood max-
imization before convergence, and one settles for a weight vector that
only approximately minimizes the posterior distribution p(w|D).
It stands to reason to look for other training objectives that also
approximate to the conditional likelihood, but could be more efficient
to compute. In particular we can approximate p(y|x,w) itself with a
simpler distribution papprox(y|x,w), for which the gradient can be com-
puted more efficiently and therefore the global optimum of papprox(w|D)
can be found. A popular technique of this kind is PL [16].
Definition 5.2 (Pseudo-Likelihood Training). Let p(y|x,w) =
1
Z(x,w) exp〈w,ϕ(x,y)〉 be a probability distribution parameterized by
w ∈ RD, and let D = {(xn,yn)}n=1,...,N be a set of training examples.
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PL training chooses the parameter as
w∗PL = argmin
w∈RD
λ‖w‖2 +
N∑
n=1
M∑
s=1
[〈w,ϕ(xn,yn)〉 + logZs(xn,yn¬s,w)]
(5.22)
with yn¬s = (yn1 , . . . ,yns−1,yns+1, . . . ,ynM ) and
Zs(x,yn¬s,w) =
∑
ys∈Ys
exp
( − 〈w,ϕ(x,yn¬s,ys)〉)0 (5.23)
PL training is inspired by the observation that maximizing p(y|x)
can easily be solved if every output site ys depended only on observed
quantities and not on any other unknowns, because under this assump-
tion the optimal value of each output node can be found by an indepen-
dent maximization. During training, one can simulate this situation,
because x and y are both observed and define the PL of an input–
output pair (x,y) as the product of the conditional likelihoods of all
individual output nodes conditioned on the remaining nodes:
pPL(y|x,w) :=
M∏
s=1
pPL(ys|y¬s,x,w), (5.24)
where pPL(ys|y¬s,x,w) is given by the loglinear CRF model
pPL(ys|y¬s,x,w) = 1
Zs(x,y¬s,w)
exp(〈w,ϕ(x,y)〉), (5.25)
where Zs(x,y¬s,w) has the form of Equation (5.23).
Rule (5.22) follows from this by demanding that w∗PL should maxi-
mize the regularized PL of the training set D. Denoting by LPL(w) the
objective function of Equation (5.22) and calculating its gradient, we
obtain
∇wLPL(w)
= 2λw +
N∑
n=1
M∑
s=1
ϕ(xn,yn) − Eys∼pPL(ys|y¬s,x,w)
[
ϕ(xn,yn¬s,ys)
]
,
(5.26)
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which is much easier to compute than the full log-likelihood gradi-
ent (5.14), because the expectations in the last term are only over a
single random variable at a time. Consequently, PL is nearly as efficient
as training a model with independent outputs nodes.
For prediction, we cannot rely on the same trick of conditioning on
parts of the output, because no component of y is observed at that time.
Instead, one uses the learned weight vector w∗PL in combination with the
previously introduced (approximate) inference techniques, e.g., (loopy)
belief propagation.
Despite this mismatch between training objective and test setup,
PL training has been shown to be consistent under certain conditions,
i.e., given infinite amounts of training data, it leads to the same weight
vector as exact conditional likelihood maximization [16]. Even for the
realistic case of finite data, PL training has been used successfully for
different computer vision tasks. However, it has been observed that PL
training tends to lead to low generalization performance when there
are strong dependencies between the output sites.
5.9.1 Piecewise Training
Piecewise (PW) training [144] has been developed as an alternative
way to make the maximization of the conditional likelihood manageable
while avoiding the statistical inefficiency of PL training.
Definition 5.3 (Piecewise Training). Let p(y|x,w) = 1Z(x,w)
exp〈w,ϕ(x,y)〉 be a probability distribution parameterized by w ∈ RD,
and let D = {(xn,yn)}n=1,...,N be a set of training examples. Let F be
the set of factors in a graphical model representation of p, such that
ϕ(x,y) = (ϕF (xF ,yF ))F∈F . Piecewise training chooses the parameters
as w∗PW = (w∗F )F∈F with
w∗F = argmin
w∈RD
λ‖w‖2 +
N∑
n=1
〈wF ,ϕF (xnF ,ynF )〉 + logZF (xnF ,ynF ,wF ),
(5.27)
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with
ZF (x) =
∑
yF∈YF
exp(−〈wF ,ϕF (xF ,yF )〉). (5.28)
The piecewise training rule is justified by approximating p(y|x,w)
by a distribution that is a product over the factors
pPW(y|x,w) :=
∏
F∈F
p(yF |xF ,wF ), (5.29)
where
p(yF |x) = 1
ZF (x,wF )
exp(−〈wF ,ϕF (xF ,yF )〉). (5.30)
If we maximize this expression with regularization over the training
set D, one observes that the optimization problem decouples over the
factors and one obtains Equation (5.27).
The piecewise approximation does not suffer from the same prob-
lems as PL, because it does not condition on the output variables dur-
ing training. At the same time, it retains more expressive power than a
model with completely independent label sites, because it can model the
dependence between output sites by making use of factors that contain
more than one output variable. Comparing pPW(y|x,w) with the exact
expression for p(y|x,w), we see that both models differ only in their
expression for the partition function. While the exact Z(w) does not
factorize into a product of simpler terms, its piecewise approximation
ZPW(w) factorizes over the set of factors.
Consequently, we can perform gradient based training of Equa-
tion (5.27) for each factor as long as the individual factors remain small,
i.e., contain not more than 2 to 5 output sites. Note that the possibility
of independent training holds in particular also for the unary factors.
This means that the simplification made by piece-wise training of CRFs
resemble two-stage training of Section 5.7.
Similar to PL training, the situation at evaluation time differs from
the training setup, because we cannot enforce a factorization there.
Instead, we concatenate the learned weight vectors w∗F into a joint
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vector w∗PW and apply a standard inference technique to the ordinary
conditional distribution p(y|x,w∗PW). However, practical experiments
suggest that, in computer vision tasks, two-stage training does not incur
a significant loss in prediction accuracy [113].
6
Structured Support Vector Machines
Besides probabilistically trained CRF, margin-based parameter learn-
ing has recently gained a lot of popularity in computer vision. It aims
at solving Problem 4 of Graphical Models. Throughout this section
we assume that the learning task we try to solve has a fixed (but
unknown) probability density d(x,y) from we have an i.i.d . sample
set D = {(x1,y1), . . . ,(xn,yn)} ⊂ X × Y that we will use for training.
Furthermore, we assume that we fixed a loss function ∆:Y × Y → R+,
where ∆(y,y′) specifies the cost of predicting y′ for a sample when the
correct label is y. For convenience in notation, we assume that a correct
prediction incurs no loss, i.e., ∆(y,y) = 0.
6.1 Structural Risk Minimization
In trying to solve Problem 4, we aim at finding a prediction function
f :X → Y which minimizes the Bayes risk, i.e., the expected ∆-loss
E(x,y)∼d(x,y)∆(y,f(x)). As in Structured Prediction we will assume that
f has the form f(x) = argmaxy g(x,y,w) for an auxiliary evaluation
function g:X × Y → R, which is parameterized by w ∈ RD. This is an
increase in flexibility over CRF, where we considered only the case
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of g(x,y,w) = logp(y|x,w) for a conditional probability distribution p
approximating d.
Because d(x,y) is unknown, minimizing the Bayes risk directly is
not possible, but structural risk minimization [154] offers an indirect
way to identify a function with good predictive qualities. It chooses
a prediction function f that minimizes the regularized empirical risk
functional
R(f) + C
N
N∑
n=1
∆(yn,f(xn)), (6.1)
where the second term is an empirical estimate of the expected risk,
and the first term is chosen as a regularizer that prevents overfitting
by penalizing functions depending on how complex they are. For struc-
tured prediction functions of the form f(x) = argmaxy g(x,y,w) mini-
mizing the expression (6.1) numerically with respect to w is typically
infeasible, because the term ∆(yn,f(x)) is piece-wise constant and this
renders gradient-based techniques useless. However, results from statis-
tical learning theory show that it can be sufficient to minimize a convex
upper bound to (6.1) and still achieve an optimal prediction accuracy
in the limit of infinite data [176].1 This forms the basis of structured
support vector machine (S-SVM) training.
Definition 6.1 (Structured Support Vector Machine). Let
g(x,y,w) = 〈w,ϕ(x,y)〉 be a compatibility function parameterized by
w ∈ RD. For any C > 0, structured support vector machine (S-SVM)
training chooses the parameter
w∗ = argmin
w∈RD
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
N
N∑
n=1
(xn,yn,w), (6.2)
with
(xn,yn,w) = max
y∈Y
∆(yn,y) − g(xn,yn,w) + g(xn,y,w). (6.3)
1Unfortunately, the most satisfactory consistency property does not hold for the general
multi-class or structured prediction situations [91]. Optimizing a convex upper bound
nevertheless makes sense, see [101] for an in-depth discussion.
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Equation (6.2) is derived from Equation (6.1) by choosing R(f) =
1
2‖w‖2 as a regularizer and replacing the ∆-loss by its convex upper
bound . To show the bounding property we observe that for any f(x) =
argmaxy g(x,y,w) we have
∆(yn,f(xn)) ≤ ∆(yn,f(xn)) − g(xn,yn,w) + g(xn,f(xn),w) (6.4)
≤ max
y
∆(yn,y) − g(xn,yn,w) + g(xn,y,w) (6.5)
= (xn,yn,w). (6.6)
The convexity follows because  is the maximum over many functions
that are affine in w.
Equation (6.3) generalizes the Hinge loss to multiple outputs
labels [148].2 As a result, Equation (6.2) can be interpreted as a
maximum margin training procedure that extends the popular support
vector machine classifiers to structured output spaces. The name struc-
tured support vector machine learning [151] stems from this observation.
As for conditional random fields, training structured output support
vector machines is a computationally expensive task, and it often only
becomes feasible by a careful analysis of the problem components and
the exploitation of domain knowledge. Before we study these aspects
of S-SVM training in more detail we introduce some structured loss
functions that are commonly used in computer vision problems.
Example 6.1 (Structured Loss Functions). Different structured
prediction tasks come with different loss functions to judge whether
the prediction made for a training input is good, or similar enough to
the training output. See Figures 6.1 and 6.2 for illustrations.
Zero-one loss: ∆(y,y′) = [[y = y′]]. This is the most common loss for
multi-class problems but less frequently used for structured prediction
2This extension is generally called the margin-rescaled Hinge loss. As an alternative upper
bound the slack-rescaled Hinge loss
(xn,yn,w) =
[
max
y∈Y
∆(yn,y)
(
1 − g(xn,yn,w) + g(xn,y,w))
]
+
.
has been proposed by Tsochantaridis et al. [151], but this has found less use in computer
vision as it leads to a more complicated optimization problem, see [128].
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Fig. 6.1 Multi-class loss functions. Zero-one loss ∆0/1 penalizes all mistakes equally.
Hierarchical loss ∆H penalizes mistakes depending on the tree distance between classes
in a hierarchy.
Fig. 6.2 Region-based loss functions. Left: target region y (solid boundary) and prediction y′
(dashed boundary). Middle: union y ∪ y′ and intersection y ∩ y′ of the regions. Measured
by area overlap loss, y′ is a rather poor prediction of y, because taking the ratio of areas
results in ∆(y,y′) ≈ 23 . Right: set of incorrectly predicted pixel yy′. Measured by per-pixel
Hamming loss, y′ is a good prediction of y (∆(y,y′) ≈ 0.03), because most image pixels are
correctly classified as belonging to the background.
tasks with large output spaces. Every prediction that is not fully iden-
tical to the intended one is considered a mistakes, and all mistakes are
penalized equally.
Hierarchical multi-class loss: ∆(y,y′) = 12distH(y,y
′), where H is
a hierarchy over the classes in Y and distH(y,y′) measures the dis-
tance between y and y′ within the hierarchy. This loss is a common
way to incorporate information about label hierarchies in multi-class
prediction problems. Differences between predicted and correct label
are penalized less if they occur between similar classes (with respect to
the given hierarchy) than if the occur between dissimilar ones. This is
shown in Figure 6.1.
Hamming loss: ∆(y,y′) = 1m
∑m
i=1[[yi = y′i]]. Frequently used loss for
image segmentation or other tasks in which the output y consists of
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multiple part labels y1, . . . ,ym. Each part label is judged independently
and the average number of labeling errors is determined.
Area overlap: ∆(y,y′) = area(y∩y
′)
area(y∪y′) . Standard loss in object localization,
e.g., in the PASCAL detection challenges, with y and y′ being bounding
box coordinates, and y ∩ y′ and y ∪ y′ are their intersection and union,
respectively. This is shown in Figure 6.2.
6.2 Numeric Optimization
All summands in Equation (6.2) are convex functions in w, and there-
fore S-SVM training is a convex optimization problem. This hold even
for the limit case of C → ∞, which is only solvable with finite objective
value if a weight vector with zero loss exists. As in the CRF situation
we can apply standard convex optimization methods to find its global
minimum. Figure 6.3 shows an illustration of the objective function in
a simplified situation and the effect of different C values. Note that the
contours are similar to the CRF situation3 (Figure 5.1 on page 315)
except that they are not everywhere differentiable, which is the result
of the max operation in Equation (6.3).
Subgradient Descent Minimization. Because of its non-
differentiability, Equation (6.2) cannot be solved by straight-forward
gradient descent optimization. However, subgradient methods [139] that
we introduced in Section 4.7.3 are suitable candidates.
Algorithm 14 contains pseudo-code for S-SVM training by subgradi-
ent descent. For each summand of the loss term, line 11 identifies which
y ∈ Y is active in the max operation of Equation (6.3). We can ignore
the summand 〈w,ϕ(xn,yn)〉 of (xn,yn,wcur) for this because it does
3This similarity is of course not just a coincidence. In fact, if we set ∆(y,y′) = [y = y′] and
use the multiclass logistic loss,
(xn,yn,w) = log
∑
y
exp(g(xn,yn,w) − g(xn,y,w)).
instead of the Hinge loss in Equation (6.2), we recover an optimization problem equivalent
to conditional random field training (5.2) with λ = N2C . This illustrates that for good ideas
there is often more than one way to justify them. For further connections between CRFs
and S-SVMs, see e.g., [120].
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Fig. 6.3 S-SVM objective function for X = R and Y = {−1,+1} with training set
{(−10,+1),(−4,+1),(6,−1),(5,−1)} and ϕ(x,+1) = (x,0) and ϕ(x,−1) = (0,x). For small
C, contours are nearly circular and centered the origin. With C increasing, the loss term
gains more influence and the regions of non-differentiability become more visible. For
C → ∞ a large part of the parameter space causes infinite objective value (black region).
not depend on y. Line 13 computes the subgradient of (xn,yn,wcur)
with respect to w, and line 14 updates the weight vector according to
the chosen learning rate.
In order to perform one weight vector update, we have to solve n
optimization problems of the form argmaxy∆(yn,y) + g(xn,y,w). We
call these loss-augmented prediction steps because of their strong resem-
blance to the evaluation of f(x) = argmaxy g(x,y,w). In fact, in many
cases ∆ can be rewritten to look like additional terms of the inner prod-
uct evaluation required to compute F . In this case we can reuse the
routines for MAP prediction of Structured Prediction to perform the
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Algorithm 14: Subgradient Descent SSVM Training
1: w∗ = SubgradientDescent(T,η)
2: Input:
3: T number of iterations
4: η learning rate
5: Output:
6: w∗ ∈ RD learned weight vector
7: Algorithm:
8: wcur ← 0
9: for t=1,. . . ,T do
10: for n=1,. . . ,N do
11: yˆn = argmaxy∈Y ∆(yn,y) + 〈w,ϕ(xn,y)〉
12: end for
13: p ← wcur + CN
∑N
n=1
[
ϕ(xn,yn) − ϕ(xn, yˆn)]
14: wcur ← wcur − ηt p
15: end for
16: w∗ ← wcur
maximization step and only one prediction routine will be necessary
which is then used during training as well as for structured prediction.
We call training algorithms with this property prediction-based. CRF
training of CRF is not of this kind, as it requires probabilistic inference
during training.
Subgradient descent optimization is easy to implement and it can be
applied for batch as well as for online learning. However, it has a rela-
tively weak convergence rate of O(
√
ε) [109], i.e., reducing the distance
between wcur and w∗ by a factor of ε can require O( 1ε2 ) iterations. Given
that each iteration requires multiple costly steps of loss-augmented pre-
diction, it is natural to look for efficient way to optimize Equation (6.2).
A promising candidate for this is the bundle method, which improves
the convergence rate to O(1ε ) [149]. However, there is no practical expe-
rience with this training technique in a computer vision context so far.
Example 6.2 (Learning to Plan). Learning to plan is the task of
predicting paths through aerial images for given start and end points
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Fig. 6.4 Illustration of Learning to Plan. Given a set of training paths (green) between given
start and end locations, the task consists of learning a prediction function that find similar
paths in new images (red), e.g., preferring larger roads over smaller ones and avoiding water
and vegetation. (Image Source: WisconsinView.org, SSEC).
(see Figure 6.4 for an illustration). Ratliff et al. [123] propose max-
imum margin planning for this task: they use a structured support
vector machine to learn a prediction function for planning: training
data consists of images in a per-pixel color representation, and exam-
ple paths with the intended property, e.g., preferring roads and avoiding
vegetation. The S-SVM optimization problem is solved using subgradi-
ent descent, where for prediction and loss-augmented prediction the A∗
algorithm [56] is used.
Working Set Training. It is possible to express the S-SVM training
problem in a way that avoids the complications introduced by the non-
differentiability of the loss function.
Definition 6.2 (S-SVM — Formulation with Slack Variables).
Let ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξn) ∈ RN+ be a vector of auxiliary variables, called slack
variables. For any C > 0 the slack formulation of S-SVM training
chooses the parameter w∗ by solving
(w∗, ξ∗) = argmin
w∈RD,ξ∈Rn+
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
N
N∑
n=1
ξn (6.7)
subject to, for n = 1, . . . ,N :
g(xn,yn,w) − g(xn,y,w) ≥ ∆(yn,y) − ξn, for all y ∈ Y. (6.8)
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The slack formulation of S-SVM training is equivalent to the
loss-formulation of S-SVM training given by Equation (6.2), i.e., both
return the same weight vector w∗. To see this, one observes that the con-
straints (6.8) ensure ξn ≥ (xn,yn,w) for all n = 1, . . . ,N , while Equa-
tion (6.7) aims at minimizing the value of ξn. At their optimal values,
the slack variables have the same values as the corresponding loss terms,
and consequently, the optimal weight vectors between both formulation
coincide as well.
From the optimization point of view, the constrained optimization
problem (6.7)/(6.8) has a more elementary form than Equation (6.2).
Its objective function is quadratic in w and linear in ξ, and all con-
straints are linear, thereby making the optimization problem jointly
convex. However, this advantage comes at the expense of a large num-
ber of constraints, namely |Y| inequalities per training sample. For
most structured prediction problems, this number is far larger than
what software packages for constrained convex optimization can pro-
cess in reasonable time. Typically, it is not even possible to store all
constraints explicitly in memory. However, because there are only D
degrees of freedom in the weight vector, and N degrees of freedom in
the slack variables, it is possible to show that D + N constraints suffice
to determine the optimal solution, whereas the others will be fulfilled
automatically. If we knew the set of relevant constraints in advance
we could solve the optimization (6.7)/(6.8) efficiently. This motivates
the use of cutting plane training [67], for which pseudo-code is given in
Algorithm 15.
Cutting plane training is a delayed constraint generation technique.
It searches for the best weight vector and the set of active constraints
simultaneously in an iterative manner. Starting from an empty working
set, in each iteration it solves the optimization problem (6.7)/(6.8) with
only the constraints of the working set (line 9). Subsequently, it checks
for each sample if any of the |Y| constraints are violated (line (11)).
If not, one has found the optimal solution and the algorithm terminates.
Otherwise it adds the most violated constraints to the working set
(line 13) and starts the next iteration. To achieve faster convergence
one typically chooses a tolerance ε > 0 and requires a constraint to be
violated by at least ε in order to be included in the working set. It is
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Algorithm 15: Cutting Plane S-SVM Training
1: w∗ = CuttingPlane(ε)
2: Input:
3: ε tolerance
4: Output:
5: w∗ ∈ RD learned weight vector
6: Algorithm:
7: S ← ∅
8: repeat
9: (wcur, ξcur) ← solution to (6.7) with constraints (6.8) from S
10: for n = 1, . . . ,N do
11: y∗ ← argmaxy∈Y Hn(y;wcur, ξcur)
12: if Hn(y∗;wcur, ξcur) > ε then
13: S ← S ∪ {(xn,y∗)}
14: end if
15: end for
16: until S did not change in this iteration
17: w∗ ← wcur
where Hn(y;w,ξ) := g(xn,y,w) − g(xn,yn,w) + ∆(y,yn) − ξn.
then possible to prove convergence after O( 1
ε2
) steps with the guarantee
that the objective value at the solution differs at most ε from the global
mimimum [151].
In order to train an S-SVM using Algorithm 15 we need be able
to perform two kinds of operations: solving the quadratic optimization
problem in line 9, and identifying the potentially most violated con-
straint in line 11. As long as the working set size is reasonable, the first
task can be solved using general purpose quadratic program solvers,
either directly or after dualizing it. It is, however, also possible to adapt
existing SVM training methods and this typically leads to much higher
performance [118]. The second task is identical to the loss-augmented
prediction step that we have already encountered in subgradient-based
training. Consequently, the cutting plane method is a prediction-based
parameter learning technique.
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Fig. 6.5 Illustration of Semantic Image Segmentation. Each pixel of an image (left) is
assigned a semantic class label, here: sky (blue), building (red), or vegetation (green). Spatial
consistency of the labeling is encouraged by pair-wise energy terms between neighboring
pixels. (Image source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/foxypar4/3313167875/).
Example 6.3 (Semantic Image Segmentation). In semantic
image segmentation each pixel of an image has to be assigned to one of
multiple predefined categories, e.g., material classes (“grass,” “road”)
or geometric properties (“vertical surface,” “ground plane”), see
Figure 6.5 for a visualization. To solve this task, Szummer et al. [146]
use a structured support vector machine to predict a label for every
pixel. The unary terms consist of low-level image feature, in particu-
lar color and image gradient histograms. The pairwise terms are Potts
potentials, measuring if neighboring pixels belong to the same or to
different labels, and the corresponding weight is restricted to positive
values. By restricting the pairwise weights to positive values, predic-
tion and loss-augmented prediction can be done with the graph cuts
algorithm. This allows working set training of the S-SVM.
Cutting plane training is attractive because it allows us to reuse exist-
ing components: ordinary SVM solvers and algorithms for (loss-adapted)
MAP prediction. However, its convergence rate can be unsatisfactory, in
particular for large values of the regularization constantC (see, e.g., [113]
for a qualitative as well as quantitative study). The recently developed
one-slack formulation of S-SVM reduce this problem.
Definition 6.3 (S-SVM — One Slack Formulation). Let ξ ∈ R+
be a single auxiliary (slack) variable. For any C > 0 one-slack S-SVM
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training chooses the parameter w∗ by solving
(w∗, ξ∗) = argmin
w∈RD,ξ∈R+
1
2
‖w‖2 + Cξ (6.9)
subject to, for all (y(1), . . . ,y(n)) ∈ Y × ·· · × Y,
1
N
N∑
n=1
[g(xn,yn,w) − g(xn,y(n),w)] ≥ 1
N
N∑
n=1
∆(yn,y(n)) − ξ. (6.10)
S-SVM training with one slack variable is equivalent to S-SVM
training with n slack variables and therefore also to the loss formu-
lation of S-SVM training. In fact, it is easy to see that from every
solution to (6.7)/(6.8) we obtain a solution to (6.9)/(6.10) by setting
ξ =
∑N
n=1 ξ
n. The opposite direction requires a more careful analysis of
independences between the constraints, see [63]. The one-slack formu-
lation of S-SVM training has |Y|n constraints, so even more than the
variant with n slack variables. However, it can be shown that cutting
plane optimization of (6.9)/(6.10) achieves a solution ε-close to the
optimal objective value within O(1ε ) steps, thereby often offering a sig-
nificant reduction in training time for practical problems. The intuitive
reason for this is that the one-slack formulation builds each of the con-
straints in its working set as a sum over the feature vectors of several
candidate predictions. This leads to a smaller number of overall con-
straints, while at the same time each constaints contains information
from many samples and is therefore more robust.
An equivalent approach for achieving O(1ε ) convergence of S-SVM
training is the BMRM procedure [149]. It relies on bundle methods
to stabilize the objective function between iterations, thereby also
achieving faster convergence than a straight-forward cutting plane
scheme.
Example 6.4 (Remote Imaging Ground Survey). Remote imag-
ing ground surveys aim at classifying each pixel of an aerial or satellite
by its surface type, e.g., roads, residential areas, or commercial areas,
see Figure 6.6 for an illustration.
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Fig. 6.6 Illustration of automatic remote imaging ground survey [153]. Each pixel of a
multispectral aerial image (left) is classified into one class of a seven class hierarchy (right).
Outputs (middle) are color coded: trees (dark green), meadows (light green), highway (dark
gray), road (light gray), residential (orange), commercial (red), and shadow (blue). (Image
Source: WisconsinView.org, SSEC).
Tuia et al. [153] introduce a hierarchical S-SVM classification model
for this purpose in which a per-pixel classifier is trained using working
set training for the one-slack S-SVM formulation. Because the number
of classes is small, prediction and loss-augmented prediction can be
performed by exhaustive evaluation.
6.3 Kernelization
Support vector machines derive a large part of their popularity from the
fact that they can be kernelized, thereby allowing the efficient training of
non-linear classifiers. Structured SVMs canbe kernelized in a similarway.
Definition 6.4(Kernelized S-SVM). Let k: (X × Y) × (X × Y) →
R be a positive definite joint kernel function with induced feature func-
tion ϕ:X × Y → H into a Hilbert space H. For any C > 0, kernelized
S-SVM training forms a decision function
f(x) = argmax
y∈Y
N∑
i=1
∑
y′∈Y
αiy′k((xi,y′),(x,y)), (6.11)
with coefficients α = (αiy)i=1,...,N,y∈Y that are determined by solving
α = argmax
α∈RN×Y+
∑
i=1,...,N
y∈Y
αiy − 12
∑
i=1,...,N
y∈Y
∑
i′=1,...,N
y′∈Y
αiyαi′y′K
ii′
yy′ (6.12)
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subject to, for i = 1, . . . ,N ,
∑
y∈Y
αiy ≤ C
N
, (6.13)
where Kii
′
yy′ = K
ii′
yiyi′ − Kii
′
yiy′ − Kii
′
yyi′ + K
ii′
yy′ with K
ii′
yy′ = k((x
i,y),
(xi
′
,y′)).
The kernelized S-SVM formulation is derived by applying the for-
malism of Lagrangian dualization to the constrained optimization prob-
lem (6.7)/(6.8), resulting in its dual problem
max
α∈RN×Y+
∑
i=1,...,N
y∈Y
αiy − 12
∑
i,i′=1,...,N
y,y′∈Y
αiyαi′y′〈ϕ(xi,yi)
− ϕ(xi,y) , ϕ(xi′ ,yi′) − ϕ(xi′ ,y′)〉, (6.14)
subject to, for i = 1, . . . ,N ,
∑
y∈Y
αiy ≤ C
N
. (6.15)
Using the kernel trick [135] we can replace inner products between
feature functions by evaluations of the kernel function
k((x,y),(x′,y′)) = 〈ϕ(x,y),ϕ(x′,y′)〉. (6.16)
The optimization problem (6.12)/(6.13) follows from this using the
bilinearity of the inner product and the definition of K.
Note that in principle the prediction function (6.11) might become
infeasible to compute, because it contains a potentially exponen-
tial number of summands. However, this is not the case in prac-
tice because the constraints (6.15) enforce sparsity in the coefficients.
For every i = 1, . . . ,N most coefficients αiy for y ∈ Y will be zero.
This sparsity property also makes it feasible to solve the optimiza-
tion problem (6.12)/(6.13) numerically by keeping a working set over
the non-zero coefficients, see [151].
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Kernel functions of the form (6.16) are called joint kernels, because
they are not only kernels between two elements of the input domain,
as it is the case for ordinary support vector machines, but between two
(input,output) pairs. In their kernelized form structured SVMs offer
the same advantages of kernelized training as ordinary SVMs do. In
particular, one does not need an explicit expression for the feature
map ϕ. It suffices if we can evaluate the kernel function for arbitrary
arguments. This is specifically advantageous if the feature map is very
high dimensional. However, when choosing a joint kernel function one
has to take care that the maximization (6.11) and the loss-augmented
prediction during working set training remain feasible.
Example 6.5 (Object Category Localization). The task of local-
izing object categories in images typically requires the prediction of a
bounding box for each object in an image. Blaschko and Lampert [21]
construct a kernelized S-SVM for this task that learns a prediction
function into the set of 4-tuples of bounding box coordinates.
For this purpose they introduce the restriction kernel : k((x,y),
(x′,y′)) = kimage(x|y,x′|y′), where x|y denotes the restriction of the
image x to the rectangular region described by y, and kimage is any
kernel between images, see Figure (6.7) for an illustration. When kimage
is a linear kernel over a bag of visual words representation, prediction
Fig. 6.7 Restriction kernel k((x,y),(x′,y′)) = kimage(x|y ,x′|y′ ) for bounding box object
category localization. Image-box pairs are compared by the similarity of the image regions
inside the box coordinates. k((x1,y1),(x2,y2)) is large, because the regions show similar
objects. k((x1,y1),(x3,y3)) is small, because the objects within the regions are not similar.
(Image source: http://pdphoto.org)
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and loss-augmented prediction are performed efficiently by a branch-
and-bound search [90].
6.4 Latent Variables
As we discussed in Conditional Random Fields, the introduction of
latent variables can give more expressive power to structured pre-
diction models, thereby making them more powerful prediction tools.
Like training methods for CRFs, S-SVMs training can be extended to
include latent variables in a straight-forward way.
Definition 6.5 (Latent-Variable S-SVMs). Let z ∈ Z be a vector
of latent variables, i.e., its values are not observed in the training set.
Let ϕ:X × Y × Z → RD be a feature map, where Z denotes a set of
latent variables that are observed neither at training nor at evaluation
time. Latent variable S-SVM training [172] learns a prediction function
f(x) = argmax
y∈Y
max
z∈Z
g(x,y,z,w∗) (6.17)
with g(x,y,z,w) = 〈w,ϕ(x,y,z)〉, where the parameter vector is
obtained by solving
w∗ = argmax
w∈RD
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
N
N∑
n=1
(xn,yn,w) (6.18)
with
(xn,yn,w) = max
y∈Y
[∆(yn,y) + max
z∈Z
g(xn,y,z,w)]
− max
z∈Z
g(xn,yn,z,w). (6.19)
Latent variable S-SVM training is derived from the loss-based
S-SVM formulation (6.2), by introducing additional latent variables
z ∈ Z and bounding the ∆-loss by the Hinge-loss when choosing the
best possible assignment, i.e., when maximizing g(x,y,z,w) over z ∈ Z.
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Because of the max operation in a term with negative sign within Equa-
tion (6.19), this upper bound is no longer a convex function of w, such
that (6.18) is not a convex optimization problem. We can therefore not
expect to find an efficient training procedure with guaranteed conver-
gence to the globally best weight vector. However, good results have
been reported using locally optimal optimization techniques, in partic-
ular the concave–convex procedure (CCCP) [175] for which pseudo-code
is given in Algorithm 16.
CCCP is based on the observation that, while not convex, Equa-
tion (6.18) can be written as a sum of a concave and a convex term.
Both terms have have the form of (loss-augmented) prediction tasks, so
individually we can optimize them efficiently. The algorithm works by
iteratively approximating the concave part by upper bounding linear
functions. This requires the identification of assignments to the latent
variables that minimize the concave expression, or equivalently max-
imize its negative (line 11). Intuitively, the step can be thought of a
Algorithm 16: Concave–Convex Procedure
1: w∗ = ConvexConcave(ε)
2: Input:
3: ε precision
4: Output:
5: w∗ ∈ RD learned weight vector
6: Algorithm:
7: wprev ← 0
8: repeat
9: wcur ← wprev
10: for n = 1, . . . ,N do
11: zˆn ← max
z∈Z
g(xn,yn,z,wcur)
12: end for
13: wcur ← argminw∈RD 12‖w‖2 + CN
∑N
n=1 ˆ
n(w) with
ˆn(w) = max
y∈Y,z∈Z
[∆(yn,y) + g(xn,y,z,w)] − g(xn,yn, zˆn,w).
14: until |wprev − wcur| < ε
15: w∗ ← wcur
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finding the latent assignments that best explain the training data for
the current weight vector and fixing them for the rest of the iteration.
Subsequently, one solves the modified optimization problem (line 13),
which is now convex, because the concave part has been linearized,
and one obtains a new weight vector. Both steps are iterated until no
improvement in the objective value is achieved anymore.
The CCCP procedure decreases the objective value at each itera-
tion, but it does not guarantee that the solution found at convergence is
the global minimum. Nevertheless, CCCP has shown useful in practice
for solving latent variable problems.
Example 6.6(Occlusion-Aware Object Category Localization).
Vedaldi and Zisserman [156] extend S-SVM based object category local-
ization (Example 6.5) to better cope with partially occluded or trun-
cated objects. For each images x with bounding box y they introduce
a vector of hidden binary variables z that encodes which parts of the
object is visible. For this they decompose the object region x|y into
rectangular grid cells. Each component of z corresponds to one such
grid cell, indicating if it is occluded or not (see Figure 6.8 for an illus-
tration). Prediction and loss-augmented prediction can be performed
efficiently by incorporating idea from multiscale template matching.
This is used to train the model with CCCP.
6.5 Other Training Objectives
Prediction-based training methods for structured prediction models
are powerful because they only require iterative solution of the loss-
augmented prediction problem, and this is often possible using the same
routines as for MAP prediction. However, there are cases in which the
loss function cannot easily be included into the optimization. When
loss-augmented prediction becomes a hard problem exact structured
SVM training typically becomes infeasible. Assuming that ordinary,
loss-free, prediction is still possible, the structured perceptron offers a
solution in these cases.
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Fig. 6.8 Illustration of Object Category Localization with latent occlusion variables (sim-
plified from Vedaldi and Zisserman [156]). Left: as in ordinary object category localization,
we aim at learning a prediction function that takes images as input and bounding box
coordinates as output. Right: the presumed object region is decomposed into a rectangular
grid (here 9 × 9). For each grid cell a latent variable indicates whether the object is visible
(transparent) or occluded (black).
6.5.1 Structured Perceptron Training
Structured perceptron learning [33] generalizes the multi-class per-
ceptron [35] to structured output spaces. Algorithm 17 shows it in
pseudo-code. Like a classical perceptron, the structured perceptron
works iteratively. In every step it chooses a training examples, either
randomly or in an online fashion, and predicts its label (line 10). If the
prediction was correct, the weight vector is kept, otherwise the feature
vector of the correct prediction is added and the feature vector of the
wrong prediction is subtracted (line 12). Thereby the quality estimate
of the correct label is increased for the next step and the estimate of the
mispredicted label is decreased. As one can see, no loss function is taken
into account, and only ordinary prediction is required. The structured
perceptron is also easily adapted to the situation of online-learning, as
it only requires access to one training example at a time.
Because Algorithm 17 does not include explicit regularization, over-
fitting can occur and structured perceptron learning typically results
in lower prediction accuracy than S-SVM training when both meth-
ods are applicable. This holds in weaker form also for variants such
as the averaged structured perceptron which introduces regularization
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Algorithm 17: Structured Perceptron Training
1: w∗ = StructuredPerceptron(T )
2: Input:
3: T number of iterations
4: Output:
5: w∗ ∈ RD learned weight vector
6: Algorithm:
7: wcur ← 0
8: for t = 1, . . . ,T do
9: (xn,yn) ← randomly chosen training example
10: yˆ ← argmaxy∈Y 〈wcur,ϕ(xn,yn)〉
11: if yˆ = yn then
12: wcur ← wcur +
[
ϕ(xn,yn) − ϕ(xn, yˆ)]
13: end if
14: end for
15: w∗ ← wcur
by returning the average of all weight vector obtained during training
instead of the final one [33].
Perceptron-based structured learning nevertheless has its justifica-
tion due to its extreme simplicity in implementation. Used as a baseline,
it provides insight into the learning problem as well as providing a good
indicator what results to expect from more advanced techniques for the
learning of structured prediction functions.
Example 6.7 (Figure-Ground Image Segmentation). Figure-
ground segmentation (see Example 5.1) can also be performed using
prediction-based learning. Structured perceptron learning leads to a
particularly simple training algorithm that is illustrated in Figure 6.9.
In each step, one picks a training image and predicts the segmentation
resulting from the current weight vector, e.g., using the graph cuts algo-
rithm. If its overlap with the ground truth is too low, the weight vector
is updated by the difference of feature representations between the
target and the predicted segmenetation. Otherwise the weight vector
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Fig. 6.9 Illustration of prediction-based learning for figure-ground segmentation. Each pixel
of an image has to be label foreground (white) or background (black). Structured perceptron
learning predicts a segmentation in each iteration and changes the weight vector until for
all training images the prediction is sufficiently close to the ground truth segmentation. In
this example, the criterion is 90% area overlap which is achieved after 60 iterations. (Image
source: Derek Magee, University of Leeds.).
is left unchanged. The training is stopped when the predictions for all
examples are sufficiently good, or after a predefined number of steps.
6.6 Approximate Training
Prediction-based training generally assumes that the prediction
problem argmaxy g(x,y,w) or the loss-augmented prediction problem
argmaxy∆(y′,y) + g(x,y,w) can be solved exactly. As we saw in Struc-
tured Prediction this is generally not the case, and we often have to give
up optimality to be able to predict a structured output at all.
It is currently a field of active research how prediction-based train-
ing and approximate prediction techniques can be combined. Early
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theoretical results by Kulesza and Pereira [86] showed the severity of
the problem: when training a structured perceptron already small pre-
diction errors can lead to large deviations of the learned weight vector.
However, the authors also identified subclasses of problems for which
this problem does not occur.
Finley and Joachims [39] analyzed the situation of S-SVMs in more
detail, when the loss-augment prediction problem can be performed
only approximately. They identified two classes of approximate infer-
ence techniques: under-generating techniques, such as greedy search
or the loopy max-product algorithm, make the intractable prediction
problem tractable by searching only over a subset Yunder ⊂ Y of possible
labels. Over-generating techniques achieve the same goal by searching
over a set Yover ⊃ Y that is larger than the original output space, e.g.,
real values outputs instead of integer valued ones for linear program-
ming relaxations.
Both classes have advantages and disadvantages, but in conclu-
sion over-generating techniques appear more suitable for approximate
S-SVM training than under-generating ones, which was confirmed by
experimental results.
Alternatively, training modification to the S-SVM training have
been proposed that approximate the optimization problem in a way
similar to pseudo-likelihood training [22], or to piece-wise training of
CRFs [4]. It has also been suggested to train hybrid generative/ dis-
criminative models that avoid the need to perform prediction tasks at
training time altogether [88].
So far practical experience with approximate training of structured
models in computer vision tasks is limited, and it appears that more
research is required to determine which direction is the most promising
one.
7
Conclusion
Making use of the problem structure is crucial for efficient structured
prediction and learning. The models we discuss in this monograph all
have a nontrivial structure; this makes them rich enough to be useful,
but it also complicates inference and parameter estimation.
Many of the occurring prediction problems are NP-hard. Only by
understanding the problems’ structure, we are able to still make pre-
dictions, and do so efficiently. To this end we discussed a number of
successful techniques in terms of what desired property of a nonexisting
ideal algorithm we are willing to give up: problem generality, guaran-
teed optimality, worst-case complexity, integrality, and determinism.
Parameter learning poses very similar problems as prediction does,
no matter if we follow a probabilistic or a maximum-margin approach.
Understanding the model structure is important for accessing the
insights obtained by solving the prediction problem. This allows us
to make the right choices that make training tractable.
Despite the breadth of the algorithmic techniques described and
the emergence of general frameworks such as graphical models, it is
ultimately the individual computer vision researcher who has to face a
novel structured prediction problem.
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Notations and Acronyms
Symbol Description
X Input domain of the prediction function.
x ∈ X Element of input domain.
X Random variable that takes values in input domain.
G Decision domain.
Y ⊆ G Structured output domain of the prediction function.
y ∈ Y Element of output domain.
Y Random variable that takes values in output domain.
Z Domain of latent values.
z ∈ Z Latent value.
Z Latent random variable.
G = (V,E) Graph for graphical model. V = {nodes}, E = {edges}.
(V,F ,E) Factor graph. V = {variable nodes}, F = {factor nodes},
E = {edges}.
i Part of structured object  that corresponds to node
i ∈ V in graphical model representation, in particular
Xi, Xi, xi for inputs, Yi,Yi,yi for outputs, and
Zi,Zi,zi for latent quantities.
F Part of structured object  that corresponds to factor F
in graphical model representation, in particular
XF =
∏
i∈F Xi, XF = (Xi)i∈F , xF = (xi)i∈F , etc.
∗ Result of MAP-prediction for a quantity 
ˆ Empirical estimate of a quantity .
(Continued )
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354 Notations and Acronyms
Symbol Description
D ∈ N Dimension of feature space.
ϕ : X × Y → RD Feature function.
w ∈ RD weight vector.
g : X × G → R Evaluation function, usually parametrized as
g(x,y,w) = 〈w,ϕ(x,y)〉.
f : X → Y Structured prediction function, usually defined implicitly
as f(x) = argmaxy∈Y g(x,y,w).
p(Y = y|X = x,W = w) Conditional probability distribution parametrized by w.
E(x,y,w) Energy function, E(x,y,w) = − logp(y|x,w).
S Set of samples.
τ (k) > 0 Simulated annealing temperature at iteration k.
η(k) ∈ N Simulation steps in simulated annealing iteration k.
D = {(xi,yi)}i=1,...,N Set of input-output pairs used for training
N ∈ N Number of training examples
T ∈ N Number of training iterations
d ∈ RD Descent direction in gradient descent procedures.
η1, . . . ,ηT Sequence of learning rates, typically ηt =
η
t
for η > 0.
〈 ·, · 〉 (Euclidean) inner product: 〈u,v 〉 = utv =∑dimi=1 [u]i[v]i
[[·]] Function evaluating to 1 if its argument is true, to 0
otherwise.
[·]+ Positive part of argument: [t]+ := max(0, t).
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